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INTRODUCTION

The Problem

Up until World War II, the "derivative and dependent"iNegro leadership, as

sociologist Gunnar Myrdal referred to it, continued to "represent" the Southern

Negro community in its dealings with the Southern white community. As the

segregated system began to be challenged, the "Uncle Tom" leadership which had

served that system was also challenged. And "since the Ifty 17, 1954 Supreme

Court decision outlawing the 'separate but equal' doctrine of race relations,"

a current student of Southern Negro leadership concludes, "the Uncle Tom

leader has lost face among Negroes, and his influence among white men of

power has diminished proportionally."
2

Since 1954, the actions of Negroes themselves- -the Montgomery bus boycott, the

Southwide student sit-ins, the prolonged protest demonstrations in Alabama and

Mississippi- -and the strong affirmation of these actions by the Federal Govern-

ment in the form of major civil rights legislation, court decisions and changes

in public policy have contributed greatly toward setting aside the system as

well as remnants of the old Negro leadership. What remains to be accomplished,

however, is perhaps as difficult, or more difficult, than what has already

been accomplished. In every Southern community there is an urgent need for new,

independent and democratic kinds of Negro leadership. These new leaders must

be able to mobilize local Negro support to push on in the tough job of changing

persisting segregated patterns and discriminatory practices. At the same time,

they must be able to participate effectively with responsible white community

leadership in the solution of common problems of community living.

1
In examining Negro leadership in the South, Myrdal observed that

"practically all the economic and political powers are concentrated in the white
caste" and that "the small amount of influence, status and wealth that there is in
the Negro community is de:ivative and dependent," An American Manna (Harper & Bros.,

111 1944), chap. 37, p. 770).

2
Daniel C. Thompson, The Nero Leadership Class (Englewood Cliffs, N.J.:

Prentice - Said., Inc., 1963), p. 166.
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IWhat the newly changed social situation in the South requires, it seems clear,

is educational programming to develop new kinds of local leadership--both among

Negroes and their white counterparts.

Objectives

The present study is concerned with examining three examples of racially inte-

grated residential adult education programs for the training of civil rights

and community leaders in the South. These programs differ in their sponsorship,

clientele, and educational objectives and in the kinds of learning experiences,

including residential learning experiences, offered for achieving these ob-

jectives. The purpose of the study is to examine each as a potential model, in

whole or in part, for other institutions and organizations in the South con-

cerned with developing leadership training programs.

The study of each program will be confined to describing and analyzing:

1) objectives as defined by staff and participants; 2) examples of the learning

experiences utilized to obtain these objectives, including residential learning

experiences; 3) evaluation of the program by students and staff; and 4) apparent

effect and effectiveness of the Institute as viewed by participants.

The first of these programs to be examined is a 1955 Workshop on School De-

segregation, one of a series of workshops developed, beginning in 1953, by the

Highlander Folk School, an independent residential adult education center

located in rural Tennessee. The second program is the 1965 Annual Institute
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of Race Relations, founded in 1942 by the Race Relations Deprtrtment of the

American Missionary Association and located on the campus of Fisk University

in Nashville, Tennessee. The third example to be examined is a 1965 Citizen-

ship School Teacher Training Workshop sponsored by the Southern Christian

Leadership Conference, a religiously-oriented civil rights organization

headed by Dr. Martin Luther King, and held at a church-supported center in
rum' Georgia.

In the first program to be examined, participants were Southern Negro and
white leaders of a variety of socio-economic backgrounds, all actively
working on problems of desegregation in their several communities. In the

second, participants were largely middle-class Negro and white teachers,

ministers, churchwomen and others, "leaders and potential leaders" from

communities of the North and South. Participants in the third of the three
programs included a small number of concerned whites but were largely

working-class Negroes from Deep South communities with a desire to help their
neighbors achieve "first-class citizenship."

The curriculum for the Desegregation, Workshop was problem-centered, moving
from problem definition to a consideration of resources to the development

of specific plans for community action. The Institute curriculum was, in
large part, academic with emphasis on lectures by specialists to give par-
ticipants a bcad orientation to race relations problems and programs for
change. The Workshop for Citizenship School Teachers took participants

step-by-step through the process of preparing them for their new roles as

teacher-leaders.
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In each case, the experience in integrated residential living was considered

by curriculum planners to be of some importance, but the several settings

and efforts to plan activities related to that experience varied considerably.

Related Research

There has been no previous recearch ea the three residential adult education

programs for training community leaders which are the subject of the prssent

study,

Only one study, in fact, has been identified which focuses on an integrated

residential education program foy the training of civic or community leader-

ship. This study, a descriptive and evaluative study of the rincampmenb for

Citizenship,
1
relates to a program for high school and college students

rather than adults.

Beyond the notable lack of studies of these specific kinds of programs, there

is little in the research literature of adult education on either residential

adult education or on community leadership training programs. There has been

some discussion of and debate on the special values of residential adult

education in professional publications;
2
occasional articles describing

residential adult education programs; at least one effort to survey the.

1962).

lAlgernon D. Black, The Youn Citizens (New York: Frederick:Ungar Co.,

2
Among the proponents, see Royce Pitkin, The Residential School in

American Adult Education (Chicago: Center for the Study of Liberal Education
for Adults, 1956); among the critics, see John S. Diekhoff, "Residential
Education: No Place Like Home," Adult Education, (Summer, 1960), 238-246.
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residential adult schools in the United States and Canada1 and a doctoral

dissertation which describes and analyzes the range of such programs in the

United States.
2

However, there has been no major research on programs of

liberal residential adult education which attempts to assess the residential

aspects of the learning experience. Of the research on community leadership

training in recent years, an article in the Review of Educational Research

observes, "While training of community leaders would seem to be rather crucial,

there is little genuine research in this area."3

Procedures

The data on which the description and analysis of each of the three programs

is based have been gathered in somewhat different ways.

The data on the Highlander Folk School Workshops on School Desegregation have

been gathered in the following ways: a) minutes and other staff records of

planning sessions; b) tape recordings and written records of workshop sessions;

..M=1.11/0.1111.11111110111M.0111
1
Myles Horton, "A Survey of Residential Adult Education in the UnitedStates and Canada" (Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tennessee1.1954).(Mimeographed).

2
Robert Schacht, "Residential Adult Education - An Analysis and

Interpretation" (Unpublished Doctoral Dissertation, University of Wisconsin,1957).

3Joseph Matthews and Linnea B. Holland, "Procedures and Methods forCommunity and Resource Development," Review of Educational Research, XXXV(June, 1965), p. 225.
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c) reports and other materials restating from workshops; d) correspondence of

staff and participants before and after the workshops; e; follow-up question-

naires to workshop participants as administered both by the Highlander Folk

School staff and, recently, by the present writers

Data on the Race Relations Institute and, specifically, on the 1965 Institute

have been gathered from the following sources and by the following means:

a) reports of past Institutes; b) pre-and post-Institute interviews or

questionnaires administered to twenty Southern participants; c) attendance at

the two-week residential Institute as a participant-observer of formal sessions

and the informal residential activities; d) interviews with Institute staff

members; e) follow-up questionnaires to all Southern participants in the

Institute.

Finally, data on the Southern Christian Leadership Conference Citizenship

Education Program and, specifically, on the 1965 Teacher Training. Workshop

have been gathered from: a) staff reports and tape recordings of planning

and evaluation sessions during the development of the Citizenship School

Program; b) pre- and post-interviews or questionnaires administered to

twenty-five young adult and adult participants in the workshop; c) attendance

at the five-day residential workshop as a participant-observer of formal

sessions and informal residential activities; d) interviews with the 1965

workshop staff and with those responsible for developing the Citizenship

Education Program; e) follow-up interviews with participants in the Selman

Alabama area three months after the workshop; f) follow-up questionnaire

to all forty participants in the workshop.



PART I

THE HIGHLANDER FOLK SCHOOL RESIDEMIAL 'elGRKSHOPS ON _SCHOOL DESEGREGATION

WITH EMPHASIS ON THE 1955 WORKSHOP

Institutional Tack ound: The Southern School that was Alwa s Inte ated

Even before the Highlander Folk School was established in a rural

community near Monteagle, Tennessee in November of 1932, its founder,'Iyles

Horton, conceived of the independent Southern adult education center "for

the training of rural and industrial leaders" as an integrated institution.

Be wrote of the projected school in 1931 that its students would come from

the mountains and from the factories and that "Negroes should be among the

students. "1

In the first years of the School when its curriculum primarily served

the self-help'needs of its impoverished white mountain neighbors in the

surrounding community and county, Negroes came to the School as visitors

1
These early notes were written while Horton was visiting Danish

folk high schools and imagining a residential school to meet the needs
of the South (Myles Horton "Christmas night, 1931, Copenhagen, Denmark"
in the files of the School).

7



and speakers.
1

A Negro TVA staff member and sociologist Charles S. Johnson

of Fisk University were among the early speakers.
2

In 1935, when an All-Southern Conference for Civil Rights and Trade

Union Rights was chased out of its meeting place in Chattanooga, the whole

Conference took refuge at the Highlander Folk School and carried on its

sessions there while mountain neighbors stood watch to prevent further

interruption.3

By 1940 when the School had become a center for workers' education

serving the Southwide industrial union movement, the School's staff and

Executive Council put into effect an explicit policy, informing all unions

sending students that they should notify them in advance that there would

be no discrimination.4 The School's records contain a number of statements

1
Correspondence in 1933 from a Negro college, Knoxville College,

which states, "At this time we know of no student or graduate who would
be a good candidate or would be desirous of enrolling . . ."indicates that
effort was made very early to integrate the student body. (Letter from
William H. Seaman, Knoxville College, December 11, 1933).

2
From the early thirties throughout his life, Dr. Charles Johnson

remained a friend of the School. Writing after an early visit to say
that he was forwarding one of his books, he commented that he "would
rather present it to the Highlander Folk School than to any other library
I can think of . ." (Letter from Charles Se Johnson, Director,

Department of Social Sciences, Fisk University, January 10, 1935).

3Zilphia Horton, "Community Reaction to Negroes at Highlander,"
c. 1946 (in the files of the School), p. 2.

4"The staff and Executive Board, feeling the urgency of and working
toward a possible solution of the inter-racial problem, decided in 1940
that the time had come when a non-discrimination policy should be put into
effect." (Ibid., p. 3).



by Negro wal-k4t-e-tua..aLts in the forties whose faith in the unions and in

democracy was. strengthened by Yarticipatim in an integrated workers'

education session at Highlander. As a young Negro committeeman from a UAW

local in Memphis put it:

When I first joined, I had an idea that there were a few people whodidn't feel about Negroes like those I had been brought width inMemphis. And when I came to Highlander, I was fully convinced.
Here, it's a matter of giving the CIO a chance to carry out itsconstitution. Just can't help it here in the mountain.1

later, in the early fifties, when the School developed a curriculum

for small farmers to assist the National Farmers Union organizational efforts

in the South, it worked with rural students on an integrated basis. Negro

and white farmers came together for residential sessions at the mountain

school and returned to their communities to work together in the local

Farmers Union chapters in Alabama, Virginia and Tennessee.

Thus, by 1953, the Highlander Folk School had become known to many

throughout the South, loved and respected by Negroes and those whites who

believed in the rights of Negroes as members of unions, as farmers, as

community leaders, as human beings and hated by those who were determined,

in the words of a Negro civil rights leader, Reverend C.T. Vivian, "to

maintain the status Crow." It represented a unique residential center and

meeting place in the South where Negroes and whites could come together for
a week, two weeks or a month in an informal setting to live and learn and

work together on common problems and share in a variety of social activities.

1
alphia Horton, "Bob Jones Speaks His Mind," n.d. (in the files ofthe School).
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A Curriculum for "the coming upheaval in the South"

At a special planning meeting of the Highlander Executive Council in

April, 1953, the question was raised, "What is the most pressing problem

for the people of the South that Highlander can tackle ?"1

George Mitchell, director of the Southern Regional Council and a member

of Highlander's governing body replied:

The next great problem is not the problem of conquering poverty,
but conquering meanness, prejudice and tradition. Highlander could
become the place in which this is studied, a place where one could
learn the art of practice and methods of brotherhood, The new'
emphasis at Highlander should be on the desegregation of the public
schools in the South .

Be went on to emphasize that the reason for the immediacy of the

program was "the coming upheaval in the South." as a result of the Supreme

Court decision "either outlawing segregation in the schools or enforcing

equal facilitles."2

In response to the challenge, the Council together with.other Southern

leaders invited to participate in the meeting,3 proposed that the Highlander

Folk School develop an experimental curriculum for preparing community leaders,

1
Report of Special Highlander Executive Council Meeting, April 27-28,

1953, Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tennessee (in the files of the
School), p. 1.

2
Ibid.

3Those taking part in the meeting, along with Highlander Council
and staff members included union leaders such as William Buttram, Tennessee
Director, Communication Workers of America and J.P. Mooney, Tennessee re-
presentative of the United Mine, Mill and Smelter Workers of America and
ministers acid theologians such as Dr. Robert McNair, St. Luke's Theological
Seminary, University of the South and Rev. Richard Henry, representing the
Unitarian Service Committee and the Tennessee Valley Unitarian Church.
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Negro and white, to implement the expected decision.
1

The result was two

summer workshops in July and August, 1953 on "The Supreme Court Decisions

and the Public Schools" and subsequent workshops on school desegregation in

1954, 1955, 1956 and 1957.

In undertaking to develop the first curriculum in the South to assist

local leaders in desegregating their schools, Righlander was acting in a

manner consistent with its convictions and experience regarding the edu-

cational needs and democratic potential inherent in social crises and movements.

As it had responded to the needs of unemployed mountain people in the depression

with a curriculum to develop leadership for their own economic and political

organizations, as it had responded to the needs of an inexperienced rapidly

expanding labor movement with a curriculum to develop local union leaders

and educational programs for the membership, so it responded to the "coming

upheaval" of Southern school desegregation in the beginning of a broader

civil rights movement by offering a curriculum to develop widespread local

leadership among Negroes and concerned whites.

Underlying each of these curricula were. two basic assumptions: that

society and, specifically, the South, to become more democratic had to have

more widely-shared and effective community and organizational leadership

and that such leadership could be most readily developed, most highly

motivated to learn, in a time of social crisis.

1
A footnote to the Special 'Meeting Report states, "Alfred EYnders,

editor of the Chattanooga Times, predicts the court decision on segregation
in the public schools will come early in June."
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The Residential School as an Educative Environment

The kind of environment which the Highlander Folk School provided as

a setting in which and from which to lea= was, and had always been, of

great concern to its founder-director and staff. They were deeply mindful

of Dowey's warning that "any environment is a chance environment . . .

unless it has been deliberately regulated with reference to its educative

effect."
1

Along with a problem-centered curriculum to help students understand

and deal with "the world in which we live," Myles Horton wrote in some early

notes, the School must try to give students "an idea of the world we would

like to have." Here, the School became a kind of demonstration community. 2

From its first tentative months of existence, when the unorthodox

adult school served primarily the surrounding community of some seventy-five

families together with a resident student population of six, a conscious and

painstaking effort was made to practice democracy in educational planning and

living arrangements. Great importance was placed on co-operative decision-

making, involving community and resident students with staff in determining

the educational and social activities to be offered as well as co-operative

sharing of responsibility for such physical chores as school housekeeping,

1

John Dewey, Democrac, and Education (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1917), p. 22.

Myles Horton, "Folk School Idea," c. 1933 (in the files of the School).
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growing food and -chopping wood.
1

When Highlander's primary educational focus became the problems of

integration and strengthening Negro leadership for full citizenship in the

South, the educative environment of the residential school assumed added

meaning and significance. ?j-les Horton, writing of this significance during

the civil rights period observed:

Residential adult education appears to be especially appropriate
for dealing with human relations problems. All people, and par-
ticularly people who have been limited in their opportunity, need
a setting in which they can be relaxed and where learning takes
place by means of a variety of educational experiences. People
need to be together outside discussion, lecture and study periods.
This opportunity is provided in'a residential setting.2

He cited, too, the educational significance of Highlander's being an

integrated institution not only in terms of its students, but in terms of

its staff and policy-makers. This integration of the School at every level,

he concluded, "is a demonstration of the democratic way of life for which it

is educating leaders."3

1
These work aspects are specifically described in a report of the

first year's activities:

"All the work of the school is shared by teachers and students alike.
All do some manual or housework everyday. There clie no salaries.

All are giving their time and services to the common cause. Life
here is simple. Almost ascetic at times."

"The Highlander Folk School: (Monteagle, Tennessee, n.d.). (Mimeographed.)

2Reply from Myles Horton to some questions posed by Dean Charles
Gomillion, Tuskegee Institute, regarding Highlander Folk School's contri-
bution to civic democracy in the South during 1959 (in the files of the School).
(Mimeographed.)
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Horton had also been concerned, from the beginning, that the School not

become a utopian or unreal setting. Here he expressed the hope that "the

tie-up with the conflict situations and participation in community life,"

would keep the School "from being a detached colony . . ."/ The environment

of the School as a center for civil rights education was, of course, in no

danger of becoming utopian. For although Southern Negro and white community

leaders came together in a tension-free atmosphere where they could know

and appreciate and learn from one another as human beings, their problems,

the problems of a segregated South, were underscored by the sharing of ex-

periences. As Gunnar IYyrdal had pointed out in his major study of American

race relations:

When Negroes are brought together to discuss and plan for any purpose,
this by itself makes them feel a new courage to voice or at least to
formulate to themselves, their protest. They cannot avoid reminding
each other of the actually existing reasons for serious complaints.

Nor was it likely, on the other hand, that the environment would become

primarily a permissive setting in which to voice protests and express the

frustrationb of being black (or white and determined to be decent) in a

segregated society. For as the Highlander director explained it:

Residential-ness cannot be separated in my mind, however, from a
clear-cut and challenging purpose--not a purpose blue-printed from
beginning to end, but a direction clear enough to stand out like
a lodestar. Residential adult education to me means not only a
physical arrangement and setting, but a clear and simple purpose
as well. To bring out the best in people, their imaginations
must be stretched.3

Horton, "The Folk School Idea."

2
Gunnar jrdal, An American Dilemma (New York: Harper and Brothers,

1944), Vol. I, P. 744.

3Horton's reply to questions raised by Gomillion.
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Thus, with the large and clear-cut purpose before them of achieving the

desegregation of schools in their communities, the particints, however

difficult their situations, were motivated to move as rapidly as possible

from stating their problems to working together on practical solutions. And

if the kind of community which they would life to achieve seemed far-off, they

had the tangible experience of living and learning together in close and

democratic interaction to strengthen and reinforce them in the possibility of

achieving it.

Description and Analysis of the 1955 Workshop, "The South Prepares to Crrry

Out the Supreme Co=tasim Outlawi Segregation in the Public School;"

In examining the records of the Highlander Folk School workshops on

school desegregation, year by year, from 1953 through 1957- -the planning

meetings, recruiting of students, curricula, workshop reports, follow-up

contacts and correspondence with students returned to their communities - -the

interrelatedness of the several workshops, the way in which the results of

one workshop built on and affected the following ones becomes strikingly and

significantly evident.

Also evident is the way in which each workshop relates to the specific

period, the point in time in which it occurs, the stage of development of

desegregation efforts in the several communities, in the South and in the

courts.

Planning the 1955 Workshop: The Role of Former Participants

In planning the workshop on desegregation for 1955, an Advisory Com-
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1
mittee including students and consultants from former workshops worked with

the Highlander staff and Executive Council. Among the students were Mrs..

Anna Kelly of the Negro Y.W.C.A. in CharleSton who bad attended the first

workshop in 1953 and returned home to initiate a program involving other

Negro leaders in educating the general public; Mrs. Septima Clark, also of

Charleston, a Negro elementary school teacher and civic leader who, since

participating in a 1954 workshop, had been assisting with the Highlander

Community Leadership Project in the South Carolina Sea Islands; and Er. and

Mrs. Will Thomas of Bessemer, Alabama, Negro civil rights and'community

leaders who had made some hard-won progress in their community following

attendance at a Highlander workshop in 195.4.

Like the students invited to assist in planning the 1955 workshop, the

consultants were persons who had themselves been involved in civil rights

action. Among these were Miss Irene Osborne, American Friends Service

Committee staff member, who played an important role in the successful efforts

to integrate public schools in Washington, D.C., and who described the process

to Highlander workshop groups in 1953 and 1954 and Dr. Charles Gomillion, Dean

of Students, Tuskegee Institute, a thoughtful educator and human relations

specialist and a leader of the Tuskegee Civic Association working in the

community and through the courts to achieve Negro rights,

During a workshop planning meeting, it was pointed out, based on the

School's previous workshops and follow up field activities, that by "con-

1

The following people agreed to serve on the Advisory Committee: Mrs.
Septima Clark, Dr. Charles Gomillion, Mrs. Rebecca Gershon, Henry Harap,
Miss Irene Osborne, Miss Anna Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. Will Thomas, William Van
Til and Mrs. J.H. Wilcox.
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centrating on a few communities where we have friends or former students, we

can build a nucleus of informed leaders who are able to start and carry forward

a plan of community action for public school integration."1 The staff field

service, it was recommended, should be continued and, if possible, staff con-

sultants and students for the coming workshop should be drawn from these areas.

It was also suggested that the workshop curriculum, elong with proyiding

opportunities for students to analyze the problems and plan for school de-

segregation in their own communities, might provide the opportunity to

analyze and propose plans for three or four typical Souther:, communities re-

presenting different housing patterns and traditions of segregation.

Conceiving of both planning ard evaluation as integral parts of an

on-going curriculum development process, the pre-workshop planniog meeting

arranged for a post workshop meeting of Council, staff and Advisory Committee

with a threefold purpose:

"1) to evaluate the past summer's workshop; 2) to plan the next year's

resident programs; and 3) to make any policy decisions required."
2

The Workshop Participants: Varied in Background, Similar in Motivation

Not surprisingly, the Negro and white community leaders who attended the

action-oriented Highlander Folk School workshops on school desegregation tended

to be highly motivated men and women. The borchure circulated to 1955 workshop

applicants stated in simple but explicit terms that those eligible included

1Minutes of the Executive Council Meeting, March 26-27, 1955, Highlander
Folk School, Monteagle, Tennessee (in the files of the School). (Mimeographed.)

2
Ibid.
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anyone working with local "educational, religious, fraternal, or intercultural

organizations or otherwise in a poeition to provide community leadership." 1

There were no academic or other requirements and scholarships, it was indicated,

were available. Thus, persons of varied educational and socio-economic back-

grounds were enabled to participate.

More important, the majority of students, as had previously been the case,

were recruited by former students mho, because they were enthusiastic about

what they had gained from the residential workshop experience, encouraged others

who might share the local leadership responsibilities. In this way, Mrs. Anna

Kelly of Charleston, South Carolina, after participating in the first workshop,

had encouraged Mrs. Septima Clark to attend. Nri'y Clark, in turn, influenced

Esau Jenkins, self-educated Negro small businessman and Johns Island, South

Carolina civic leader. After he had participated in several workshops, Mr.

Jenkins, along with expanding his own civil rights role in Charleston and

the Sea Islands, sent numerous other Island students to Highlander workshops,

as well as, helping to develop workshops himself.

Other students were identified and recruited by Highlander staff on

field visits to communities attempting to work out their problems of desegre-

gation. For example, the report of a staff visit to Tuskegee, Alabama in

February, 1955 indicates:

Met with school teachers, clergymen, N.A.A.C.P. leaders, Civic
Association representatives and Tuskegee students who analyzed
deadlock between white and Negro communities and discussed
possible solutions. Visited town and rural schools and planned
for the training of additional community leaders at Highlander
next summer.2

1
Highlander Folk School, "The South Prepares to Carry Out the Surveme

Court Decision Outlawing Segregation in Public Schools, July 24August 6, 1955."

2
Highlander Folk School, Twenty-third Annual Report, October 1, 1954-

September 30, 1955, pp. 2-3.
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Notably, most of the forty-some participants in the 1953 Workshop on

School Desegregation came from communities in Alabama, South Carolina and

Tennessee where Highlander's former students were living and where staff was

or had been involved in field activities.

The Problem-centered Curriculum

In evolving a curriculum to develop local leaders able to deal with the

problems and patterns of school desegregation in their several communities,

the situations confronting workshop participants furnished much of the basic

content and the organizing centers for the learning, which, it Vas hoped,

would occur.

Johns Island, South Carolina leader Esau Jenkins and several other Sea

Island participants provided one complex of problems for the workshop agenda:

the problems of arousing and inspiring some two thousand Negroes, isolated,

psychologically as well as physically, from changes in the nation, in the

South and even in near-by Charleston; dominated, still, by the plantation

world of their parents, a world where the government, the schools, the jobs,

the whole system controlling the lives of Negroes, belonged to the white

man. How to convince people of their rights to better schools and health

services? Of their rights to vote for those schools and services by electing

officials to represent their interests? Of their rights, in fact, to vote,

to be citizens?

A middle-class, Northern-born white couple, Anne and Ken Kennedy of

Knoxville, Tennessee presented another set of not-so-difficult problems:

the problems of ' Joint Citizens' Committee for School Integration attempting
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to activate a conservative school board in an urban Appalachian city where

Negroes were a small, inactive minority.

Other problems described were those of the Deep South community of

Montgomery, Alabama where Mrs. Rosa Parks, an N.A.A.C.P. official, youth

advisor and weary civic leader, described the unchallenged patterns of

segregation in schools and in all aspects of community life and observed, as

she heard reports of progress in other communities, that Negroes in Montgomery

were "too timid and would not act."
1

Still others were the a-typical community problems as viewed by Tuskegee

Institute faculty members and Civic Association members in an area where

Negroes were in a clear majority and frequently had more education and better

jobs than whites (both at the Institute and at a near-by Veterans' Adminis-

tration Hospital), but who were prevented from voting and whose children were

forced to attend segregated schools.

And along with these were the problems brought by white ministers and

university students from Tennessee and by union members from Tennessee and

Alabama who were often less clear about community problems, but were seeking

to understand and define useful roles.

In the course of the workshop, each local leader described his community

and its problems as he perceived them. The group, in turn, attempted to

identify and analyze the common or underlying problems of the several com-

munities. With this kind of interactive approach to learning, every partici-

pant had the opportunity to function both as a student and as a teacher. On

1
"Report by Rosa Parks on the Montgomery, Alabama,Passive Resistance

Protest," March, 1956 (in the files of the School).
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thethe probleas of his community, he was the first-hand authority, bringing with

him his years of observation and experience. At the same time, in getting a

different and broader perspective on his community and in dealing with its

school segregation problems, he could learn from what others, whether staff

or consultants or fellow adult students, had succeeded in accomplishing

elsewhere.

Of this process, one of the consultants to the 1955 workshop, Irene

Osborne wrote:

The workshop sessions rely on group discussion in which the
common problems of different areas are used as material for
discussion. Staff persons and invited consultants take part
in the total process, lending help when needed, but not
dominating the discussions and not converting the sessions
into an academic routine. Participants learn, and learn a
remarkable amount in a short time, because they are doing
it themselves and because the work stays close to the needs
which they feel.1

Finally, divided into two groups, participants worked to develop

practical plans and guidelines for action when they returned home. One of

these, .A t..guicltAoComominitActionforPulc1_moollntetion2
was a

rewriting, in the light of the Court's decision of 1954 and subsequent de-

velopments, of a guide, Working Toward Integrated Public Schools in You:r Own

Community, which had been developed by the members of a 1953 workshop group

and shared widely.

0111~1=//pma1011/1
1
Letter from Irene Osborne, August 9, 1955, to Dr. Franklin D. Patterson,

Phelps-Stokes Fund (in the files of the School).

2
See Appendix for copy.
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The other was a carefully composed series of recomriendations, addressed

to community leaders, entitled Basic Policies for Presentation to Local School

Boards which included courses of action related to: 1) Pupil integration;

2) Teacher and administrative integration; and 3) Necessary educational pre-

paration.

In composing both the Guide and the Basic Policies, the working com-

mittee presented its material to the whole group, including staff and con-

sultants, for discussion and revision before turning it over to a small

committee for final editing.

Along with the basic method of group discussion for identifying and

analyzing problems and the use of small working committees to prepare

written materials, an experimental planning project was undertaken as

recommended by the Highlander Executive Council. Several typical Southern

communities with varied patterns of segregation, for example, Charleston,

where Negroes and whites live in the same areas; Atlanta, where Negroes live

in segregated areas; and a Tennessee mountain community with only four or

five per cent Negro population were selected for special analysis. After

finding out where the lines of the neighborhoods and the location of the

schools were in these communities, students worked on suitable plans for

desegregation. According to a summary report of the workshop, "This project

provided one of the most interesting and valuable experiences of the session."
1

1 Highlander Folk School,"Synopsis of Program, Workshop on Desegregation,

July 24-August 6, 1955" (in the files of the School). (Mimeographed.)
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Evening programs throughtout the workshop offered participants a variety

of other kinds of social-educational experiences and suggested ideas for

programs which they might adapt to their own communities. Folk music, square-

dancing, improvisations and films
1
were utilized.

What was Valued, What was Learned: The Residential Experience

Yet, as these Negro and white community leaders evaluated their High-

lander workshop experience, in response to two quite different questionnaires, 2

they did so, most often, not in terms of the information and resources obtained

for solving problems, but in terms of some aspect or aspects of the residential

experience. Negro and white, college-educated and self-educated, their comments

express with deep personal conviction what Royce Pitkin, President of Goddard

College, suggests or infers regarding the effectiveness of residential edu-

cation for adults in his essay on the American residential school.3

1The films included were: De-segregation in the Public Schools"
(Edward R. Mhrrow); "Picture in Your Mind," "Songs of Friendship"; "One
People: The House I Live In"; "Heritage"; "Born Equal"; "Of Human Rights";
"Bouncry Lines"; "Man--One Family"; "Brotherhood of Man".

2
One "Questionnaire on Leadership Training" was prepared and adminis-

tered by the Highlander staff in 1955; the other "Follow-up Questionnaire"
which attempted to get at what participants felt was most important to them
about the workshop experience was administered by the writer in 1966.

3
Royce Pitkin, The Residential School in American Adult Education

(Chicago, Illinois: Center for the Study of Liberal Education for Adults,
1956).
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Pitkin points out that "when adults are in residence in relatively small

groups, a considerable degree of intimacy develops fairly quickly."1 He

suggests that the resulting informality makes for ease in participation and

in acquiring new ideas and outlooks,

The achievement of this kind of informality and intimacy by a group of

Negroes and whites in the South was, of course, a unique experience for most

participants in the Highlander desegregation, workshops. Almost all of them,

therefore, commented, in some way, on what it meant o them. Of the learning

growing out of this experience, a workshop member from Tuskegee Institute wrote:

I have changed my attitude toward leadership from that of domin-
ation to one of companionship, I have never before had the oppor-
tunity to actually live in wholesome friendship with other groups
who were interested, and unafraid, in my problems.2

Another Negro leader from the rural Sea Islands stated simply:

It showed me how wonderful it (is) to live, share and become
co-operative with others.3

Noting that "learning is enhanced if emotional strain or tension is

low,"4 Pitkin observes that adults in the residential school setting seem

lIbid., p. 34

2Letter from Woodrow Cooper, Tuskegee, Alabama, May 28, 1955, to Myles
Horton.

3Response by George Bellenger, Johns Island, South Carolina, to High-
lander Folk School Questionnaire, August 1, 1955.

4Pitkin, The Residential School, pp. 34-35
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relieved of many of their tensions; seem able to respond to the various

challenges to learn without embarrassment, to learn, in fact, with in-

creasing confidence.

Speaking of this atmosphere for learning, a Negro beautician explained:

. . . at times when in a group, much of the information is lost
because of the tenseness of the group as a whole and you cannot
relax and receive what is being offered. This is not true at
Highlander for there is no tension at all and one can absorb
more easily. I felt as though I had been coming there for years
and years.1

It should be added that this same beautician acquired sufficient con-

fidence as well as competence to be able to participate in a Highlander -de-

veloped literacy and voter education program in the Sea Islands as the first

teacher in a so-called Citizenship School.

Another workshop participant who spoke specifically about the group

atmosphere and its effects on her was Mrs. Rosa Parks, soon afterwards

leader of the Montgomery Bus Boycott. Fellow participants recall that

Mrs. Parks, during the first several days of the workshop was extremely

shy and quiet.
2

Of this experience, she wrote:

I learned about informal group participation for serious
problems and became more relaxed and communicative with
others working toward the same goal of freedom from racial
prejudice and injustice.3

1
Letter from Bernice Robinson, Charleston, South Carolina, July 19, 1955

to tittles Horton.

2
Interview with Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Kennedy, Knoxville, Tennessee,

May 24, 1966.

3Reply by Mrs. Rosa Parks to Follow-up Questionnaire on Workshop on
Desegregation, May 20, 1966.
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In considering the residential school as it contributes to the physical-

emotional-intellectual learning process, Pitkin observes that in this setting

"the adult is free to move, to talk . . . to be a live, active human being

and not simply an occupant of a seat in a given row."
1

Illustrative of the varied opportunities for learning during the High-

lander Folk School desegregation workshops, a middle-class white couple whose

contacts with Negroes had been limited primarily to formal occasions such as

church-sponsored gatherings and civic meetings, stated that most important

in their experience was coming to know Negro workshop members, not in group

discussion, but "in the kitchen, washing dishes together."2 (for the Negro

participants, the "washing dishes together" may have been quite another

learning experience, as it was in the case of an earlier Highlander student,

a Negro union member from the Deep South, who recalled of the session which

she had attended, "It was the first time I ever worked in a kitchen where I

was in charge and a white man was doing the dishes!")3

Another kind of educational value of the residential school, not dis-

cussed in Pitkin's essay, is cited frequently by participants in the High-

lander Folk School workshops on desegregation, especially by Negroes. One

woman from Alabama called it "Democratic living in practice" which, she

stated, "for the first time in my life . . . was mine to observe."4

1
Pitkin, The Residential School, p. 35

2
Interview with Mr. and Mrs. Kennedy.

3Interview with Mrs. Ernestine Felder,

4Letter from Mrs. Beulah C. Johnson to
Fund, July 27, 1955.

Charleston, S.C., c. August, 1964.

Mr. F.D. Patterson, Phelps-Stokes
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And Esau Jenkins of the Sea Islands, looking back to when he first

ventured to spend ten days in a Tennessee residential center with Southern

white people wrote:

Whenever I wanted) to see part of this great democracy at work,
I use(d) to go to New York. It was very significant and exclama-
tory to me to find democracy at work in Monteagle at Highlander
Folk School which place makes me feel that he is counted as a
human being, and one of God's people . . .1

The Effects of the 1955 Workshop

In evaluating the apparent effects of the two-week residential learning

experience on the actions of participants, follow -up correspondence and field

visits by staff provided the primary basis.

Some of the effects were in the form of continuing but intensified

efforts on the part of returned workshop members to bring about desegregation

of schools or other facilities or to encourage greater participation of others

in civic affairs. Thus, correspondence and reports fromKnoxville, Tennessee,

participants in the 1955 workshop indicate that they were the "gadflies"

within the Knoxville Joint Committee, made up of representatives of Negro and

white civic organizations working for public school desegregation. As advo-

cates of positive action, they brought before the Committee the ideas contained

in the Highlander Workshop paper, "Basic Policies for Presentation to Local

School Boards" and challenged it to draw up a positive plan of desegregation

for presentation to member organizations and the school board.
2

Subsequent

1Letter from Esau Jenkins, Johns Island, South Carolina, April 28, 1955
to Itles Horton.

2
Jack Painter, Report on the Knoxville Joint Committee, August 22, 1945.
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correspondence and reports indicate that dissension within the Committee resulted

in its dissolution but their efforts did, apparently, mobilize the more active

organizations represented on the Committee which continued to work for and

finally achieved complete school integration.

Another such behind-the-scenes effort occurred in a rural county in East

Tennessee where Negroes were a tiny minority but where two participants in the

1955 workshop, a young Negro teacher and a young white Baptist minister, worked

together over a period of time to identify and organize support for school

integration,1 Again, positive steps were not quickly achieved, but constructive

elements, within ministerial groups, the Negro community and among sppathetic

white leadership, were mobilized and finally succeeded in achieving school

integration.

A third example of the workshop participant who continued, but in some

new ways, to work on local problems was a Negro labor union and N.A.A.C.P.

leader from Bessemer, Alabama who attended Highlander school desegregation

workshops in 1953 and 1955. After the first workshop he set up voter

registration classes, organized educational panels and forums on current

events and worked with and through other organizations in his community to

encourage Negroes to vote and to take an active part in desegregation efforts.
2

... ...111.1.......111.1111111011r

1Francis Ehnis, Field Reports, Tennessee Council on Human Relations, 1955.

2Will Thomas, Reply to Highlander Folk School Questionnaire on Leadership
Training, April, 1955.
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During the 1955 workshop, he served as a participant- resource person describing

his activities as well as gathering additional ideas to strengthen community

efforts in Bessemer.

Some examples of effects, both direct and indirect, are more readily

identifiable. Esau Jenkins, on returning from the 1954 workshop to Johns

Island, South Carolina, wrote back to the Highlander staff that he had decided

to attempt to "integrate" school leadership on the Island by running as the

first Negro candidate for School Trustee since the Reconstruction Period.

He was defeated, but he succeeded in arousing Negro interest in qualifying to

vote and in demanding improved school and community services.
1

Certainly the most dramatic action taken by a participant in the 1955

School Desegregation Workshop was by Mrs. Rosa Parks. Her refusal, some

months after her return home, to give up her bus seat to a white passenger not

only was the first act in the prolonged Montgomery Bus Boycott but was viewed

by many as the first major event in the Southwide civil rights movement.

Although Mrs. Parks was certainly not "taught" at the workshop the action

that she was to take, she was taught by her experience there the possibility

of living as an equal in an integrated society. The woman responsible for

sending her to Highlander wrote after the Montgomery Bus Boycott was underway:

But now comes your past . . . the effect that the School had on
Mrs. Parks. When she came back she was so happy and felt so
liberated and then as time went on she said the discrimination
got worse and worse to bear after having, for the first time in
her life, been freee of it at Highlander. I am sure that had a
lot to do with her daring to risk arrest as she is naturally a
very quiet and retiring person . . . .2

1
See Citizenship Education

2
Letter from Mrs. Clifford

Program Study, p. 92

Durr, Montgomery, Alabama, January 30, 1956.
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Thus, the residential workshop, in addition to helping participants develop

practical guidelines for school desegregation provided them with an emimple of

what could be and made them more critical of what was.

The School Desegregation Workshop as _a Leadership Training Model

The Supreme Court decision of May, 1954 was very explicit in its con-

clusion that "in the field of public education, the doctrine of 'separate but

equal' has no place." The decision, however, which ordered an end to segre-

gation in the public schools offered no procedures of deadlines. How and

when desegregation was to occur was left to local authorities and initiative.

In the midst of a white South largely determined to resist or delay action as

long as possible and a Negro South largely unaccustomed to assuming any leader-

ship role within the total community, the Highlander Folk School held its series

of integrated residential workshops on the desegregation of schools. They were,

as has been indicated, the first such workshops in the South with the objective

o1 preparing local leadership to carry out the Supreme Court decision in their

various communities.

In several ways these workshops on school desegregation achieved their

objective. They managed to assist the school desegregation process in a number

of Southern communities, however slowly; to develop, test and revise practical

materials such as A Guide to Community Action which were widely distributed and used

and to prepare a number of Southern Negro and white community leaders, socially

and psychologically not only to work together for desegregated schools but to

live together in a desegregated society.
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Because of the effectiveness of this series of workshops at the several

levels, they represent a workable leadership training model which should be

useful t;o other institutions and organizations in the South. There are at

least four major reasons, analysis would indicate, that the model has proved

a workable one:

1) the immediate social relevance e the workshop's_ educational objective

which was defined in relation to urgent social needs of a given time,

region and group of people;

2) the kinds of participants selected, who, although they represented a

wide variety of ages and socio-economic and educational backgrounds, were

all working with some local church, labor union, civil rights or com-

munity organization to change community patterns of segregation;

3) the several kiniLencesofferedndsoflear including the

opportunity for participants to think through their problems and develop

specific but flexible plans for coping with them and to live and partici-

pate in , variety of social, educational and work activities within a

"desegregated" residential community; and

4) the functional relationshi between the outcomes of one workshop and

agenda of a group of participants in

one workshop served as an advisory committee for the next; the materials

produced by a given workshop were a resource for the following workshop

and participants who, like Esau Jenkins or Yks. Rosa Parks, assumed

major leadership roles in their communities became staff and resource

persons, sharing their experiences and insights.
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WORKINC TOWARD PUELIC SCHOOL
INTEGRATION

The Supreme Court has directed that a "prompt and reason-
able start" be made to eliminate all segregation in Public
Schools. Since local cizy and county school authorties are
primarily responsible, interested citizens and community
groups should find out what plans are being made for &-
segregation. If there are no plans or if there are unsatis-
factory plans you may find that some of these suggestions for
group action can be adapted to your situation. All are based
on actual experiences of community groups in the South.

THE a7-"GINN !NG GRO'JI--a

A small group of people who are seriously concerned about
working for public school desegregation meets informally in
someone's home. There may be as few as two persons or as
many as six or eight who start the original group. It is most
desirable that this be an integrated group, but if this is not
possible, start with what you have. Plan to integrate your
group as quickly as possible. The group will begin to enlarge
itself by drawing in other interested individuals. Enough
members must meet fairly regularly to carry the continuity
of the program decided upon.

It is likely that some of the people in the group will be mem-
bers of organizations such as Parent -Teacher Association,
League of Women Voters, United Church Women, National
Association For the Advancement of Colored People, Young
Women's Christian Association and the Southern Regional
Council. In some communities there will be several of these
organizations which are publicly committed to support school
desegregation.

The object to the group is to get the eventual support of these
organizations for the various steps leading toward desegrega-
tion. The League of Women Voters, for instance, may agree
to work toward strengthening school tenure laws so that5



teacher integration will not mean loss of jobs for qualified
teachers of any race or color. The PTA may agree to sup-
port interracial seminars and discussion groups for teachers
to better prepare them for understanding each other and for
handling mixed classes of children. The NAACP mpy feel
that its job is to develop better understanding among its own
members as well as to see to it that the local 6001 board
does not evade its legal responsibilities. As soon as you have
three or four such organizations agreeing to work on prob-
lems related to school desegregation your group is ready to
form a Joint Committee.

THE JOINT _:OMMITTEL.-E

The term "Joint Committee" is one which was developed out
of the experience of citizen groups working over a period of
years in such places as Washington, D. C., and Knoxville,
Tennessee, and is used here to describe this type of com-
munity activity.

What Is Its Purpose?
To bring about prompt and orderly deseger.sgation of public
schools through maximum support from existing community
organizations.

To stimulate cooperation among all groups for the .2. ontinued
improvement of the public school system before, during and
after the ansition period.

Who Are Its Members?
A Joint Committee cor.sists for the most part of people who
are active members of a wide variety of community organi-
zations such as churches, unions, League of Women Voters,
NAACP, PTA, Urban League and Civic Clubs. In addition
there may be individual memLers who can contribute active-
ly to the planning and work of the Joint Committee even
though they do not represent an organ;zation. as the
original inn sal group starts with a few people, the Joint
Committee can start with the support of only a few organi-
zations and add to its membership as it goes along.

How Does It Function?
The Joint Committee works as a fact-finding air 1 educational
group, offering services, acting as a clearing house for infor-
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'nation and drawing up specific statements and plans for ac-
tion to be submitted to participating organizations. It issues
no statements, seeks no publicity and takes no action in its
own name. It does not attempt to take away power or pres-
tige from existing organizations but rather is set up to co-
ordinate and supplement their efforts.

Joint Committee members from existing organizations
should be specifically authorized to represent their organiza-
tions. It should be made very clear, however, that organiza-
tions do not commit themselves to any policy or course of
action by designating a member to represent them on the
Joint Committee. They may decide to endorse or act upou
some of the Joint Committee's recommendations and to re-
ject others.

Once a statement of policy or a plan of action has been de-
cided upon by the Joint Committee, copies of the proposed
plan should be mailed to each member. He in turn is re-
sponsible for presenting it to his organization for considera-
tion.

A deadline should be set for the organizations to arrive at a
decision on the proposal and to reply to the secretary of the
Joint Committee. The secretary then issues a statement,
signed not by individuals but in the name of all organizations
which have given approval.

When personal action is to be taken by members of the Joint
Committee, such as a conference with school board mem-
ber, each person speaks as an individual or as a represen-
tative of his own organization, not as a Joint Committee
member.

NT.o.4 Joint Committees will naturally have a few energetic,
devoted persons who attend most of the meetings and assume
responsibility for making plans; others will attend meetings
when subjects of special interest are discussed. This should
not prevent the Joint Committee from working and planning
ahead, on the basis of majority agreement among members
present. On the other hand, less active members should not
be permitted to fall by the wayside. Notify all members of
Joint Committee meetings by post card or telephone. Larger
groups may send out a simple newsletter, or copies of the

. 7
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meeting's minutes to all its members. But every effort
should be made to keep in close personal contact with all the
members, by visits or phone call.

Be on the lookout for more organizations to participate in the
Joint Committee. You should draw leadership to share in
the planning and carrying out of the work from as many or-
ganizations as possible. As new members Pain the group,
plan some job that they can perform. Encou'rage them to
assume responsibility, and to use their own methods and
ideas.

SUGGESTED LINES OF ACTION

Some of the following :uggestions can be used by the infor-
mal beginning group as well as by the Joint Committee.

Get the Facts
A good first step for your committee is to get the facts on
schools in your community. Visit classrooms, talk with
teachers, students and parents about sanitation, heating and
fire protection. Find out how large the classes are and
whether school buses are overcrowded. Present these facts
to your city or comity officials raid to members of your board
of education. Give comparative figures between white and
Negro schools. Eicp lain how both white and Negro children
suffer because of segregation. Point out the costliness of a
dual system in terms of quality of education as well as size
of school budget and ask the -ehool board to consider the
psychological disadvantages of segregation to all children.

U,iderstand the Board of Education
Who are its mei ? What arc the factions? Who are
the most sympathy,,... members and to what degree? '';`,hat is
the relation ;hip between the board and the superintendent?
Find and use the means available for contact with the board
in order to keep informed and to let them know that citizens
are interested. Attend board meetings. Find out what the
rules are about citizens speaking at board meetings and con-
sidei how you may effectively use the privilege. Make re-
peated personal visits and contacts with board members.
Make oral presentations and write letters to the board.

---- 8 --



Work for A Better Board of Education
If your boird members are elec' (1, organize a slate of can-
didates whom you feel can do the best job. If the board is
appointed, work with the appointing agent and bring public
pressure to bear. You need people of integrity who are in-
terested in school problems. It is very impokant to have
Negro representation if you are to plan intelligently for the
integration of races. Active citizen support at the polls is
essential if you arc to have good school board officials.

WHAT TO SAY TO SCHOOL BOARD
Make some or all of the following suggestions to your school
board. Be flexible and ready to change your emphasis as the
situation develops.

Submit to the board, for its adoption, a statement of basic
policies which should govern desegregation plans. The state-
ment should specify that both pupil assignment and all per-
sonnel management should be carried out without regard to
race. (Highlander workshop statement available).

Cather information on the mechanics of successful desegre-
gation in other areas and share your findings with the board
members.

Present facts on teacher loads, number of shifts, travel time
and distances to show that some children are being discrim-
inated against.

Arrange workshops or seminars for public school teachers
where they may work together in seeing the role of teachers
in an integrated school system and the responsibility of the
teacher in affecting attitudes. Work this out with school
officials and secure their eooperation. Assistance can be
:mired from human relations agencies and from colleges
and universities.

In -,..ome communities lay groups, or citizens' advisory com-
mittees, are being appointed by the board of education. We
recommend that such committees be interracial and that they
include no one who is a "yes-man", or whose job or financial
security might be placed in jeopardy as a result of the com-
mittee's actions. All members should be committed to ac-
complishing desegregation in as prompt and orderly a man-
ner as possible. Citizens' advisory committee meetings



should be open to the public and interested people and or-
ganizations should be invited to participate. A citizens'
committee can help to take pressure off the scht I board and
permit it to act more constructively. It may help in gaining
public understanding and acceptance of the desegregation
plan.

Cooperate with agencies such as NAACP when the school
board is being petitioned by parents to admit Negro children
or when legal action is necessary.

Work with non-administrative organizations concerned with
school policy Id educational excellence. PTA's should be
urged to meet together interracially even if immediate organ-
izational merging is impossible. State and local color bars
should be remov, '.nd PTA organizations integrated all the
way up. Promote inte.gration of teachers' activities and pro -
fessional associations. (Future Teachers of America, Na-
tional Education Association, etc.)

BUILL .t1G PUBLIC SUPPORT

Some suggested ideas to stress arc:

"We have a responsibil:ty to. implement the Supreme Court
decision."

4

"We can have a better school system after we integrate."

"Experience shows that desegregation is a feasible and con-
structive experience."

"We cannot solve these severe problems withol t desegreg,a-
don."

"Desegregation is more effectively accomplished in a single
step than in a seri,. s of steps with delays in between."

Be willing to change the emplitr: of your message as devel-
opments occur. Work with the press. Encourage emphasis
on school news. Get to know the reporters who will have
the most to do with school news. You can often give them
leads to information which will help them to get good stories.

llc with editors and editorial writers. Issue press releases
action you have agreed upon.

- '0-



Radio and TV stations will give some free time for programs
in the public interest. Interpretations of the meaning of the
court decision, the story of local school conditions, reports
on the experience of desegregation, discussions by students
themselvesthese and other ideas which you will have can
make excellent programs. Discussions of integration can be
included in programs on human relations, mental health, and
child de,, .lopment.

Help other groups find speakers and materials. Offer to
come to their meetings to make a report on what you are
doing.

Build a mailing list of interested persons including leaders in
organizations, ministers, and other active people. You can
send out reports of projects, facts about the schools, and an-
nouncements of any meetings to which the public is invited.
You may want to send out a regular bulletin or newsletter
or distribute important printed material.

Select projects which you are able to do. Do not expect that
you can do all of these things at once or that all will be
equally effective. Use the talent you have and the channels
available to you.

In' anticipation of the 1954 Supreme Court ruling on Public
Schools, Highlander planned early in 1953 a series of workshops
to develop plans for an orderly transition ,"rom segregated to
integrated schools.

A "Guide To Action" was first drafted by parents, teachers,
clergymen, industrial workers and fa, alers who gathered at
Highlander for a five wee! workshop during the summer of 1953.
Experiences reported at similar worshops in 1954 and 1955 have
been incorporated in this revi,:ed edition of a "Guide To Action."
Each :;tigg on is based on methods that have demonstrated their
value in one or more Southern communities.

These workshops h.c.%) been made possible by individual contri-
butions and by grants from the Field Foundation, Inc.

O

HIGHLANDER FOLK SCHOOL
October 1, 1935



HIGHLANDER

Highlander Folk School, chartered in
1932 for "adult education, the training ofrural and industrial leaders and general
academic education", keeps open housein the Tennessee mountains for people
and ideas. Adults, without reference tocolor, religion, schooling iconomicstatus gather here thro" . the year.
Students and teachers h inhalf a dozen houses around a lake. Here
they study, discuss and plan how best tomeet the challenging social, educational
and economic problems confronting in-dividuals and communities in the South.



Highlander Folk School
Monteagle, Tennessee

IMMINLAARIELIBLEWELEUELLAWAI
OUTLINE OF TRAINING WORKSHOP

(one week in length)

Teachers and supervisors arrive in the afternoon,
register at the main building, and are assigned to
living quarters.

6:30 Dinner (same hour every evening)

0i00-0:0
IingiBi

4 t

IalEetedlmmi
VianaLtit ni211btalialullao

?Following the singing period 414 About twenty minutes,
participants will be asked to introduce themselves, and
toll something about the esonstunities from which they
come.

A Highlander staff member or a eonsultant will present
the gitizenship Soho,' idea, explaining hew it originated,
and how it is related to the total community. .

The Citizenship School is a new Mee of wheel, *elite

adults learn bow to help thommetves and their neighbor,
to become first oleos eitisens, and to *MO *sir voting
power effectively for realising the eppertimoitii4 0
citizenship. The process of sitisionlh$01 is loarood
and practiced with the learning of reading and writing
whieh is the first step in Making oitisommftip possiblio
Learning and purpose for learning go MA* A* 11**06

Prticipants will be given an spportmmitty be silk

the clog. of the program partioipanSo l Sign Mgr for
voluntary duties of serving meals end washing diShOW.



9:00-10:30

w.insti.ttion Classes* in
lhc Citizenship Schcol Idea
lieading (taught as Voting and Registration)

ktiuntarl, Slyill Period
`)inginr,

Ht view of Ci,ntent for Citizenship Schools

imonstration The Citizenship School Idea'

The 1,,ider (a Highl;AnAf:r staff member or a consultant)
will take the tole of teacher. Using the content of
the Sunda) evening ptc'.entatizin, he will question the
paiticipants ,Jr1 the ond,rstanding they now have of the
Citizenship Sch,...1, background 'nd specific purposes,

.5 r. eat to the cummunity A5.. a whole, and its
way ff relating learning to community action.

Tht in.poitancc of the vete will be emphasized as key to
civic opportunities (i.e. Joh opportunities, legal rights,
tax -o41,p(it,(.1 sei vices, use of public transport, int.-
grati,n of schools, etc.)

the leader will emphasize the importance of literacy as
basic in securing and using the vote effectively. For
this leason literacy is basic to the Citizenship School
plan, and reading and writing are learned in terms of
Citiztnship, first of all voting and registration.

0
(This class is ,)nee which can give ,supervisors and teachers
an idea of how an introductory class in the local Citizen-
ship School might be handled.)

10:)13 Coffee Break (same time every morning)

During the break the teachers and supervisors will be
asked to write down one or two questions, or points
that need further clarification, about the Citizenship
.School idea, and to hand them to the leader before the
11:00 session begins.

11 :00 -12 :10

The group will review Ind criticize the demonstration
class. Using qu*-sti-rs handed in, the leader will
guide particilants to clarify and sharpen the focus of
the first tuc,

*these ate thc (Jul det,onstiation classy% offered during the
week.
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8:00-10:00

§10aBg
......r...AwALaiaLALZALaERvirwa'Cwasho

The singing period, which will be a part of every evening
session, has two purposes. First of all it is for
pleasure. Second, it demonstrates ways in Which grist*

singing can be used and taught in the local schimls.
Familiar songs will be sung, and there will be practise
in song leading. Singing, with the use of song sheets,

also gives valuable practice in reading.

Following the singing period the Highlander leader will

review informally the various subjects which have bean
taught and used in Citizenship Schools. Hs will *Wm
how reading, writing and arithmetic are learned as
tools in the process of learning and assuming civic
responsibility.

This session is meant to fill in further the picture
teachers and supervisors have of the three-month sehool
term, and to emphasise again the interdependency of con-
tent learned and purpose for learning it--i.e citisen-
ship responsibility.



Tuesday

9:00-10:30

5.

.Arrangements for Classes
The Time for the Class
The Ulace for the Class
Materials and Texts

Voluntary Skill Period
y2orfL.t_z\rranerRolePlainents for Classes

Speaker on Current Vorld Events

the Time for the Class

Class groups number about 20 persons. There may be as
many as four classes in a given school, and as many as
three or four schools in a given area, working under
one supervisor. Each class has its own teacher, and room.

The school lasts three (consecutive) months. Employment,
climate, means of transportatio', etc., will be factors
in determining the time of year.

Clas'is are held two evenings a week, and are two hours
long. Days of week and time of day for class will depend
on type and time of employment of prospective students.
The supervisor needs to have his area classes scheduled
so that he can visit all of them in the same week.

11:00-12:30
The Place for the Class

Discussion will be held on proper size for the room;
heat, light, convenience of location, etc., and also the
kind of public or private building which might he
utilized. This may he a school, church, community build-
ing, club house, place of business, or even a private

T-achers and supervisors will be advised about making
contacts with community leaders to get help in finding
such places, and arranging for their use.

Suggestions will be made about ways of securing equipment
such as tables, straight chairs, blackboards, etc.

At the end of the session each teacher and supervisor
w111 be asked to begin making a plan for the arrangement
of his own schools and classes, and to include in it, from
day to day, plans for procedure which he will initiate
when he returns to his community. These will be handed
to the Highlander leader before the end of the week, or
discussed with him, in preparation for the oral presenta-
tion which the participant will make of his plan, on the
final daN,.



iatelials and Texts.011 ..0. +a/ Aimils+01. am. =.

()

reaffors %%111 he given samples, and told hou and where

to order in prop. r' quantities, the materials needed fur

cla,sunik. 11ze are writing pads, pencils, cardboard

cut In proper sizes, etc.

-text materials till he displayed, including state

registration requirements and literacy tests, with
explanations of level of instruction represented in

each -ne.

4:00-6:00
Fre,. Iii'e

Vluntary Skill F er iod

8:00-0 :00
Hide 'laving on irangements for ('lasses

funrr.rit 1urld Lvents

1:,11 ,Inrrnr 1,riod, the arrangement for

, 1 11 1 1.e 1.vret41.+1 through rle playIng. l'he

1.111 ,e1%*- a, A re:i.indtr to the grenp that

the) 11 i.loparing f..r the final presentation
vlas Hilay of

At this truly an eut-rde speaker may he introduced.

He t,111 he pitparvd for this particular audience, and

uill on suuw aspect of current uorld ,-vents: A

discn-,z im hill f4,11eu.

the Highlander 1.ader uill shoo how the same kind of

plan !lay he nstd in the Crtrzenship School program.



yednesday,

9:00-10:30

7.

Determining the Instruction Levet of Students
Class Programming
Practicv 'in Planning a Program
Voluntary Skill Period
Use of the Educational Film

Determining the Instruction Level of Students

A discussi,in will be held on how the teacher can find,
through individual conference and testing with simpler
and then more advanced material, the level of learning
of each student, and how to divide the class into
beginning and advanced groups.

11 :00 -12 :30

Class ProEramming

By describing in detail the procedure in a typical
evening class, the Highlander leader will show th,
teacher how to plan a program for a class in his local
school.

The program will include the opening general session,
with suggestions about what content to include; and
it will show the way in which beginners and advanced
stucl=_.nts work in separate groups, but with the same
teac.her, on their different texts and workbooks.

Suggestions will be made about how to assign homework,
and how to plan the closing period of the class. This
will usually be a general session, with a social period,
and ..ome special feature, such as an outride speaker or
documentary film.

.

The closing general session for the local school is im-
portant because it is the time when announcements are
made of community activities, and when students are
invited to assume civic responsibilities.

2:00-4:00
Practice in Planning a Program

The group will spend the afternoon making and discussing
progr:tu plans, and learning, with the help of the High
laude: leader, to visualise a typical class. Role playing
will be used.

4:00-6:00
}ree Time
Voluntary Skill Period



8:00-10:0tb

8.

Ise of the Educational Film

A brief educational film on ritizenship will be presented
and discussed, as ar example of the way in which films
may he used in the 14,cal schools. Students will be given
lists of appropliate liims, and told how to order them.

Thursdal

9:00-10:io

Ni 1

ec.-ord t et ping

T1111 t f-01 Schools
,.lontai% Ail! lei Lod
cf vie, t . ecru' t lr - lession

i 4 a `-,cliedt,

Each be helped to make out a tentative
schedulv 1,,,t all the schc,ols and classes of his or her
at to cover the three months' period of the term.
Ple must know exactly when and whore every
class is b.'irtg twit', and plan to visit each one as
often

In addition to class schedules, special dates should be
Wit 11114) t'Ot, t*.lm plAn, for instance those on which
ceitain molis, oi speakers, may be presented to all the
schooi, t.,gi-Ahel in an at ea; and dates of registration
da,.s, th. ara. Iher are usually civic meetings
annotin,od sevelal weeks ahead of time which should be
Inc 1110# 0111(1 I '-, 111e night program for the term
which %.111 paiticipatt.d in by all the schools, should
bp I 1 t r to bc(t 1 EMI ng o the term. Some dates
shool! I. 't t t 1. foi teachers' meetings.

If1:10-14.:10

d heel ILE

rhe teachers ate tani;ht how to enrc l 1 students, and how
to make an'attetlIance chart which will carry, In addi-
tin to the lc( of attf-ndance, ilther pertinent
in! ttr nat i on ',lit h is ace, se x %%he f tier 01 nut thi% student
1, Tegi,t#,/eti 14. 4,1, .111,1 If so his togistration num-

ctc.

?:00-4:0U
14.11.( I ul l Itip Nt nd+.nt I )1 SC 1)1.)+)1

Pertuitzt.,ta should to to those individnAls who
have .11 ready i.xpis-s-,c(1 1 10 t 1:r1 *,e 1 1 -`11111a 171Ver11811t



(1-
, I ve.luiting always available is the per-
uitli the inteiested individual, those uho

AttenduA civic meetings, and have indicated wi11-
110,4.-s to be on the roster of prospective studentswt11 h called ru personally by the supervilor orteacher.

Leadeis of civic organizations may help with recruit-ment, as well as support the schools by publicizingthem in public meetings. local ministers may help inthe same way, and supervisors and teachers may be givenoppwrtunities church services to interpret the pro-gram and to secure additions to the roster of,prospec-tive students.

interested leaders, ministers, and church workers may%is( Assist the' supervisor in making personal calls,and ,tudents will urge others to become students.p,cluirleg sometimes becomes the service of a greatmany persons, hut the supervisor is the person behindthe leciuitment program.

It is well to have handbills and announcement fliersto use in meetings, and to leave in homes where visitsare wade.
. lthough the newspaper and radio have hadsome use in publicizing the Citizenship Schools, it iswi,,e to avoid such publicity until the schools arewell established in the community.

4:00-6:00
ilme

leriod

8:00-10:00
lineing
-et L'w of :,ecruiting !sessipn

followinv th, singing period the rest of the eveningwill hf- used fiq role playing typical situationswhich ale likely to arise in the various asp.,,cts ofrectolting, as discussed in the afternoon session.

The '1.etie visit may be acted out, or a talk uith anof 1k0 uf A CI IC club, of with a newspaper editor.

Onc vt.tup may prepale sample announcements and hand-which might be used for distilbution.

Pole plays will he disiussed and criticized.



Friday

9:00-10:"tu

10.

Determining the level cf
Fiesentation of Flans for FOI9u-1.'p
Closfne, vianquf.t

Letermining the Level2frturj1.1ytieiceE)
This session is meant to lead the group into a dis-cussion of wider civic activities in which the
Citizenship School should be involved.

ciganizations now existing in communities, and which
surport integration, will be discussed. Some of thesemay bP Veivo organizations, some bi-racia.l. Some areof of national bodies, some are local. TheCitizenship '-;chool is a co-operating organization.

Personal experience with integration will be discussed,supervisors and teachers will explore the depthard extent of the own commitment to integration` andwhat the ma) expect of their students.

ihe gioop will be asked to include plans for civicnet t len in the l'iesentations they have been outliningfol disci ssion on the final afternoon.

11:00-12:10

laitieipants will have time for study and individualcun1pience with Highlander leaders and consultants inuotking out the presentations for action which theywill make in the afternoon session.

2:00-4:00
Presentation of Fol low -Up Plans

Students will present the plans which they have been mak-ing during the week. These will show the ideas teachersand supervisors now have, for what they will do in theirown communities, and how they will use what they haveif,ained in the training week.

This form of review has three purposes: first, it givesthe student the experience of "talking out" some of hisideas, and forces him to clarify them for himself aswell as for others; second, it affords the student theheeefit of the group' s reaction ezricl'suggestions, aswell as theti :approval and supper:.; third, it produces,in the student, a feeling of having made a commitment,'in the- presence of hip peefs.



4:00-6:09

6122

11.

Preparation for Closing Banquet

Participants will learn some of the details which

make these occasions attractive, for example how

to decorate tables, and arrange the room, and how

to make use of out-door materials for decorating.

.Closirlrx.J_Banquet

This time.the week will be reviewed in role pliying

and skits.
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Yonteagle,

'1.1.,FIONNAIRE ON COM.UNITY BACKGIIOUNI.

FOR TRAINING tORKSHOP

1. Information affecting mechanics of schools

tk si

Comtidering problems arising from seasonal employment,
etc., what three-month calendar .eriod is best suited
for the schools in your areal

(List schools and months as follows:
Promise Land -- January, February, March
Edisto -- December, January, February)

Considpiing houls when people work on jobs, what hours
are best for classes in your area

(List schools and hour-, as follows:
Promise land -- 7:00-9:00 Pj..
Edisto -- 3:00-5:00 P.X.)

Does there exist in any communities of your area, tprap-
lem about finding a place of mestimorLaboutneeting.
publicly, on account of community disapproval, Negroor white? Explain.



13.

111 "2, lniottuatisin affectity content of courses,

What are the requir1122111112EI2112512VitlELUA7

1.

2.

Is there a literacy test?
Yes No

If so, is it a serious problem?
Yes No

Is registration, providing -7.equirements can bluettL2111
difficult?

Yes No

If so, is it because of harassment or intimidation? Explain.

By forcing Negroes to wait, closing polls, etc.? Explain.

Because of timidity, or lack of knowledge about how to go
about it? Explain.

Are there any agencies or movements inmiczetspill
actively at work1212u111211astazating? Explain.

Is theELIELiqq1ILS.2221fati°n in incr.e11211LAMIINWL24111Explain.



ANNUAL STATISTICAL REPORT

June 1963 - June 1964

Nuieber of persons trained 502

Number of states repcesented 12
7. 7

Number of classes conducted after training. .413

Number of persons in classes . ... ...06,AS1
a

Numbsr of persons registered. ...25,90
(Students and others influenced by Citizenship Training)

ilagialMULIALaira&UNEgiligr.

June 17 - 21, 1963

August 19 - 23

September 16 - 20

November 18 22

January 6 - 10, 1964 (Penn Centel')

February i? - 21

March 23 - 27

April 47 May 1

June 15 - 19 (Bricks)

June 22 - 26

57

36

64

43

63

46

311

46

S:



*

Dates

August 16 - 18, 1963

January 3 - 5, 1'..K4

...

UR r

zaktgligiimugurE
Alabama

Arkansas

Florida

Georgia

Louisiana

Mississippi

North Carolina

South Carolina

Tennessee

Texas

Vermont

Virginia

T TE

2-

IlitsLQ2matt

MN=
Calhoun
Dallas
Etowah
Jefferson
Montgomery
Perry

Student'

52

35

87

44

8

7

75

32

82

64

132

21

6

11

20

SO2

2
4
7
I
4
7

"11



p

so

Arkam. 4.1:"

Clark

GeDI L-, 14

4

Bibb 3
Claathdrn 20
Dough IA ty 4
Emanur1 18
Jefferson 2
Lee 2
Muscog._... 2
Richmond

. 2
Tatnall a3
Telfair

7,1

14LaltilLtril_

Caddo 5
Calcasieu 3
Roselile

1
Ruovios

.._..../..............

1\4 la sis s-ipLa

Saliva:
Coahoma
Forrest
Holmes
Leskes
Leflore
li9tdison
Oklibbeha
Sunflower
Washington

J{oitb C4folina

Bertie
Craven
Ons low

10

7
4
6
7
3

43
I
I
1

.........1.-.......-
77
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3

2

7

4

2

2

3
j _

1

2
8
6

10

)ton
5

21
4' Liar j

3

3

10
3

116

1'10 .5
3

.
3

1,51,5,v
4

'

TeXdS

14'1' 1 T1J

11

2

Dan\ Itie
5

Pittsylvd,iia
15

Prink-, I. IINEll
......................i..-----.

27
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3 Awakerimq Avhar.,nes,,,; Citizenship
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2 seokin

i_v_3',IrisS1114_:11 to Criouruijo Lt's-ter Bu;:itie:,s Transactions
4 Encoura., in

Instr I

`Ilf:z.:hers to Participate in Civil Rights, Struggle

4 Encour...trp. ctrc.E.3 &,(.1, Better Jobs

1 Assisth. ,

3 Todcittil

)1

at,

t )vol checks

1 Setting Lp Coilin,ittee. to implement Civil Rights Bill

Cornr.t.. :111 I,

Ndtl()iicti Lto!. 7

1

t A ivance.ment of Colored Pe.:4,1e (NAACP)

I "p',. iihtratitm

-Qunity

,,f.. ;',1-42.0t,,, for C:ummur.ity
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VoluLtuel j vul

25. Participation in.Derunstiations

3 Organizing Citizenship Clubs

2 Discouraginy School Drop-Outs

1 Encouraging Military to Participate in Civil Rights Movements

3 Working in Mississippi Summer Project

2 Attending Classes in Mississippi Summer Project

1 Bail Bond Solicitor

1 Deputy Registrar in Freedom Registration

6 Work in Food & Clothing Project for COFO in Mississippi

I Help Elect Persons for Public Office

9 Attending Precinct Meetings

15 Negotiate with City Officials



PART II

THE 22ND ANNUAL INSTLeblE OF HOB RELATIONS, 1965,

AN ADULT FMUCATTON PROJECT OF TEE UNITED CHURCH OF CHRIST AND

FISK:UNIVERSITY

Historical Background of the 1965 Institute .

"To Stem This Tide": The Founding of the Institute

Shortly before he founded the Institute on Race Relations, Dr. Charles S.

Johnson, with a group of colleagues in the social sciences at Fisk University,

published a summary of racial tension areas in the United States entitled,

To Stem This Tide.
1

As a man deeply concerned about the tension and conflict which were

sweeping the nation during World War II, he took action in two far-reaching

ways "to stem this tide": he helped establish the Race Relations Department

of the American Missionary Association as a national service and research

agency of that century-old organization in 1942 and, in 1944, he founded

within the Department, the Race Relations Institute.

In describing the social crisis context in which the Institute was

founded, its present directors Dr. Herman Long, who was a staff member of

the first Institute, stated:

1
Charles S. Johnson and Associates, To Stem This Tide (Chicago: The

Pilgrim Press, 1943).

32
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It was a period of race riots all over the country and widely spread

racial rumors. There was hardly a major American community that did

not expect a riot. It differed from the present situation largely

because the preceeding years had not been years of forward movement.

No single major advance had taken place and we were caught in the

throes of war, fighting agaiLst Nazi ideology and power, while at the

same time, at home we were guilty of a widespread, unchanged situation

of race exploitation. . . .It was a pericd.when the American community

was seriously divided and when there were no constructive theories on

which to base programs of reform. There was a need to find the

basic policies and programs which were essential for change. There

was a need to discover both the small and the big things which com-

munity leaders would be able to do in order to assist change.1

In early statements regarding the role and objectives of the Institute on

Race Relations, Dr. Johnson stressed both the sharing of knowledge on race

relations problems and the development of leadership to deal with those problems.

Thus, he wrote in the Forward to the report on the Second Annual Institute in

1945:

There have been few plaqes where the accumulated wisdom and

experience in this field could be made available to students

of the problem and persons interested in providing themselves

a secure background for intelligent action.2

And in the same forward, he stated:

One of its objectives has been to train new leadership for

dealing intelligently with problems of group relations and

for public education in this field.3

1Recorded response to interview questions by Dr. Herman Long, August, 1966.

2Charles S. Johnson, "Foreward," Race Relations in Human Relations, Summary

Report, Second Annual Institute of Race Relations, Fisk University. (Nashville,

Tenn.: Race Relations Dept., American Missionary Association, 1945), P. i.

(Mimeographed.)

3lbid.
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Again, in 1949 in his, keynote address to Institute participants, he

spoke in terms of d dual purpose: "To develop sufficient understanding and

to devise lays of dealing with these issues constructively and soundly."
1

Thus, although he himself was a distinghished scholar, Chairman of the

Department of Social Science of Fisk University and subsequently President of

the University, he was never satisfied with achieving or helping others to

achieve merely an academic understanding of racial problems. His conern for

knowledge, for understanding, was always coupled with a concern for helping

to find workable solutions. And, it should be added,-he was convinced that

such solutions could be found. "It is no more-impossible to correct civil

malpractice in Alabama and Georgia," he emphasized in addressing the In-

stitute, "than it is to eliminate gangsterism in Chicago or remove the

influence of Tammany from New York politics."2

To achieve the Institute's broad academic and social objective, two

basic kinds of formal learning experiences were offered, lectures and dis-

cussions, along with various opportunities for informal learning within the

residential situation. Of the formal aspects of the curriculum, Dr. Johnson

explained:

During the class hours, as they might be called, successive topics

were in turn presented by an authority, discussed by a panel of

experts, and threshed out by the membership-at-large.3

IMIPIMIIIMINIMMENIN.,

1
Riman Rights and Hillman Relations, A Report of Discussions of the Fifth

Annual Institute of Race Relations, Fisk University (Nashville, Tenn.: Race

Relations Dept., American Missionary Association, 1948), p. 11. (Mimeographed.)

2
Ibid.

3Race Relations in Human Relations, p. ii
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Out of this "threshing out," in large and small group discussions, early

reports indicate, conclusions emerged which represented "to an extraordinary

degree . . a consensus not only as to facts but as to the action needed."
1

Significantly, the founder and early planners of the Institute were as

concerned with the kinds of informal residential experiences enjoyed by par-

ticipants as with the caliber of the lecturers and the intellectual rigor of

the discussion..- which followed. "No less important than the intensive couroe

of study and discussion," Dr. Johnson stated, "was the opportunity provided,

outside of class hours, for informal and friendly association, for the

enjoyment of music and poetry and for the fellowship of men and women of

like interests even though of different racial backgrounds."2

In order to appreciate the value placed on the social group experience,

with some ninty Institute members "varied in background, in age, in sex, in

occupation, as well as.in race"3 living, studying and working together for

three weeks, one must view it as lt. Johnson and his staff did, in the

context of the racially troubled time. In this context, the fact of a group

of concerned Negroes and whites from the North and South coming together in

a residential setting for an extended time was of social and educational

significance as well as the race relations focus on their deliberations.

1
Ibid., ii-iii.

p.

3Ibid., pi ii.
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The Institute Over Two Decades: Changing Themes and Problems, Unchanging.
Excellence of Speakers and Resource Persons

Over the two decades following the founding of the Race Relations In-

stitute, many research and problem areas and many kinds of public an privat3

programs for change were examined. Year by year, the emphasis and the focus

changed.

Thus, the first and early Institutes placed considerable emphasis on

race and race theories; on the sociological background of race relations and

on psychological aspects of race conflict and prejudice, looking primarily to

social science research for their knowledge and insights. These same In-

stitutes, in their consideration of promising programs and techniques for

change focused, in large part, on the efforts of private institutions and

organizations.

ITore recent Institutes have been concerned, increasingly, with political,

economic and legal problems and processes for charge and, they have drawn upon

the knowledge and experience not only of the academic community but of various

agencies of government and of civil rights organizations. At the same time

the kinds of programs and techniques for change considered have moved from, an

emphasis on private to an emphasis on public policies and programs.

Similarly, the themes of the Institute have reflected the growth in

knowledge, the broadening of social perspective regarding the nature and

significance of what white Americans, in a simpler more hierarchical society

and state of mind, referred to as "the race problem." Thus, an early theme

of the Race Relations Institute was "Race helations in Human Relations"
1

.,=1.11
1
Second, Third and Fourth Annual Institutes of Race Relations, 1945,

1946 and 1947.
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followed by 'Human Relations and Human Rights"
1

and, in turn, by "Implementing

Civil Rights."2 In the second decade, the broadening focus of concern and re-

sponsibility was suggested by such themes as "Human Values and Public Policy"3

and 'Taman Rights 'ridgy The Public Interest ."4 Throughout the years, a perusal

of annual reports would indicate, one element remained un-hanged: the con-

tinuing excellence of the speakers and rescurce persons wbo addressed them-

selves to the various subjects and themes, whether as scholars or as

representative- of public and private agencies and groups working for change.5

1
Fifth Annual

2
Sixth Annual

Institute

Institute

of Race Relations, 1948.

of Race Relations, 1949.

3Eighteenth Annual Institute of Race Relations, 1961.

4Nineteenth Annual institute of Race Relations, 1962.

5Thus, in early years, distinguished social scientists included anthro-
pcligists Robert Redfield and 21.F. Ashley- Iontague; sociologists Ira DeA. Reid

and Louis Wirth; and psychologists Gordon Allport and Kenneth Clark. Those

presenting programs and techniques included Will Alexander of the Rosenwald
Fund, Lester Granger of the Urban League and Robert C. Weaver of the American

Council on Race Relations.

And, in recent years, the lecturers on legal problems and precesses,
for example, have included not only the director of the Race Relations Law
Reporter, Vanderbilt University, but Attorneys Thurgood Earshall and Constance
Baker Motley of the N.A.A.C.P. Pagal Defense and Educational Fund. And those

considering programs for change have included, along with such respected
members of the academic community as Director Dan Dodson of the Human Relations
Center, New YorkUniversity and manpower specialist Eli Ginsburg of Columbia
University, less known and authoritative administrators and specialists from
such public agencies as the Kentucky Commission on Human Relations, the
President's Committee on Equal Employment Opportunity, the Federal Housing
Administration and the Puerto Rican Department of Labor.
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The Institute lectures deserve to be compiled and their contents analyzed,

year by year, for their significance as records of an important period in

American race relations history, for the valuable body of research knowledge

which they contain and for the authoritative information on a variety of pro-

grams and techniques for change represented, the accumulated social wisdom and

experience of more than two decades.

This project, however, as an adult education study, is concerned primarily

with examining one specific Institute, the 1965 Institute, as an example of a

racially integrated residential adult education program for the training of

civil rights and community leaders in the South.

Descri tion and Anal sis of the 1.6 Institute: "Human Richts in the Great Society,:

Its Unchanged Social-Educational Purpose

The 1965 Institute, "Human Rights in the Great Society," both in statements

by its director and staff and in descriptive materials, make explicit its con-

tinuity of function and underlying purpose with the first Institute in 1944. In

keeping with Dr. Charles Johnson's emphasis on knowledge for social use, the

Institute continued to be concerned with making available the "accumulated

wisdom and experience" toward developing the "leadership for dealing intellf1.-

gently with problems of group relations."
1

The director of the Institute, Dr. Herman Long, explains that "The purposes

have not changed because the nature of the situation in America remains largely

rsmwmamw......7....!.=

ljohnson, Race Relations in Truman Relations, Summary, Second Annual

Institute, p. i.
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the same in spite of the great amount of change which has taken place." Be

states:

Our purpose, therefore, is still that of bringing information and
orientation to community leaders both in the sense of presenting
organized facts and information as well as bringing before com-
munity leaders the widening range of implementing programs now at
hand 1

The announcement of the 1965 Race Relations Institute alluding to the

Institute's efforts "since its beginnings" to "relate the knowledge and

theoretical insights developed by the social sciences to practical problems

for breaking down the barriers and removing the inequalities," re-states as

the fundamental purpose of its educational program "to orient these actual

and potential community leaders to the problems, processes and methods of

implementing better intergroup relations."

Its Participants, Homogeneous in Age and Social Class Background

The "actual and potential community leaders" who attended the 1965

Institute included some one - hundred fifty resident members, Negro and white,

from various parts of the North and South, somewhat over half from the South,
2

the largest part of these from Tennessee and other Upper South and border

states, bait a total of twenty-three from Deep South states and a small group

from Florida.

1
long, Recorded Interview.

2
Seventy-one or about 43% were from Northern states; eighty or about

57% were from Southern and border states.
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11/
In terms of age and socio-economic background, the Institute members were

notably homogeneous being primarily, as one member expressed it, "a middle-class

and middle-aged group" with teachers, churchwomen1 and ministers, in that order,

predominating but including some in,cial workers, intergroup agency staff members

and government personnel and a scattering of persons of.other occupations in-

cluding several students, writers and office workers.2

The Kinds of Learning Experiences:

Lectures, Clinics and Integrated Residential Living

As in the past, the 1965 Institute proposed to accomplish its dual purpose

of sharing knowledge and training local leaders, first, by means of a series of

morning and evening lectures by social scientists, agency specialists and others

examining persisting social problems and describing current programs of "the

Great Society" and, second, by means of afternoon clinic groups, an Employment

Clinic, a Community Action Clinic and a Clinic on Church and Race, where par-

ticipants could discuss problems of special concern and their experiences in

dealing with them.

1

Although churchwomen bad been participants in all of the previous
Institutes, along with teachers, ministers, social workers and others, it was
only beginning in 1962 that the United Church Women as an organization arranged
to have its members from various parts of the country attend the Institute in
preparation for carrying out their national "Assignment:Race program.
Twenty-six. women representing local councils attended the 1965 Institute.

2
There were four persons who could be classified as skilled workers.
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The Institute in 1965 continued to provide, as it had since its founding;

an experience in integrated residential living on the Fisk University campu..

However, statements of the administrative staff and descriptive materfals make

clear that by 1965 the Institute planners assumed a minimum of responsibilify

for the residential experience, for arranging social and other activities CIzzLn:

the unscheduled hours.
1

The Institute Lectures

Over the less than two weeks of the Institute, June 28-July 10, 1965,

some thirty highly qualified lecturers offered their "knowledge end insights"

on the problems, notably the economic problems of Negroes; on the problems and

status of other minorities and on the processes and programs for change, legal,

political and governmental.

Although:in earlier years, the first week of the Institute was devoted

to problems and the second to programs and processes for change, these were

interspersed in the 1965 Institute (due, no doubt, to problems of scheduling

busy university faculty members and agency officials).

1
In the announcement of the 1965 Institute, for example, the only

mention made of residential aspects of the two week program was a reference
to dormitory and eating facilities on the Fisk:University campus with the
added comment, "Enrollees will receive a guide to the campus and to the
City of Nashville.. ."
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Thus, the program for the first day,
1
for example, included:

Monday-June 28

10:00-12:00 INTRODUCTION AND KEYNOTE Si-4.111,CH

Dr. Herman H. Long, Director

2:00-3:30 STRATEGIES OF CONFLICT RESOLUTION

Dr. Daniel Katz, Conflict Resolution
Center, University of Michigan

7:30 p.m. TBE'NEXICAN- IV'ICAN MINORITY

The Honorable Edward R. Roybal,
30th District, California

In a broadly-drawn key-note address on "Human Rights and the Great Society,"
2

the Institute Director, Dr. Herman Long, set forth the major elements involvsd in

the "racial revolution," in the "transformation of American public policy and

practice," to be considered in subsequent lectures and discussions during the

two-week Institute. He emphasized, "First and foremost, the consolidation of

public policy which refuses to give sanction to racial distinction in law and

which prohibits racial segregation and discrimination under the auspices of

state or any other form of public authority," He cited, among other elements,

goMIIIM

1
"Program Schedule," 22nd Annual Institute of Race Relations.

,

2
Herman H. Long, "Human Rights in the Great Society," Human Rights in the

Great Society, A Summary Report of the 22nd Annual Institute of Race Relations,
Fisk University (Nashville, Tenn.: Race Relations Dept., United Church of
Christ, 1965), pp. 7-11.
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the expan-iing process of desegregation; the role of the federal government and

administration as "primary advocates of the new commitment to equality"; the

growth of Negro political power on the national scene; the emergence of a wider

muga of Negro leadership and the evolvement by the civil rights movement of

"a major new course of minority group strategy" based on nonviolent d-'.rect

action and confrontation.

In defining these elements, he suggested the need I'm: "actionists and

social engineers" as he described Institute participants, "to make the best

adaptation of knowledge and insight into the decisions of policy and practice

in our local situations and special job performances:"

Continuing Problems: "Economics and Race"

Among the problems examined by the several lecturers were the continuing

economic problems confronting Negroes in the midst of national prosperity.

Examining these problems were Dr. Vivian Henderson, Associate Director of the

Institute, former Chairman of the Economics Department of Fisk University and

President-elect of Clark College who spoke on "Economics and Race"; the

Executive Secretary of the National Sharecroppers Fund and an economist from

the U.S. Department of Labor.

In his analysis of the complex subject, "Economics and Race,"
1

Dr.

Henderson raised the question, "What has been happening to Negro workers in

a period of unprecedented prosperity?"

Vivian W. Henderson, "Economics and Race," Ibid., pp. 12-17
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He answered it by asserting:

The hard reality is that Negroes as a group have not been making
progress, and, in the absence of some rather drastic changes in
employment and manpower utilization practices, and in the absence
of large-scale expansion in jobs to absorb unemployed workers, t= =ore
is a better than even chance that things could got worse for Neoreen
before they get .better.

He discussed a number of reasons for this lack of progress including

discrimination in education, employment and the apprentical-le tradco.; -The

basic shift in the economy affecting sources of Negro employment, automation,

and the losing competition of Negro workers with white females and within a

growing labor market.

He documented the resulting condition with a number of statisitics on

Negro family incomes (as compared !-o trh±te) below the "poverty line." He

also documented the widening economic gap, "the fact that Negroes as a group

are losing ground in terms of average income."

Given the complexity of the problem, the solutions which Dr. Henderson

proposed were equally complex. He urged that although better education for

Negroes is important, in the face of continuing discrimination, "The fair

employment provisions of Title VII of the Civil Rights Act must be implemented

vigorously, if education is going to mean anything to Negro youngsters."

At the same time he pointed out that to "crack the barriers of dis-

crimination in employment" represented only a partial solution. "We must,"

he stated, "face the whole question of the clanging economic environment."

Here, he offered further statistics on Negro unemployment in relation to

accelerated technological change. He predicted, in addition, 'With the

tremendous impact of technological change, the whole question of inequality

in the field of economics may tend to move from race to class,"
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In closing, he underscored the importance of vigoreu2 implementation e

the Civil Rights Act and the poverty program polic..:.es by community groups

involvement of the poor themselves in these programs.

Dr. Henderson's presentation communicated in one and a half hours tao

economic problems of a decade affecting Negro elyeloynent and some nrojec+ion

of the far-reaching kinds of programs and social changes involved in 'better:2r

the situation.

When he completed his closely-packed presentation, there was little time

for questions or clarification. However, his underlying message, the increaa:mg1:;

serious economic plight of Negro Americans, the widening gap betueen them and

white Americans had clearly made a keen impression on his largely non-ecatic-

tically-oriented audience. They were less clear perhaps about what needed to

be done in changing the situation. A Negro minister, commenting afterwards,

who described the lecture as "a high point" could only agree with Dr, Fbnderson,

"Wive got to raise the level."

Other Fanorities: The Mexican-American Minority

Another set of problems examined were, as has been indicated, those of

other minority groups. Although previous Institutes had devoted some time to

the consideration of other groups, it was pointed out that never before bad

attention been given to the problems and changing status of such a variety of

minority groupsMexican, American Indian, Jewish, Puerto Rican and Carribean.

In each case, the lecturer spoke with the authority of one who represented a

major government or private agency working to improve the group's status an.1

in all but one.case, the Commissioner of the Bureau of Indian Affairs, he was

a prominent member of that group.
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One of these lecturers was a Mexican-American leader, Congressman Edward

Roybel of California, speaking on "The Mexican-American rinority. 11 1 Ref emir

to Mexicans as "the oldest ethnic minority," Congressman Roybel described some

of the problems of the Spanish-speaking minority numbering 750,000 in CaliZornia

and 7,500,000 in the United States. He described his own effor':s and those of

Saul Alinsky's Industrial Areas Foundation to encourage the "sleeping c,:an:;,"

the Mexican-American in California, to become interested in civic affairs, to

register and vote and exercise the full rights of citizenship.

He emphasized the importance of the minorities, notably Mexican and Nostro,

working together politically. He told of some of the problems encountered in

bringing them together in his Congressional District, He mentioned, for =-

ample, that the federal poverty funds had been held up in Los Angeles when

Mexicans and Negroes each formulated separate programs. "In California," he

stated, the minorities together "could elect a governor or at least hold the

balance of power."

The question and answer period was far-flung with some West Coast In-

stitute members raising questions about California politics and about Saul

Alinsky (who was unknown to a good many) and others asking the Congressman's

views on Viet Nam and Red China. Still others among Negro Institute members

expressed interest in learning about the problems of other minorities. A

Mississippi teacher commented later, "So often we get D'.1 bogged down in

what's bugging us." A minister from Florida not only indicated interest in

and sympathy for "other ethnic groups more distressed than Negroes" birl; stated

that he had gotten the idea of trying to communicate with Cubans in my area."

1
Edward R. Roybal, "The Mexican-American Minority," Ibid., pp. 107-111
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Processes and Programs for Change: "Strategies of C^vflict Resolution

Well over half of the lecturers during the two weeps of VI: Institute

presented programs or analyzed Processes of and resources for chance. Among

these were social scientists, lawyers for the civil ri,ezh'Js movement and or-

ganizations and officials from various derartments and agencies of the Federal

Government with responsibilities for implementing recen!ay enacted legislatf.on

and policies for equal rights and opportunities.

The first of these lecturers following the opening session of the Institut3

was a closely-reasoned, research-oriented analysis on "Strategies of Conflict

Resolution"
1
by Dr. Daniel Katz of the University of Michigan, Conflict Resolution

Center. DT, Katz presented his audience, made up primarily of churchwomen,

ministers and public school teachers, with five theoretical strategics for

conflict resolution: 1) power mobilization; 2) propoganda and persuasion; 3)

utilization of the existing structure; 4) search for moral consensus and 5)

conflict denial.

In defining these strategies, in turn, he illustrated them, drawing upon

a variety of sources including the literature of social science research, foreign

policy, labor-managment history, campus protests and the civil rights moverent.

In evaluating the several strategies, the weaknesses and potential cf

each in various situations, Dr. Katz suggested that some cor'tination of thes)

was generally most effective "in real life."

v..

During the brief period after the lecture, audience -mbers, while at-

tempting to assimilate the theoretical models and diverse applications of those

1
Daniel Katz, "Strategies of Conflict Resolution," Ibid., pp. 53-57.
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models, were free to ask anestions of Dr. Katz. Under the circumstances, only

a small number of questions were raised and some of these were too personal or

too specialized to be dealt with in the time available. Among the side commonts

noted by this participant-observer was a suggestion made a researei-oriented

intergroup agency staff person, "Let's have a discussion to talk about the . . .

session and a remark by a churchwomm who complained, "I'm tired of sitting.

I want some practical answers."

The Legal Processes and Civil Rights

Among the several civil rights lawyers who spoke was Attorney Jack

Greenberg, Director-Counsel, N,A.A,C,P. Legal Defense and Educational Fund,

whose subject was "New Developments in the Legal Struggle for Civil Rights."
1

Attorney Greenberg outlined, in terms of histcrical-legal events, the efforts

to attack the "separate but equal doctrine" over several decades culminating

in the 1954 Supreme Court decision, Brown v. Board of Education of Topeka.

The Court, he stated, not only ruled on school segregation but "proclaimed

for America once again the ideals of the Declaration of Independence . . ."

Outlining the major direct action efforts for full civil rights since

that date--the sit-ins, the freedom rides, and the Birmingham and Selma demon-

strations, he asserted that the reaction underlying them Vould not have

occurred without the Supreme Court decision of 1954" and, in turn, the Civil

Rights Act of 1964 and the pending 1965 Act would not have occurred without

the demonstrations.

1
Jack Greenberg, "New Devolopmonts in the Legal Struggle for Civil Rights,"

Ibid., pp. 35-40.
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Turning to the legal problems of enforcing the new Civil Rights Legis-

lation, he examined in some detail, the several provisions of the Civil Rights

Act of 1964, the government's efforts to enforce them and the ways in which

indi-iduals and groups, especially in the South, have sought to evade the lawn

He considered especially the uses and misuses of the "federal cut-off provision"

which states that "if a school, a hospital, or any other institution receives

federal funds, it cannot segregate on the basis of race." He described some of

the efforts of his legal staff in pressing the Federal Government to enforce

such provisions.

"All of this," he concluded, "means a bigger job for government, but it

also means a bigger job for the cooperating lawyers of the N.A.A.C.P. Legal

Defense Find as well." He emphasized the heavy burden placed on a relatively

small number of Southern Negro lawyers such as two other lawyers who addressed

the Institute, Attorney Avon Williams of Nashville and Attorney Peter Ball of

Birmingham. "If there would be no Civil Rights Act of 1964 without demon-

strations," he stated, "there also would have been no demonstrations without

the civil rights lawyers. People cannot demonstrate if they are in jail," he

explained, and "they also cannot demonstrate unless theythveconfidence that

if they are acting within their rights, lawyers are going to protect them."

There were a number of questions raised after Attorney Greenberg's

lecture by Institute members seeking legal information and clarification

relevant to situations in their various communities. A man from Raleigh,

North Carolina wanted more details on the legal problems involved in ,de-

segregating a hospital ward. Someone from Nashville wanted to know what action

could be taken with regard to a "club" which claims to admit persons on a mem-

bership basis, but only turns away Negro patrons. A question was asked as to
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we.

the relative merits of "freedom of choice" versus.the neighborhood school in

achieving local school desegregation. The'subject of discrimination in the

sale of housing was broeched, of realtors being unwilling to show Negroes

houses in certain sections. here, Greenberg dealt with the problem briefly

and added, "If you wan to file suit in your community, get in touch with us. "1

The Federal Government and the Conciliation of Crises

Among the federal government representatives who addressed the Institute

to outline and describe the programs of their agencies was James Iaue, staff

member of the Community Relations Service, Department of Commerce. In dealing

with the subject, "Social Conflict, Social Change and the Community Relations

Service,"2 Mr. Laue indicated that the major functions of the Community Re-

lations Service, as established under the 1964 Civil Rights Act are: "To assist

communities in the conciliation of disagreements arising from discriminatory

practices based on race, color, or national origin which may impair the rights

of persons under the law or which may affect interstate commerce. A mole

general function," he added, "is to help create a national climate of compliance

with the Civil Rights Act of 1964."

Although he spoke briefly on the preventive and public relations services

of the CRS, Mr. Iaue placed primary emphasis on its role in the conciliation of

1111 .IIIMM.=
1
As noted in the Clinic on Church and Race discussion, at least one

person responded to this offer of assistance.

2
James H. Lame, "Social Conflict, Social Change and the Community

Relations Service," Human Rights and the Great Society, pp. 58.63.
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community crises. A crisis, he observed, either actual or potential, makes

-conciliation possible "mainly because people usually will not move until the

status quo becomes so unbearably uncomfortable that they have to." Before 1960,

he observed, there was a need for some way to create crises; since that time,

direct action by the civil rights groups has brought these crises about.

In elf-awl/ling the process of change-through-crisis, he suggested that there

are seven steps involved which he referred to as the "seven Cts": Challenge,

Conflict, Crisis, Confrontation, Communication, Compromise and Change. This

last condition he defined as "the achievement by protesters of at least some

of the goals set forth in the challenge."

Returning, in closing, to the positive relationship of crisis to the work

of his agency, Iaue stated, "The great paradox we work under in the CRS is that

we know that the vickest way to get folks to do right . is to have a good

crisis now and then--but at the same time we cannot advocate crisis."

In the question period, an Institute member from Selma commented on the

process as he had observed it is Selma. "We have gotten communication," but,

he emphasized, "not much results." Iaue admitted, "I forgot to tell you that

the process often breaks down."

Someone raised the question of the agency's responsibility for monitoring

slanted and censored news b'oadcasting in states such as Mississippi. Iaue

replied that his agency had only the power of persuasion. When it was suggested

that its research staff might gather data on the problem, he explained, "There

are only three of us in the Research Department."

A member of a Southern intergroup agency asked how the Community Relations

Service related its services to state and local agencies. Iaue indicated that

CRS tried, whenever possible, to work through these agencies, "to move back to
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the local level."

A white Mississippian urged that the federal government "has to help us,

force us" to conciliate crises. Laue stressed the importance of local leader-

ship in maintaining communication between Negro groups and the white community,

to "warn them of crises" and the "need for conciliating's".

Since the Community Relations Service, as a year old agency working behind

the scenes, was new to many Institute members, specific questions were relatively

few. However, persons representing various communities and groups indicated an

interest in learning about it as a potential resource.

In his overview at the end of the Institute, Dr. Tdewis Jones, sociologist

and staff member in large part' responsible for defining the theme, "Human. Rights

in the Great Society;) and for selecting a number of the lecturers and lecture

topics, skillfully related the various parts to the whole and the Institute,

historically, to previous Institutes. Indicating that over the years there

had been a b: -,sic shift in American race relations "from custom to power,"

he snmmariZed the kinds of power, the programs and processes for change as

they had been described and analyzed by the various lecturers in the course

of the Institute.

The Clinic Groups

In contrast to the morning lecture sessions, where Institute members

listened to two lectures and asked questions of the lecturers, the afternoon

clinics on aployment, on Church and Race and on Community Action were

relatively informal discussion sessions which, according to a pre-Institute

statement "give attention to special problem areas and the experiences of
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the Institute participants." What was discussed within these clinic groups

was, to varying pgrees, decided by participants but the three broad problem

areas had been defined by the staff some ten years previously. They represent:

the Institute director indicated, "lasting categories of interest." Be observed

that the community category "is probally too broad but," he explained, "we have

not yet found a better substitute."
1

Each of the clinic groups was headed by a"clinic leader,"an Institute staff

member who was assigned according to his epecial knowledge and interest and

functioned as he saw fit--as a teacher-leader, a facilitator of group discussion

and decision-making, a resource person sharing his expertise or soEc combination

of these. The two clinics described, based on taped sessions, were selected

because they varied most in terms of the roles of the clinic leaders and,

therefore, the roles of participants.

The third clinic, on Community Action, headed by sociologist Dr. Joseph

Taylor was a group with a wide range of interests and some thirty participants

from thirteen states. They remained together as a group throughout their

nine afternoon sessions and attempted by means of total group discussion,

presentations by outside resource persons and presentations by group members

to consider, to some dcgree, a great many community problems including:

housing, education, the urbanization process, general problems of the "inner

city9" identifying and using community resources, strategies of effecting

change, problems of migrant peoples and the administration of justice.

1
Dr. Herman Long, Recorded Interview.
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The Employment Clinic

The Employment Clinic, renamed by the Clinic leader, Dr. Vivian Henderson,

the Equal Opportunity Clinic, was made up of some twenty-five persons, primarily

teachers, churchwomen and staff members of intergroup agencies, more than half

of whom were from the North.

In deciding what should be the major subjects for discussion, Dr. Henderson

gave individuals a brief opportunity to indicate their areas of interest as they

introduced themselves at the first meeting of the group. Of those who ventured

to comment, several indicated an interest in the Federal Poverty Program. He

then passed out a mimeographed list of recommended topics which had been

discussed by the Employment Clinic in previous years to which he had added

several additional topics, some eighteen in all. After a few reactions to the

list ranging from a person who underscored the idea of discussing vocational

training to a person suggesting that the group concern itself with "basic

causes" of the economic problems to someone urging, "We need to dream a little

bit, more than these questions permit us to do," Dr. Henderson brought the groUp

back to the subject of the War on Poverty; He emphasized, "It opens up whole

new areas" and "supports the idea of examining new approaches." The first

meeting of the Clinic ended with the decision to focus on this program.
1

In discussing the Poverty Program with his Clinic group, Dr. Henderson

used as his "text," various sections of the law establishing the Office of

Economic Opportunity and special materials which ho had obtained as a con-

sultant to that agency. One afternoon meeting,
2
for example, was devoted to

1

Participant-observer notes on session, June 29, 1965

2Material based on tape recording of session, July 6, 1965.
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0.12cussion of the section of tne law describing the Community Action Program

1::4-* "It "Anderson reading excerpts, analyzing and interpreting them and raising

quce:tions. Considerable time was spent examining the meaning and implications

of tha Phrase 'maximum feasible participation of the poor." The group was

asked, '''jst do you do to involve the poor?" Someone replied, "See what they

want." Dr, ronderson agreed that this was "a step," but went on to emphasize

the importance of involving the poor in the actual programs.

Someone else asked, "How do you create an atmosphere so that the under

pri-rileel are not nade to feel constantly inferior?" MT. Henderson commented

on the importance of the question and invited others to respond. There was

sone discussion of groups in which the poor are already participating, talking

ammo ::-.-ternrelves. There was discussion, pro and con, about the advisibility

of working through political channels to reach people. A churchwoman from

San Francisco said that there was no one from the grass roots level at City

Hall i L har city. An Urban League staff member from the East told about a

recent election. by the poor to select a Poverty Board in Philadelphia.

Dr. Henderson told of the skepticism of staff members of one Community

Action Program he had observed who insisted when told to involve the poor:,

"Ibex are not going to be comfortable!" He indicated that it was not the staff's

business to make such a judgment. Pointing out that natural leadership is

generally present, he described as an example an able leader and organizer

whom he had encountered recently in a Nashville public housing project. He

suggested that the problem was not finding such leadership but getting the

mayor or other officials to agree that the poor should be involved. Others

gave examples of this problem.
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Someone asked whether the Community Action Program was completely un-

related to agencies already serving the poor. Dr. Henderson replied with a

lengthy explanation of the :philosophy behind the program. "One of the purposes

of this proc-nm,"he indicated, "is to do what these agencies have not done!"

He gave an example of a multi-problem family, who under the new program would

be helped by a multiple attack on their problems rather than by piecemeal

services.

The problem of a curriculum for training teachers working with the poor

was raised by a clinic member. After several comments by interested persons,

Dr. Henderson brought the group back to his reading from the "text" about the

several programs and several services of the Community Action Program, in-

cluding Consumer Education, the Neighborhood Legal Service, etc. He observed

that the poor often develop their own services where none exist. As an example,

be told of a blind Negro in Nashville who had organized other blind Negroes.

Someone suggested that the blind leader be invited to attend a Clinic session.

Dr. Henderson indicated that he would try to get him to come "if I can get him

an honorarium." Be stressed the importance of paying such persons for their

services just as other speakers and consultants receive pay.,

Questions were raised by a Negro woman from Mississippi about the lOverty

Program in Carthage, Mississippi where MT, Henderson had served as a consultant.

He went into some detail in describing the situation which he found there.

White leaders had been praised for "involving Negroes," he reported, but actual

policy was being made by an Urban Renewal Commission--'all white, all from power

structure."

Someone from California asked for specific information about securing a

poverty program to assist migrant workers. Dr. Henderson, commenting on the
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iupertance of the problem, suggested some possible sponsoring groups Xor such ,

a program.

li second Southern Clinic member vatted to know how to write a proposal.

Dr. Henderson, after outlining the kinds of questions to be answered, indicated

where and now detailed information could be obtained.

Reactions to the EMploytent Clinic on the pert of Sotthern Negro and white

participants differed widely. An intergroup agency representative complained

that the group was not organized for a discussion. "We're in a little bit of a

teacher-- pupil relationship," he explained, and observed, "We have no particular

esDirit de poln. There hasn't been enough to get us a little freer." Thus,

he concluded, from his point of view, "It hasn't been of too much value."
1

Conversely, the Negro teacher and community leader from Missi9sippi found

the Clinic to be the most significant aspect of the Institute. She had been

eagcr to learn more about the Poverty Program and how to develop and secure

funds for a local program. "I really received the information that I needed

and wanted," she stated.
2

Church and Race Clinic

The Clinic on Church and Race with Rev. L. Alexander Harper of the

Council for Christian Social Action of the United Church of Christ as its

leader, had a membership, initially, of forty Negro and white ministers and

1
Interview

2
Interview

with John Spence, July 7, 1965.

with Mrs. Della Davidson, July 9, 1965.
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lay persons from the Ncrth and South, twenty-six of whom were members of the

United Church Women.

Describing his plc,ns as Clinic leader, Harper explained, "Taking all

known factors into account (including the heavy lecture schedule), I deliberately

left our agcnda flexible, tut prepared for and encouraged, work on the achievement

of inclusiveness in church life, in housing and in public school to oft
1

After the 2,*.rst week in which Clinic members, one by one, told something

about themselves mrld their "greatest concern in church and race," and heard

presentations by two visiting resource persons, they elected to divide into

three small groups to discuss different kinds of problems: 1) Inclusive

Churches; 2) Inclusive Housing and 3) Meeting Community Crises. No

instructions were given the small groups except that they select a discussion

leader and reporter with the leader's role being "to enable people to be heard

and to keep them on the task." The task, it was agreed, was to come up with

as many ideas as possible regarding the role of the church in coping with the

several problems.

The first session of the "inclusive Housing" group will serve to illustrate

something of the process and content of these discussions.
2

Nine persons,

including Negro and white representatives of churches from the East, the Far

West, the Midwest and the South agreed to be in the group. The person asked

to be discussion leader was a Southern white churchwoman who expressed some

1L. Alexander Harper, "Staff Report and Critical Evaluation of Design

and Process," 1965 Race Relations Institute, p. 8.

2
Material based on tape recording of session, July 5, 1965.
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anxiety about her role and about how the group should proceed.

-In response to the query, "What, should we de," one of the Californi7,

participants volunteered to describe their recent unsuccessful experience

attempting to defeat an anti-fair housing proposition in that S.!:ate. She

described the efforts of various groups and individuals ra1:47 sulnort

existing fair housing legislation and the more effective and orjsanizel

of or-osition groups, led by the realtors. "After we got thrc-12:h," she in-

dicated, "we found that wn -2.ad a good group here in the community, a very

representative group, and though towards the end we knew 110 wero going to los-,

we decided we should keep this group going afterwards . . ," She explained

that in spite of these intentions, they ceased to function or to nee.; af'.,er

their defeat. "I would like to know," she asked, "a good way to 6,o about

re-activating this group . . ."

In the discussion which followed, she was asked to tell more about -:f.ao

make-up of her group, and, in the process, identified a number of small and

larger segments who had backed fair housing including a few realtors, some

Negro ministers and members of her own church. As she talked, she became

more hopeful stout the resources, more convinced about what she could do.

After some minutes, she announced, "'What I think I will do is go back and call

these people that started this group and tell them I have been here and ask

them if they would like to meet with me and a few others to talk this over

informally. And then perhaps go from that to getting many leaders in the

community. Of course, we have a lot of Mexican - American people who feel. . .

discrimination."



A. woman from Wichita, Kansas, told of Negro families in her community

who were unable to move out of the ghetto into other parts of the city and

suburbs. She stated that the problem lay with a realtors' group.Whichwas

committed to keeping Negroes segregated. No one commented. The discussion

leader, apparently unhappy with the lack of an "answer," indicated that she

had come "to my first Institute on a national level" assuming than: she would

have her hrrising segregation and other problems solved. "And after I ha-a

been here a week," she stated, "I realize that if Fisk knew this they wouldn't

be keeping it a secret and they would run to Washington and we would have all

our problems solved." She concluded sadly, "So, we are not going to settle

anything and apparently we are just supposed to talk this thing out the best

way we can."

The woman from Wichita who had raised the realtor problem asserted,

"Tut we can find some new ways of trying!" After further discussion of realtors'

practices, she reported that along with another woman from Wichita, she had

talked with Attorney Greenberg of the following his lecture and he

had offered to advise them on how to proceed in legally challenging the dis-

criminatory realtors' practices. She expressed the hope that they could secure

assistance locally from a Negro lawyer. "We are going back and talk with him,"

she stated. "As long as we have the Civil Rights Act and we have the kind of

help we can get from 24fr. Greenberg, I think Mr. Lewis, the man in Wichita,

would open this thing up . We are going to try to get him to do this .
ft

Other kinds of housing problems were raised. A churchwoman from Tucson,

Arizona reported that the University of Arizona listed housing without regard

to whether it was discnirAnatory. She described efforts, working through State

officials, to secure a change in policy. Someone from Boston indicated that
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everything was "open" there including churches and schools, except housing.

He observed that the desegregation of housing "was where we should have begun."

A Negro lay leader from San Francisco suggested that the group should

concentrate on'the role of the churches in breaking down housing segregation.

'What can the churches do and what should they do to try to get a first entry?,"

he asked. He went on to describe the role of the Episcopal Church and others

"across denominational lines" in the San Francisco area. "Most churches, I

have found, especially in our area, own apartment houses. This is a great

source of income . The Episcopal Church and the Presbyterian Church in

San Francisco have apartment houses and they have gone ahead and seen to it that

Negroes get into these apartments." He reported, also, that the churches had

been sending out letters to other apartment owners. "There is a union-like

among apartment owners," he explained. Other positive efforts by church groups

to open existing housing and to build new open housing were described. Con-

siderable interest was expressed in these efforts by church representatives

from other areas and a number of questions were asked.

The discussion moved to the problems faced by Negroes in obtaining loans

for purchasing housing. Here again, Californians were able to provide the most

forward-looking solution to the problem. Someone told of the establishment

Of credit unions by various groups, "for automobile financing, for housing

financing . . . Teachers have their own credit unions. The N.A.A.C.P. has a

credit union. Our church has its own credit union--just for that." The

machinery for setting-up such credit unions was outlined briefly and in-

terested clinic members were referred for specific information to a national

credit union organization.
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The initial small group session on "Inclusive Housine vIlich its dis-

cussion leader had predicted was "not going to settle anything" ended with

several persons formulating plans no a result of wha'.., they hcd learaed and tnc

contacts which they had made.

In general, participants in the Church. and Race Clinic emphasized that

what they valued most in their group discussions was the opportunity to exch=go

personal experiences and ideas which they night apply L. their own church and

community situations.
1

Among these, for example, was a Negro Lninister from

Florida who indicated that his church had tried and failed in the past to

develop a church loan program. Following the discussion of credit unions, he

stated:

I thought we would try it again and go at it in a different way . t .

When you hear how other people have gone about its it may give
you the courage to try it again . . . . It's good to hear what
other people are doing, how they go about it.2

Others mentioned getting information about how to involve Negroes and

whites in joint church and civic activities, how to change housing patterns

throug the effort of church organizations and ideas on the interchange of

church members.

Along with these action-oriented ideas was an increased understanding

through informal discussion of one another's viewpoints and problems. One

1

"Brief Evaluations of the 1965 Fisk. Race Relations Institute Church-
and-Race Clinic by Members," P. 4.

2
Interview with Rev. Benjamin Lane, July 8, 1965.
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Negro minister, for example, explained that talking with white ministers

helped him to understand the pressures on them. "I am more sympathetic to

their problems now," he commented.

The Interracial Church Visitations

The greatest insight for white members into the problems of Negroes,

however, occurred when the Clinic sponsored Sunday interracial visitations to

known conservative white churches of Nashville and were ousted from one of

them. "This experience," the Clinic report noted afterwards, "provided the

most vivid and immediate data possible for reflections on the need and painful

problems of inclusive church fellowship."

In discussing the experience in the Clinic on the following day, white

members of the group expressed shame, outrage and shock at the treatment which

Negroes, especially, had received. They were shocked and outraged at being

put out of the church by officials who told themtmdbashedly, "We are a

segregated church. Negroes are not welcome"; at being under the surveillance

of police cars called by the church and of being told, when the group gathered

for prayer on the church steps, "Get off this property and don't come back."2

One Southern white churchwoman, in describing the shock of being told

by church leaders, "Get out," and "hold your church services in the street,"

said, "I grew up.. . . . I figured out a lot more than I had before." And

1

Interview with Rev. A.M. Scott, July 8, 1965.
2
Participant-observer notes on session, July 5, 1965.
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thinking of Negro churchwomen in her own community, she commented, 'They've

never told us things like this."1

In contrast to ousted white church members, a Negro churchwoman stated

quietly, "I didn't feel badly. I felt sorry for him (the church official). Be

already looked like death. Tears came to my eyes thinking how ignorant he was."
2

Another Negro churchwoman stated, "I walked out of the church with no

feeling of bitterness at all, but with a great deal of love and compassion in

my heart. There were those who were as grieved as we were."

And a third Negro member of the clinic observed, "This helps us to share

with others. Many of us, especially those of us from the Deep South, have been

shut out from many things."

Following the group evaluation of the experience, two questions were raised,

"What kinds of changes is this going to make in our own communities?" and, "How

do we carry this message back?" One of the Southern white laymen urged the

need "in our own communities, now, to get something going."

There was little time within the hour and a half clinic session for the

group to explore and define what should be done "to get something going." A

California churchwoman announced the intention of relating the "experience of

being shut-out to my all white church." And other clinic members, from their

comments, were beginning to take a second look at their "all white churches." 3

1
Interview with Mks. Francis Boughton, July 5, 1965.

2
Notes on session, July 5, 1965.

3lbid.

0
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The Residential Experience: Limitations in the Setting and the Resources of
Institute Members

The residential setting for the twenty-second Race Relations Institute

was, as in other years, the Fisk University campus located in one of the old

Negro neighborhoods of Nashville, Tennessee. For various reasons, internal

and external, the Institute was probably less of an intimate, self-contained

community than in many previous years.

The University itself was host to several simt..taneous groups of

resident students including a teachers' workshop on school integration, a

group of science teachers brought together for a special program sponsored

by the National Science Foundation and its regular summer school students.

These groups lived in the same dormitories and shared the same cafeteria

and other facilities of the university. Thus, as one of the Institute members

commented after he told of eating with a group whom he thought were Institute

members and finding out they were science teachers, "The mixture of other

groups on campus probably diluted the experience some."

The 1964 Civil Rights Act which served to open up places of public

accomodation throughout the South also affected the communal life of the

Institute. It meant that Nashville was open to those groups or individuals

who chose to spend their free hours away from the "Institute community." The

minority of younger members of the Institute and some of the older members with

cars tended most frequently to go off on their own. In contrast, some of the

older Negro participants in the Institute from communities further South

rarely left the campus and immediate neighborhood.

Then, too, partially because public accomodations were open, there were

fewer Institute-planned activities outside formal sessions and therefore fewer
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occasions which brought the whole group together informally. Director Herman

Long pointed out that in earlier years, in the face of public and police hos-

tility toward the interracial body, the planning of activities "was absolutely

necessary as there was no social outlet in the community." But, "Now," he

explained, "there are avenues of social outlet and exploration."
1

As a result, there were only two all Institute social occasions, a Sunday

afternoon trip and a final evening reception for the speaker and members of the

Institute and staff.

This left members, staff and speakers on their own in facilitating what-

ever kinds of interaction occurred. There were, of course, many unscheduled

hours at mealtimes and after sessions in the afternoon and evening. Living in

the dormitories together and eating meals in the university cafeteria offered

the two most frequent opportunities for informal discussion and social

interaction.

Here again, the unplannedness of living arrangements presented some

problems. No special efforts were made to see that Negro and white Institute

members roomed together, most of the staff feeling that such arrangements

would be contrived or artificial. Thus, by simply assigning people as they

arrived, Negroes were generally housed with Negroes and whites with whites,

perpetuating, in effect, the segregated patterns in which people had been

living (and travelling) in their several communities and parts of the country.

The resulting "segregation" tended to be not only racial but often geographic

and occupational with, for example, two Negro ministers from the same community

1
Dr. Long indicated, in addition, that the staff preferred that social

gatherings be organized at the initiative of participants because "We do not
want the program to be over-structured." (Recorded response to interview
questions, August, 1965.)
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in Florida assigned as roommates. One of these men in discussing the living

experience on the campus complained, "This bothered me a little. We were inte-

grated and we weren't integrated. I don't see any Negro and white roommates."

The other admitted that he had been "looking for" a white roommate./

Another Southern Negro participant wondered, at first, if housing Negroes

together and whites together was a policy. When it was explained that partici-

pants were simply housed as they arrived, she stated, "That could be handled

better. . . It affected who I got to know. "2

The fact that men and women were housed in various men's and women's

dormitories rather than in some common facility had its affect generally, on

whom people got to know. The dormitories were equipped with lounges which

could serve, presumably, as common meeting places but they tended to be either

busy thoroughfares or, as in the case of a large lounge in the women's dor-

mitony, ciczed for use except on special occasions.

In the men's and women's dormitories, Institute members tended to get

to know their roommates and perhaps others on their floor. Some small groups

developed; for example, a group of women who enjoyed taking early morning

walks "discovered each other." Some occasions, such as a 'oirthday, brought

a group of women together for a spontaneous dormitory party in one of the

rooms. But many were not involved in such groups or occasions.

And, in the case of many of the men, who were housed in a non-air-

conditioned unit, even small group interaction was infrequent. When asked

about their informal discussions, one of the men replied, "Frankly, we in

I Interview with Rev. A.M. Scott, July 8, 1965.

2
Interview with Mrs. lethia Daniels, July 8, 1965.
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the men's dorm couldn't stay around. It was too hot." He indicated,

that.they did have "two or three bull sessions, in spite of this."1

Whatever the physical and other limitations which tended' to separate

people or at least to make interaction more difficult, large and small groups

of Institute members did plan and participate in some occasions which were

Significant in their residential experience. One of these was ine interracial

church visitation project sponsored by the Clinic on Church and Race but

involving a number of other Institute members, some forty in all, one fourth

of these Negroes. The visitation experience at four of the white churches

was a positive if self-conscious one. For the group of seventeen Negro and

white Institute members who visited the First Southern Methodist Church, whose

membership was outspokenly segregationist, the experience was a moving and

revealing one for some, a shocking and upsetting one for others, but an

experience which stimulated a good deal of honest discussion and critical

social and self- appraisal among participants.

Another occasion was an Indonesian dinner planned by a small group of

Institute members but open to some fifty, as many as could be accomodated at

the apartment of a staff member where it was held. The creator of the dinner

was a young Indonesian-born student minister from the Midwest, assisted by a

number of Institute members. The evening's menu included Southeast Asian

food and music, exotic and unfamiliar to both Northern and Southern Negro

and white Americans, but enthusiastically shared by all. On this occasion,

although there was almost no singing during the Institute, the group ended by

singing some of the songs of the Yreedom Movement, most of them new to Northern

and many Southern members.

1
Interview with Rev. Donald Witzl, July 8, 1965.
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Evaluation of the Institute by Staff and Participants

Staff Evaluations: Participants' Reports and Informal Observation

No systematic effort was made by the staff of the 1965 Institute to

evaluate the effects or effectiveness of the educational program. Director,

Dr. Herman Long, indicated that no systematic ways of evaluating the Institute

had been devised by the staff either in the early years or subsequently. 'We

never have had evaluative questionnaires or similar instruments," he explained,

"simply because we have realized their limitations." Instead, the staff, in

assessing the impact of the Institute, has relied largely upon reports of

activities in the form of letters sent back by participants. ":te encouraged

that they send to us any indication of programs which they learned about at

the Institute which they attempted to apply . . . in their local communities."

.Bb cited several kinds of programs which had grown out of the efforts of

returned Institute members including early mayor's committees on race and

human relations, police-community relations programs and the civil rights

program of the United Packinghouse Workers Union "stimulated in good part" by

the Institute.
1

He pointed out, in addition, that the formal papers submitted for credit

by some Institute members represented another type of evaluative report.

Staff members, of course, did engage in informal kinds of evaluation

during the Institute. Leaders of two of the clinics, when asked how they

went about the process of evaluation, emphasized participation and the quality

of group reports as indices.

1Long, Recorded response to interview questions.
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The leader of the Community Action Clinic, Dr. Joseph Taylor explained:

I think the results--quantity and quality of participation. How

much do I get everyone involved? . , . I like to get everyone

talking, even if I get them angry--see if they are using what
they have learned from the morning sessions.1

There was, at the end of the first week of the Institute, a "Review of

the Week: by a panel of staff members. Two of the four staff panelists, rather

than making an evaluation, analyzed the historically changing focus and content

of the Institute. A third panelist suggested two areas of need which had emerged

in the first week's discussion in his clinic. The fourth panel member observed,

"I get the feeling we shouldn't be here at all," indicating that it would be

interesting to "hear from those who have participated over the years."
2

After the panel, someone asked for a summary of the highlights of the

several clinic groups. Again, these were given by the staff member panelists.

One other staff evaluation was forthcoming. A visiting staff member,

expressing regret that no evaluative report had been requested, decided to

submit his own report, as well as involving members of his clinic in evalu-

ating their experiences. However, since this report was submitted in mimeo-

1
Interview with Joseph Taylor, July 10, 1965.

2
During a brief question-and-answer period, several Nashville residents

who had attended a number of past Institutes were invited to comment. A retired
railroad engineer paid tribute to the Institute for the ideas which he had
acquired which he stated, "I've retained and passed on as best I could." He
added, "I've been very fortunate to have my family come over to my side. I
don't know whether it's the Institute, books I've read or the church."
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graphed form sometime after the Institute, there was no opportunity for more

than an exchange of staff letters "answering" its contents.1

Southern Participant Expectations and Evaluations

The twenty Southern Negro and white participants interviewed at the

beginning of the Institute, most of whom were interviewed after the Institute,
2

included teachers, and other school personnel, churchwomen, ministers, intergroup

agency staff members, a welfare administrator and a university student, with the

teachers, churchwomen and ministers in numbers essentially proportionate to their

numbers in the Institute. Those interviewed were also largely representative

in terms of geographic distribution with six coming from Tennessee and the border

states of Kentucky and Maryland and the others coming from Alabama, Mississippi,

Louisiana, North Carolina, South Carolina and Florida.

1
The report of L. Alexander Harper included "Highlights" related to the

"two weeks of interracial living," to "informal values" of "interracial friend-

ship and conversation "in his clinic and to the lectures" viewed as a whole,

the wide scope of problems dealt with." It also discussed some so-called

"Critical Quest-2,0ns," matters ranging from the need for assigning interracial

roommates and for "more informal exchanges; to the need for re-examining the

lecture format and for periodic research on the Institute (Harper, "Staff

Report and Critical Evaluation of Design and Process ").

2
Fifteen of the twenty persons interviewed at the beginning of the

Institute were a'railable for interview afterwards:
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Their Expectations and Objectives

One half of the group, when interviewed at the beginning of the Institute,

were very vague or general in their response to the question,"What do you ex-

pect (or hope) to get out of this Lace Relations Institute?" Those who were

vague in what they hoped to gain included, for example, a Negro teacher from

Memphis, Tennessee who replied simply, "Information on attitudes." This same

teacher when asked why she had chosen to participate in the clinic on "Church

and Pace" said merely, "I wanted to see what was going to be said."1
Another

Negro teacher from Raleigh, North Carolina who had been sent to the Institute

by a church board scholarship was even more cautious in her expectations.

"I have come with an open mind, trying to learn the fuctions of this Institute."2

Still another kind of vagueness was represented by the response of a deeply

religious Negro churchwoman, founder of a mission nursery in Gainesville,

Florida, who defina as her objective, "A. better understanding of the plans of

God" for Ntorll.Ang together for one common goal."3

Among those seeking general knowledge was a white minister from the

Northern Kentuesy Commission on Religion and Human Rights who stated that he

hoped to obtain "broader knowledge of problemis and possible solutions";
4

lInterview
with

2lnterview with

3
Interview with

4Interview ',rte :ch

Mrs. Estalyn Ross, July 1, 1965.

Mrs. Lethia Daniels, June 30, 1965.

Mrs. Damon Dell, July 1, 1965.

Rev. Donald Witzl, June 29, 1965.
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a young white NAIRO intern with the South Carolina Council on Human Relations,
who hoped to acquire "primarily background and current trends";1 and a Negro
churchwoman and former home economics teacher from Baton Rouge, Louisiana who
indicated, "I expect a wealth of information , ad a depth of study that will
enable me to share with others in the struggle for 'Human Rights in a Great
Society'."

2

The other half of the Southern Negro and white participants interviewed
indicated that they hoped to get help in solving their community or other
problems, although these problems were often not very clearly defined. Thus,
a Negro teacher and community leader from Orford, Mississippi stated that she
hoped to gain "something that will help me help my people in Oxford and
Mississippi.!' When asked about the problems in her community, she emphasized
the problem of "getting others in leadership positions involved in community
improvz,ment."3 It was only after the Institute had been underway for several
days that she defined a specific goal growing out of discussions in her clinic
group: to obtain more information on the Federal Poverty Program for Oxford.4

A Negro minister from Winter Park, Florida, member of a bi-racial council.
there indicated, "I hope to get answers to existing problems in our community."
Asked about the nature of the problems, he spoke at some length about housing
and school segregation, lack of decent jobs and poverty among his parishoners.
Asked what he had been doing about the several problems, he replied, "I am
working with the few (existing)

organizations in our community. "5

1

Interview with Brad

2Written response to
v

3Written response to

4Interview with Mrs.

5
Interview with Rev.

,

Posten, June 28, 1965.

pre-Institute interview questions, Mrs. Josephine Hagen.

pre-Institute interview questions, Mrs. Della Davidson.

Della Davidson, July 3, 1965.

A.M. Scott, June 29, 1965.
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A troubled white churchwoman, chairman of Social Action in her local

church in Miami Beach and of the State "Assignment: Race" program of the

United Church Women of Florida said eagerly, "I hope to be made aware of

methods in which we might implement integration in our community and in our

church." She added, "We do not have one Negro in residence on Miami Beach and

do not have a Negro in our church."
1

She expressed great unhappiness about her

sense of isolation and her lack of any real communication with members of Negro

churches or the Negro cone .ty,

Ano 'or white churchwoman from Jackson, Mississippi, replied when asked

what she expected to get from the Institute, "understanding in depth of where

we are at today in race and human relations--information, inspiration, ed-

ucation as to what next step to take." In regard to community problems, she

stressed the need to enlist "more participants in active work for better human

relations .in mystate and community." She, herself, she indicated, as a State

and local leader, had been helping to re-build local United Church Woman's

Councils in Mississippi on an integrated basis and had been "working for

legislation to correct wrongs." She spoke of the difficulties in attempting

to build integrated councils in the midst of the massive civil rights demon-

strations in the State "because of the strain, tension and conflict . . ."

She expressed her determination "to find new approaches to peop1J," but she

added, "You get tired . . . I thought I would get perspective coming here . . .

being here with people from all over the natione" She concluded, "I came to

learn, completely open to suggestion and correction."
2

lInterview
wii-sh Mrs.

2lnterview with Mrs.

Francis Boughton,

Jane Schutt, June

July 1, 1965.

30, 1965.
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A few persons interviewed seemed to have specific goals.
1

One of these,

a Northern-born and educated white minister representing a Negro church in

Raleigh, North Carolina, active in the N.A.A.C.P., "the movement" and the

Ministerial Alliance there, responded when asked what he hoped to gain from the

Institute, "practical steps for obtaining true integration of churches, schools

and residential housing- and employment in Raleigh." He also spoke of wanting

to leexn "how to organize a continuing lobby to press for legislative goals."2

Another person who, along with other intergroup agency participants had

goals which were rather clearly defined was on the staff of a regional office

of the United States Commission on Civil Rights in Memphis. His objectives, le

stated, were, "First, an acquaintance with activists in my region; then, a

great familiarity with the history and personalities of the civil rights move -

ment."3

Unshared Criticisms and Su estions during the Institute

Participants interviewed during the Institute offered a number of evalu-

ative comments, but there was no channel and no specified occasion when these

1 .

One group of Institute members with a specific, task-oriented objective
who might be mentioned were those persons, primarily teachers, who were seeking
academic credit for their participation together with a paper.

2
Interview with Rev. Frank Hutchison, June 30, 1965.

3 Interview with John Spence, June 29, 1965.
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comments were invited by the staff. Some persons had suggestions to make for

modifying and, they believed, improving the daily agenda. One man, for example,

who complained about the heavy morning lecture schedule, suggested that one

lecture and the afternoon clinic session be held in the morning with the second

lecture in the afternoon. 1
Others complained, when interviewed, that their

clinic group was dominated by a few persons or that the group was too large for

full and free discussion. One such person after summarizing h9r complaints

went on to make a number of suggestions as to what could be done to improve the

clinic:

I think if we were in smaller groups it would help.
. . . I think they could tape the sessions and listen
to them. . . It would be interesting if we had some
case studies.

When asked by the interviewer if she had expressed her ideas to her clinic

group, she replied, "I haven't had a chance to speak much at all. . . You

see, we really haven't had time."2

Evaluation Through Role-Playing.

At the final meeting of the Clinic on Church. and Race, the Clinic leader

suggested that the group, as a kind of evaluation of the Institute experience,

role-play how they would explain the value of the Institute to someone in their

church or community. 3

lInterview
with

2
Interview with

3
Material taken

P.D. Lindsey.

Mrs. Lethia Daniels, c.

from tape recording of

July 2.

session, July 8, 1965.
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In the first situation portrayed, a Southern white minister (played by

a Southern white minister) was questioned closely by a member of his board who

was skeptical about the Institute. After some minutes of defensive dialogue,

the minister concluded:

I am not sure I know what I've gotten out of it. It may take someliving and doing for some weeks, or perhaps even years to come.
I do think I have gotten an insight into the problem and the natureof it, and into possible ways of how to work. . . . I would hesitateto put my finger on any one thing as an exceptional or unique value.I would not want to oxclude any part of the experience.

In a second role-playing, a Southern Negro churchwoman (played by a

Southern Negro churchwoman) attempted to interpret her experience at the

Institute to a member of the Women's Board. She had similar difficulties in

stating in any specific terms what she had gained. She began:

It is something you have to see for yourself. It was a great
enrichment. There are things I will never be able to tell you,but there are things that I feel are workable among us. . Ithink there are things we have to give and take, and they haveto learn to give and take with us.

When asked what things she referred to, she replied, "We feel that we

are 'right' in our own little world; that we are 'right' and they are 'wrong'.

We feel that we are just fighting for ourselves . . . We should be fighting

for all men."

In discussing the two role-playing situations, the Clinic leader ob-

served, "It is interesting that nobody mentioned lectures and nobody mentioned

anything they have read. . . . It was more of a pouring into the vitality of

the person resources for future involvement in crisis. . ,"

The Southern white minister who had participated in the role-playing

agreed. "It takes awhile for you to integrate what you get in your brain into

your acting, living way. ..." He continued, "When you live this out, then, all
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of a sudden, you will pluck from this intellectual context and put it into the

dynamics of life."

The session ended with apparent agreement as to the difficulties in making

any immediate evaluation or stating, "This is what I find useful.."

Post-Institute Interviews: What Participants Valued

In interviewing Southern participants at the end of the Institute, a

special effort was made to encourage respondents to indicate, "What part or

parts of the Institute, if any, were of special interest or value to you?"

Although their answers are difficult to categorize, some one-third found par-

ticipation in the clinic of special value; two-thirds indicated that the

lecturers were of notable interest or value and all but one person emphasized

the significance of various aspects of. the residential experience.

Most of those who cited their clinic participation as being a significant

part of the Institute tended to be persons who gained specific information

or ideas to take back to their communities. For example, an Oxford, Mississippi

community leader, as has been indicated, emphasized the special importance to

her of the Equal 0,- 'unity Clinic because she received from Dr. Henderson "the

information that I deeded and wanted on the President's Poverty Program.° A

Negro teacher from a segregated school in Memphis was able to obtain, in the

Clinic on Community Organization, some practical information on successful

school Oesegregation methods used elsewhere.
2

Some Southern Institute members

1
Interview with Mrs.

2lnterview with Mrs.

Della Davidson, July 9, 1965.

E. Ross, July 8, 1965.
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in the Clinic on Church and Race, as has been indicated, received ideas from

California participants in the clinic on the role of churches in establishing

credit unions and opening up housing on an unsegregated basis. Several church-

women mentioned program ideas which they had obtained from their United Church

Women's Clinic on "Assignment: Race."

In contrast, a number of persons who stated that the lectures were a

particularly important part of the total Institute tended to endorse them

generally. These persons, it might be noted, were very often the ones who came

to the Institute with a vague or general sort of objective. Thus, a white

minister who approached the Institute seeking "broader knowledge" said of the

lectures, "I got a good, broad exposure to the problems of the transition period

from the people that favor integration." He added, "as good general knowledge

as you can get in two weeks."
1

A Negro college administrator who sought a

"broader knowledge of race relations" expressed his appreciation of "the many

invited speakers and viewpoints."
2

A Negro churchwoman who stated that she had

come "with an open mind" said at the end of the Institute, "The speakers opened

my eyes to actual facts."
3

A few lecturers were singled out as having specific usefulness by persons

coming to the Institute with rather definite objectives. A white minister of a

Negro church, for example, who had expressed the desire to learn more about

1
Interview with

2lntervlew with

3Interview with

Rev. Donald Witzl, July 8, 1965.

P.L. Lindsey, July 9, 1965.

Mrs. Lethia Daneils, July 8, 1965.
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political action, indicated that political scientist Dr. Samuel Cool- in his

lecture on "The Political Shaping of Racial Change" bad given him some helpful

ideas.
1

A. white churchwoman from 'Mississippi who was "trying to find imaginative,

new approaches," spoke with enthusiam about the practical ideas which she had

obtained from one of the civil rights attorneys who recommended the use of

observers in protest situations. This in turn, she explained, had suggested

to her a new observer role for churchwomen.
2

Not surprisingly, Southern Negro and white participants in emphasizing

the importance of the' residential' experience frequently spoke of the various

opportunities for honest communication. As one Negro churchwoman from Florida

observed, "People are freer here. We talked together. They talked about our

group. We talked about theirs. All of us have our shortcomings. "3

Another woman, a Tennessee teacher from a segregated school, emphasized

that living together "breaks down the rigidity of formality." She explained,

"When I meet you in the bathroom at the end of a long day, you don't care who

I am." This same woman -who had stated cautiously at the offset that she was

seeking "information on attitudes" commented enthusiastically after the In-

stitute, "It's a new exnerience in a completely integrated society!"4

1Interview
with Rev. Frank Hutchison.

2
Interview with

3Interview with

4
Interview with

Mrs. Jane Schutt, July 8, 1965.

Nrs. Damon Dell, July 8, 1965.

Elms. E. Ross, July 8, 1965.
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The only two members of the one hundred and fifty member Institute who

were from Mississippi, a white churchwoman from Jackson and a Negro teacher and

community leader from Oxford, came to know one another at the Institute. Each

mentioned meeting the other as an important event in their total experience.

The white churchwoman said of the meeting, We made a fr:Londship that I cm sure

will continue. We've made plans together. I've made plans to include her in

the United Church Women. "1 The Negro Mississippian, more cautious but hopeful

observed, "It's the strangest thing that I had to come to the Institute to mnct

one of my own state-mates. I believe she's sincere."2 Both of these lassissippi

women were mindful 'of the rare opportunity afforded them for integrated living

at Fisk. When asked how she would answer people who might say that nothing is

accomplished or learned at such Institutes, the Negro Mississippian replied,

"First thing I would try to explain the relationship that actually existed. A

lot of people can't see us together--a lot of whites. I would try to explain

the values gained."

Probably the most dramatic example of the way in which Southern partici-

pants were "freed" by the residential situation was a Southern white churchwoman

from Florida who described the integrated living on the campus as "the most

earthshaking experience I've ever had!" (This same woman, in a pre-Institute

interview, complained of being isolated and having no real communication with

Negroes in her community). She admitted that she had been so uncomfortable in

her first days of living on a largely Negro campus that "I just panicked." She

told of having called her husband on four different evenings to tell him that

1
Interview

2
Interview

with Mrs.

with Mrs.

Jane Schutt, July 8, 1965.

Della Davidson, July 9, 1965.
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111 she was coming home and, each time, he insisted that she "stick it out."

0

Asked how, when she changed, she replied, "It was eating with them that nade

me feel so free. . . .What tore me up was that I could have been a hypocrite

for so long." She described her overwhelming realization as she and several

other Negro and white Institute nemlzem's were eating together,"My God,' I thought,

They are just like I an!" Before participating in the Institute, she explained,

"I always felt that they were people to be helped instead of people to be lived

Even some of those who most readily pointed out inadequacies in the resi-

dential setting and arrangements, the de facto segregation of roommates, the

lack of free time activities, felt that the residential experience was an

important part of the Institute. A Negro teacher and churchwoman from North

Carolina said of the experience of "eating together, walking together, sharing

ideas," after expressing her criticises of "separate white roommates," "If this

was absent, I would have felt an emptiness in a sense."
2

Post- Institute Interviews: Partici
Change

111 nt Dissatisfactions' Recommendations for

The responses of Southern Institute members asked in a Post-Institute

interview, "What part or parts of the Institute were of little or no value?"

and in a follow-up questionnaire,3 'What would you say should be changed?"

1
Interview with Mrs. Frances Boughtonj July 8, 1965.

2
Interview 'with. Mrs. Lethia Daniels, July 8, 1965.

3The Follow up Questionnaire was sent to all Southern participants in the
Institute in May, 1966, Twenty persons responded.
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suggest several areas of recurrent dissatisfaction. These related to the kinds

of participants in the Institute, the kinds of formal learning experiences of-

fered and the uses of the residential situation.

A number of persons raised questions regarding the membership of the

Institute. It was pointed out that most of the group was "middle-class and

middle-aged," that it included few, if any, of those actively involved in the

civil rights movement, with the exception of speakers. In addition, a member of

the Clinic on Equal Opportunity, noting that there were no "leaders or potential

leaders" from among the poor, suggested, "I think that they should include some

"
of the people we're talking about."

1
(The Clinic subsequently adopted this

suggestion as one of the recommendations in its Institute report).

Others expressed anxiety, when asked about their back-home plans, about

being the only representatives in the Institute from their particular church or

community. Some of this problem would seem to be reflected in the role-playing

situations described earlier--the Institute member in these situations seemed

defensive and unsure in even talking about what he "had learned.
2

A Negro

teacher who returned to a Tennessee community where schools remain segregated

wrote back strongly recommending that efforts be made to recruit groups of

teachers and administrators from school systems such as hers!3

Another area of suggestions and criticisms coming from participants in

the 1965 Institute related to the frequently mentioned need for more emphasis,

in small group sessions, on acquiring techniques for community action and on

developing practical plans for implementing the kinds of strategies and programs

1
Interview with Mks. Della Davidson, July 8, 1965.

2
See "Evaluation through Role-Playing."

3Unsigned Follow-up Questionnaire, May 10, 1966.



outlined by the several lecturers. A Baltimore intergroup relations official,

for example, stated, "I had hoped to get some practical suggestion for worl:ing

in a changing neighborhood and working :in human rights in a large city." He

expressed disappointment regarding the structured presentations in the Clinic on

Community Organization and the unuieldy size of the group, pointing out that

there should have been "more opportunity to discuss in small groups."
1

Others made similar kinds of recommendations. A Tennessee teacher

suggested "smaller working groups with more clearly defined goals" and expressed

the desire for gaining "techniques for improvins community relationships."
2

social worker urged "more discussion in smaller groups, based on areas cf special

interest" and indicated as one of her areas "better ways of motivating and in-

creasing the interest of parents in their children's education."3 A. member of

a counseling guidance staff from Virginia wanted more opportunity to hear from

participants "and less from the experts."4

And even among those who felt that the lectures were the most valuable

part of the Institute, there were recommendations that they be fewer in r-amber

and shorter with more opportunity to discuss them.

Various suggestions were made as to how the residential experience might

be improved, beginning with the allocation of rooms on an integrated basis. As

1
Interview with Daniel Haldeman, July 8, 1965.

2Unsigned follow-up questionnaire, Nay 5, 1966,

3
Follow-up questionnaire from liyvonne Gray, June 21, 1966.

4Follow-up questionnaire from J:W. woodruff, Niay 16, 1966.
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one_Negro_memher 3trhose roommate was a Negro expressed it, "I think as it was a

Race Relations Institute the housing pattern should be changed.° The need...for

the planning of more free-time act:_vities was pointed out. Tho person most

critical of residential aspects of the Institute, who indicated that it had

made 1_00 difference for him in what he learned or whom he got to know was among

those who recommended:

I think there might have been a little more compression of academic
time and a little more organized free time. . . . I'd like someone
to pull together small groups with a little staff help.2

Effects of the Institute: What Institute Members Said They Would Do and Did

During the end-of-the Institute interviews, the group of twenty partici-

pants were asked what plans they had made, if any, to work on local problems

when they returned home. More than half defined certain plans or goals which

they hoped to achieve. In the follow-up questionnaire, ten months later, all

Southern participants in the Institute were asked, "What, if anything, have you

done as a result of being in the Institute?" Among those originally interviewed

who responded to the follow -up interview, there seems to be little indication of

any follow through on projected plans.

A young intergroup agency intern from South Carolina, for example, said,

when interviewed, that he planned to encourage the integration of churches and

to involve especially college-age students in an exchange-of-members program.

1
Follow-up

2
Interview

questionnaire from Rev. A.M. Scott, May 9, 1966.

with John Spence, July 7, 1965.

tr.
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When asked in a follow-up questionnaire, "What, if anything, have you done as a

result of being in the Institute?" he replied, "Well, I ha-en't been back to

church."
1

A. white Mississippian described to this interviewer plans for a procTr.m. to

train members of local United Church Women's Councils to serve as observers in

racial crises and to involve them in local voter education efforts; in response

to the questionnaire she gave no indication that she had acted on either of

these plans.

A Negro minister from Florida who described post-Institute plans to set up

an integrated ministerial committee on housing to assist Negro families in ob-

taining homes outside of slum areas and who also indicated that he planned to

contact Cuban leaders in his area and invite them to participate in local church

and community activities made no mention of either of these plans ten months

later.

Instead, most persond"responded primarily in terms of talking to others.

A Negro teacher stated, for example, "I related my experiences and growth to

others of both. the Negro and Caucasian races . . ."
2
and a white teacher in-

dicated, "I have used the materials in speeches."3

Some indicated that they had sought to influence others in their school,

church or community. A white teacher in Virginia, for example, who stated that

he had become "more sensitive to injustices in my own school' told of his efforts

to influence his fellow teachers' attitudes towards their Negro students and to

1
Reellonse

'Unsigned

3Response

k

to follow -up questionnaire from Brad Posten, May 18, 1966.

response to follow-up questionnaire, May 10, 1966.

to questionnaire, James H. Bryant, May 20, 1966.
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"I have organized

relationship."
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students on occasion.
1

A Negro minister in Florida reported,

. . . study groups on biracial bases to bring about a better

A white Tennessee teacher reported, "I am teaching an all Negro adult

education class. The experience that I had talking and, working with everyone

down in Fisk has helped me."3

But, in fact, no one of the participants who responded to the questionnaire

reported any active involvement in solving community problems during the many

months which had elapsed since the Institute.

Criti ue of the Institute as a Leadershi. Traini Model

The crucial test of any educational model would seem to be: were its stated

objectives achieved by the kinds of learning experiences offered? In examining

the follow-up data obtained from twenty Southern respondents some ten months after

the Institute, there is evidence that the sharing of "the accumulated wisdom and

experience" objective was achieved, that these participants not only acquired

some new knowledge and insights but shared them with school and community groups.

There is little evidence, however, regarding the achievement of the Institute's

other major objective: the training of leadership "for dealing intelligently

with problems of group relations." According to their own reports, not one of

the respondents was assuming any new, active role in dealing with local problems.

1
Response to

2Response to

3Response to

questionnaire,

questionnaire,

questionnaire,

Kenneth L. Eshleman, May 7, 1966.

Rev. A.M. Scott, 16ay 9, 1966.

Paul Haney, /fay 5., 1966.
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One might well question the representativeness of the sample of Institute

participants who responded to the follow-up questionnaire. However, since the

questionnaire which asked, "What, if anything, have you done as a result of being

in the Institute?," was sent to all Southern participants in the 1965 Institute,

the sample is a self-selected one. And, it would seem to the writer that those

responding could be expected to include persons who were "doing something" and

were nit displeased to so report.

It would seem fruitful, therefore, to ask why the apparent dearth of

Institute participants who put their knowledge of race relations r. Dblems to

some direct use. Analysis of the data presented suggests several kinds of

reasons.

To begin with, as some Institute members pointed out, various action-

oriented segments of community which might have added to the discussions not

only vigor and compelling reality, but a pressure to focus on "freedom now" and

steps to achieve it in the several communities were notably absent. Pre -

Institute interviews not only revealed a relatively homogeivus group of middle-

class teachers, churchwomen and ministers but revealed, too, a frequent lack of

any clearly defined social-educational objectives or aspirations in coming to

the Institute. Apparently the Institute staff, although it invited the partici-

pation of all, made no special effort to involve a more dynamic variety of groups

and points of view. Even in small numbers, it would seem, such participants

might have served to stimulate and challenge others to think in terms of programs

of community action.

At the same time, those participating in the Institute who articulated

plans to undertake some sort of action project when they returned home would,

past research indicates, have been far more likely to do so if several persons

had come together from a given organization and community and returned to
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reinforce one another.

Turning to the kinds of learning experiences offered, it is clear that the

lectures by highly regarded authorities from the social sciences, government and

private agencies and organizations were the key element in the Institute cur-

riculum with the largest amount of time, four to six hours each day, devoted to

them. The general high caliber and significance of these lectures, published

each year by the Race Relations Department and circulated among social scientists

and intergroup relations practitioners, cannot be questioned.

What might well be questioned, however, was the great number of lectures,

thirty in less than two weeks, and the way in which those lectures were or-

ganized. Social scientist staff members who planned the Institute could quite

readily, by reason of training, experience and close acquaintanceship with the

specific subjects, relate the parts to an intellectual whole and the whole to

the changing society.

However, for most non-professionals attending the Institute, listening

to the lecturers one-by-one as they followed in rapid succession, in no

apparent sequence, the multiple task of understanding the sometimes abstract

parts; of relating the several parts to a complex whole, and, in turn, to their

own "local situations and special job performances" was a difficult and demanding

one.

It would seem to this student of adult education that one significant

lecture presentation each morning followed by an opportunity in small group

sessions to examine its meaning and implications for local communities would

greatly enhance the possibility of relevant ideas being accepted and put to some

use. In the case of academic, subject matter presupposing considerable background
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such as Dr. Katz's lecture on "Strategies of Conflict Resolution" or Dr.

Henderson's on "Economics and Race" or in the case of a subject with special

relevance to a group of participants such as some of the lectures on legal and

political processes, it would seem that additional small group sessions should

be held. It would also seem that lectures on related kinds of problems should

be grouped together so that they could be discussed together for more efficient

and effective learning,

The clinics, too, should be re-examined in terms of whether they actually

fulfilled the function for which they were established.. (Only one third of those

interviewed, it should be recalled, indicated that their clinic participati.on

had been of special interest or value). The "informal clinics," according to

the 1965 announcement, "give attention to special problem areas and the ci-

periences of the Institute participants." In actual fact, the size of the

clinic groups was such that informal interaction and exchange of experiences wc,s

difficult.

One of the clinics, the Clinic on Church and Race, during the second week,

divided into several small groups around problems of special concern. Out of

this, during the several hours, came some new insights into local problems and

some sharing of resources and approaches used successfully in other communities

and parts of the country. There was not time, hoWever, to formulate and discuss,

in any systematic way, back-home plans.

The other two clinics met in full group sessions which were necessarily

more structured, less responsive to the needs and interests of individuals. In

one group, the clinic leader set the priorities, defined the course of the dis-

cussion and served as the expert, In the other, several clinic members served,

in turn, as the experts and made presentations to the group. Thus, for most
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Institute members there was no opportunity for intensive small group sessions

where they could clarify their problems, obtain the h-lp and resources of the

group and make plans for using those resources.

In terms of the informal learning experiences within the framework of tho

residential situation, it seems clear that the staff did little to enrich or

fdbilitate these experiences. It also seems clear, in view of the fact that

Southern Institute members emphasized again and again the learnings which

resulted from coming to know one another across racial lines, that the oppor-

tunity for honest communication and social interaction. made possible by the two

weeks of residential living is still a relatively rare one in the "Great Society."

Obviously in adapting or modifying this curriculum model the residential aspects

need to be re-examined with a view to experimenting with and exploring new ways

of facilitating that communication and interaction, The kinds of informal

learning experiences provided, it should be pointed out, need not be limited to

social occasions on the campus. It might also be pointed out that if several

Negro and white Institute members were recruited from the same community, they

might well develop epecific plans for working together on their return.

Finally, it would seem, that the educational program would be greatly

enhanced by some sort of evaluative procedure, however informal, both during and

after the Institute whereby Institute members would be invited to offer their

suggestions and criticismsr Out of such recommendations by participants in the

1965 Institute, could have come immediate improvements, for example, in the daily

format and in the organization of the clinic groups and uses of tivie within those

groups. Flans night also have been made.for additional small group sessions and

for more creative uses of the residential situation. If adult members of a Race

Relations Institute are expected to return to their communities and assume res-

ponsible leadership, it seems appropriate that they relate to the Institute as

adults.
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PART III

IN THE CIT.IIMISMP
:Mufli.91-01:-.PROGRAN. OF TIL

SOUTHERN CHRISTIAN LEADERSHIP CONFERENCE, 1965

The Citizenship Education Program of the Southern Christian Leadership

Conference might be more meaningfully called the FUll Citizenship Education

Program. Using volunteer teachers who must themselves learn more about their

government, the workings of politics and basic literacy education skills, the

program seeks to help Negro adults with little or no education to read and !mite,

to register and vote, to have an effective voice in community affairs--to achieve

the rights of full .citizenship.

The educational program was not developed by the Southern Christian Leader-

ship Conference, in fact, it came into being before the SCLC,/ but the purposes

of the procram and those of the Southwide organization of Negro ministers and

lay leaders headed by Dr. Kartin Luther Ring were, in large part, the same.

1The initial meeting of what later came to be called the Southern Christian
Leadership Conference took place in Atlanta, January 10-11, 1957. (L.D., Reddick,"The History of SOW," The SCLC Story (Atlanta, Ga.:The ;southern Christian Leader-ship Conference, 1964), P. 12). The Citizenship School Program was developed by
the Highlander Folk School as part of an experimental project for leadership
training in rural Southern communities under a grant from the Emil Schwarzhaupt
Foundation, beginning in 1953. The first Citizenship School was initiated in
1956.
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ItFor along with its most widely-known purpose, "to stioulate nonviolent direct

rass action to remove the barriers of segregation and discrimination," the

organization pledged itself specifically "to achieve full citizenship rights,"

"to secure the right and unhampered use of the ballot," and "to reduce the

cultural lag. "1

In reviewing, in 1965, the brief but significant eight year history of the

organization with its dramatic achievements through nonviolent action, one of

the SCLC's leaders, Reverend Andrew Young, emphasized that these achievements

were but first steps. The nost difficult goals, includinz;adecuate education and

political effectiveness, he pointed out are yet to be obtained. In his words:

\!e have blindly traded in faith through the injustices of our society,

seeking hot dogs when we needed jobs, standing in at moves when we

needed education, arguing over bus rides when we needed houses and

staging boycotts for jobs which would soon be non-existent when we

needed political rights to shape and structure our own destiny.2

AERIsaandAnaltarplamatsfthe Citizenshillelsylion Program

The Development of the Program: Prom a Johns Island Bus to Southwide Community

Classes

The Citizenship School idea which furnished the basis for the Conference's

educational program in communities across the South belmn on Johns Island, one

1 One of the official "Aims and Purposes of the SOLO" is "To reduce the

cultural lag through the Citizenship Training Program" (MLEELI&M, P. 14).

2Rev. Andrew Young, "An Experiment in Power," Keynote Address, Ninth

Annual Convention, Southern Christian Leadership Conference, Birmingham, Alabana,

August 11, 1965.
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of the depressed, rural Sea Islands near Charleston, South Carolina. It began

with a self-educated Negro civic leader, Esau Jenkins, who initiated a kind of

Citizenship School for workers riding on his bus between Johns Island and the

mainland of Charleston. One of his passengers had asked him to help her learn

to read and write so that she could get a voter registration certificate and

become "a first-class citizen." Er. Jenkins not only responded to her request,

but secured and circulated copies of the South Carolina Constitution and voting

law among all of his non-voting passengers. Each day, he drilled them, reading

aloud those portions of the Constitution which they uovid need to know. As a

persistent and strong-minded leader, 'Ir. Jenkins managed to help and inspire a

few of his passengers to memorize whole sections of tho Constitution sufficient17

well to obtain their voting certificates. As an educator, however, he largely

failed, for the fortunate few who registered were still unable to read. And

most people were neither able to register nor to read, nor even, nany of them,

to write their names. The need for basic adult education was obvious. Noti-

vation was high. But the principal of the local, when approached, was fearful.

He was afraid, it was clear, of white reaction to classes for Negro adults who

were trying to learn to read and write so that they could-register and vote.

Itwasatthispoint,inthefallof1956,thatEsenkinsturned-tothe4

Highlander Folk School for help in establishing the first Citizenship School,

as it was called, on Johns Island. The independent and integrated adult education

center had been engaged in developing civil rights and community leadership

training programs since 1953 whel, it held the first residential workshop on

1
For a first-hand account of the

School on Johns Island and the role of
Highlander staff membez and former Sea

Clark, lichoinArS212. New York: E.P.

velm n11.014.1

development of the first Citizenship
Esau Jenkins, see the autobiography of

Island public school teacher, Errs. Septina

Button & Co., 1962), pp. 35-55.
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school desegregation in the South.
1

Esau Jenkins had mrticipated in several

of these workshops, beginning in 1954 and had encouraged other adult leaders and

young adults to participate.

On returning from this initial experience in integ rated living and learning,

he wrote back enthusiastically to the Highlander staff of the first iegrated

church fellowship held at their church center on Johns Island. He described with

some wonder "white young men and women from Cflarleston singing, studying, playing

and sitting together with colored young men and women of which three of my

daughters were a part."
2

More significant for the development of the Citizenship School, he

announced his intention to "run as a candidate for ,office as School Trustee . s .

on Johns Island." And he added, "please you and everyon' at the School pray for

me, If I lost, (sic) we will try it again. "3 Mr. Jenkins did lose, but he made

a major contribution to the self-perception of his regro neighbors on the tra-

ditionally. white-dominated island. For the first time since Reconstruction days',

the name of a Negro appeared on the ballot--a Negro leader whom people knew and

respected was running for office. Only a small number were registered and able

to vote in what had always been "a white man's election." From this election,

however, the vote took on new meaning and value--to fIsau Jenkins, to his bus

passengers and to others on the Island.

.111111MIIIN MINIM I.

1 See Part I of this study for the history and development of the first

school desegregation workshops in the South bb the Highlander Polk School.

2
Letter from Esau Jenkins, Johns Island, South Carolina to ltdes Horton,

September 20, 1954.

3Ibid.
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The first Highlander- developed Citizenship School
1
was held in the ref.'r

of the little co-opera five store which members of the Johns Island Progressive

Club, a local Negro civic group, had acquired, raying for it month bironth.

The first volunteer teacher was a Negro beautician and active ILL.A.C.P. member

from Charleston, ins. Berhice Robinson, mho, while attending a Highlander Tod-

dential workshop with Fcau Jt-nkins hrs. Septima Clam ", had learned of and

become concerned about hearoh and o7,her community problems on the near-by Sea

Island. Although she insisted that she "couldn't teach because she never taught

.before," Mrs. Robinson agreed, at tbe urging of Clark,. a Charleston scool

teacher who had taught Johns Island children and had recently joined the Hi,;-h-

'ander staff, to "give . . . some tine and do whatever she could."

1
Before undertaking this program, a great many field trips had been made by

the Highlander Poll: School staff to Johns Island and the other Sea Islands to meet
with community leaders and to observe first-hand their nroblens, of De

on Johns Island," Highlander Polk School, Nontoode, July 22,
1955, (in the files of the School).

Out of the7r.: z'::eld trips, leadership conference3and meetinGs were held both

in Charleston and on Johns Island. One of those, for exanple, was an all day
community meeting devoted to discussing such questions as "!hy should Negroes be
organized?" A report of the meeting indicates, "There was a packed and aitenbive
house" (Highlander Polk School, 23rd Annual Report (October, 1954-Sept. 30, 1955).

at! more interested and promising participants in these civic meetings and
conferences were encouraged to attend week long residential workshops on community
leadership held at the Highlander Polk School and on Johns Island. Out of these
workshops in 1955 and 1956 came plans for a Housing Committee, voter reGistratien
drives and a co-operative store.

By 1956, the director of the Highlander Polk School, 4des Horton, could
report a number of constructive developments, "All of these developments," he
observed, "are much slower than I had hoped they would be, but People are doing
tlings themselves and there is a new spirit of co-operation on the Island."
He added, however, "Illiteracy is still a big proble! . ."(Letter from BYles
Horton to Carl Tjerandsen, Schwarzhaupt Foundation, larch 1, 1956).
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The curriculum for this first Citizenship School class came almost entirely from

its fourteen eager adult students. When asked by lam. r.bbinson, at the first

meeting, that it was they wanted to learn, they readily responded: "how to

write their name, how to read the words of the South Carolina election laws . . .

how to spell some of those words," as well as their meanirin.e. Lnd they wanted to

know, too, "how to fill in blanks when they were ordering out of a catalog . .

how to fill in a money order . . ."1

Along with this curriculum related to the several civic and personal needs

of the students, Hrs. Robinson agreed to work with a group of high school girls

who wanted to learn to sew. The combined curriculum as it emerged is best de-

scribed by the teacher herself:

The school which we planned for three months is in Progress and the
people have shown great interest. They are so anxious to learn. .I
have fourteen adults, four men and ten tromen, and there are thirteen
high school girls enrolled to learn sewing. There are three adults
that have had to start from scratch because they could not read or
write. I start out with having them spell their names. About eight
of then can read a little, but very poorly. So far, I have been using
that part of the South Carolina Constitution that they must know in
order to register. From that, I take words that they find hard to
pronounce and drill then in spelling and pronunciation and also the
meaning of the words so they will know what they are saying. Ue have
to give then some arithmetic. The men are particularly interested in
figures. I have never before in my life seen sun' anxious people.
They really want to learn and are so proud of the little gains they
have made so far. When I get to the club each night, half of them
are already there and have their homework ready for me to see. I
tacked up the Declaration of Human Rights on the wall and told them
that I wanted each of them to be able to read and understnad the
entire thing before the end of the school.2

11111.41.+11...IMMO

1
Tape recorded interview with lire. Septina Clark on how the Citizenship

School began, January 7, 1960, pp. 3-4 (in the files Of the Highlander Polk
School).

2
Letter from Bernice Robinson to Septina Clark, January 20, 1957.
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The struggles of these unschooled adults in the f:;rst Citizenship_ School

to learn to pronounce the new and difficult words and vnderstand their.neanincs

aided by a teacher who had never taught is recorded On tees and in the Highlander'

Folk School reports to the Schwarzhaupt Foundation as well as in the teacher's

notes and letters. Not only did a number of students nenpge to raster the words,

but as the educational supervisor, hrs. Clark noted, "In two months' tine, sur-

prising to say, there were sone vino were ready to register."/"

agansion of the Citizenship School Propran

Interest in the Citizenship School grew not only on Johns Island but on

adjacent South Carolina Sea Islands, Uadnalow, Edisto, Daufuskie and St. Helena,

On Johns Island, the enthuastic new "first class citizens" were the most con-

vincing interpreters of the program to their neighbors. Elsewhere, the eery

of the Johns Island schools was told by Hrs. Clark, Highlander field staff

nenber, who nade visits to the several islands, sometimes for several days or a

week, to meet and talk with inerested leaders and civic groups about their

problems and the program as related to those nroblems.

Whether the island was a large one, such as St. Helena with a population

of some 3,300 (3,000 of these Negroes; or a small one such as Daufuskie with a

total population of 141 (133 of these Negroes) the pattern of involvement in

the Citizenship School Pro 1 was essentially the sane. ficomnunity 0=oup or

groups mould express an interest in having a school in their area. A, leader or

several leaders were invited to a workshop at the Highlander Folk School to learn

more about the idea, as well as about other activities including registration and

.1=141r 410.E.marlov

1Tape recorded interview with Mrs. Septima Clark on Citizenship School

beginning, P. 4.
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11: voting and community organization. They, in turn, returned hone to organize a

school under the guidance of and continuing supervision of the Bic:blander field

staff.whirSh included the first Citizenship School teacheI:, Ei's. Bernice Robinson.

Ldult students on -these islands were often day laborers from large plan-

tations who worked long hours and cane many miles to their unaccustomed new

schools for citizenship. Field reports describe both= the arduous process of

instruction, beginning with nary who had never learned to hold a pencil, and the

sense of wonder and accomplishment on the part of volunteer teachers and student:.

whrm "from their eyes you can see the glean of light when they can urite their

names."
1

According to the month by month records of these teachers, not only did

large numbers of their students qualify as voters, but they formed voter

organizations to urge their neighbors to qualify and net monthly, even when work

on the plantation interrupted their classes, to discuss civic issues. These.

meetings, too, are recorded--in painstaking, pencil written minutes, set down

very often in the awkward hand and language of a new first-class citizen.
2

11 Highlander Polk School annual report summarizes this expansion, "1958 -

1959 saw four new Citizenship Schools opened in the Sea Islands and brought

requests for three more in near-by communities." The report also describes the

expanding curriculum with its immediate practical purpose continuing to be "to

enable students to pass the South Carolina literacy test for voter registration,"

1
Taped interview with Mrs. Septina Clark, p. 6.

2
The files of the Highlander Folk School contain month by month reports of

the volunteer teachers on the several Sea Islands as well as minutes of civic
meetings as written by recent students in Citizenship School classes.
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but also including "Ern all-around education in community development and better

living." Subjects within this broad curriculum for "better living" included

"Social Security, co-operatives, income tax, understanding of tax supported re-

sources such as water testing for wells" and training in filling out nail-order

and money order forms which s includef. in the first student-defined curricu-

lun.1

A progress report on the Citizenship School program in September,, 1960,

indicates that the adult school program on Johns Island had been so effective in

its preparation of new voters that there was, according to local leaders, "no

need for another school here."2 This did not mean that the Sea Islands' citizen-

ship education pros an ended. Schools Jere continued on other islands and, at

the same time, the Johns Island experience and: its leaders and teachers

represented an important educational resource, as well as an inspiration, to

other groupb desiring to organize schools in their co PIP ities.

In expanding the Citizenship School program beyond the Sea,Island in

1959 -1960, the Highlander extension staff,.which was already working with a

number of former students in communities over the South made a systematic effort

to describe the successful program and to offer them assistance in initiating

their own shcools.

During this period, too, the director of the Highlander Polk School sent

out a memorandum inviting other groups in the South to make use of the program.

1 Highlander Folk School, Highlander Reports 27th Annual Report (0e-ober 1,

1958-September 30, 1959), p. 3.

..

2
Septima Clark, "Recent Developments in 'The Citizenship School Ides',"

September 25, 1960 (in the files of the School), p. 3.
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It stated in part:

Highlander's educational resources are available for the use of any
agency or organization which shares its view about the need for
Citizenship Schools . . . it is prepared to receive supervisors and
teachers sent by any one of these agencies, and to hold workshops
in which these people will be trained for organizing and conducting
Citizenship Schools in their local communites./

As a result of these efforts, always in the context of a rapidly expaniling

civil rights movement, the Citizenship School Program spread to communities in

Alabama, Georgia, Tennessee and other parts of South Carolina. And with this

expansion, beginning in 1959, the Highlander Folk School 'developed a rab:::dential

program for training groups of volunteer teachers and supervisors to replace its

individualized training and supervision in the field.2

It is the curriculum for these residential workshops and the accompanying

materials for use by volunteer teachers which became, in 1961, the Citizenship

Education Program of the Southern Christian Leadership Con:erence. It is this

curriculum for training Citizenship School teachers, with subsequent modifi-

cations by the SCLC which is the subject of the present study.

1
An announcement for an early "Workshop on Training Leaders for Citizenship

Schools" states, "This workshop has been planned to train local leaders for
assuming responsibilities for Citizenship Schools in their communities." It

indicated that the "consultants" will be "leaders from Citizenship Schools in other
parts of the South" who"will tell how they got started and how they are running
their program." (Highlander Folk School, Monteagle, Tenn., January 19-21, 1960).
(Mimeographed.)

2
The organizations sending students to the Highlander Folk School workshops

for leaders of Citizenship Schools during this period included: the Southeast
Georgia Crusade for Voters; the Chatham County Crusade for Voters of Savannah,
Ga.; the Madison County Civic League of Huntsville, Ala.; the Citizens Committee
of Charleston County, S.C. and the Southern Christian Leadership Conference
(Highlander Folk School, "The Citizenship Program Continues to Expand," TE.ahlander
Reports, 29th Annual Report (October 1, 1960-Sept. 30, 1961), p. 2.
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Transfer of the Citizenship School Program to the-SCIO

The initial relationship of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference

to the Citizenship School Program, beginning in 1950,1was as a co-opetating

organization which agreed to sead persons recruited by its affiliates to the

Highlander Folk 'o be trained as volunteer Leachers and supervisors.

When it became apparent in 1961' that the riohaander Polk School, as an

integtated center active:1y engazrid in Southwile proT,,:ors of civil :rights

educatLon, would be closed t: the Tennessee Cour:Is ani its educational programs

terminated, arrangements were' made to place the Citize...:-.7..Ap Program under the

sponsorship of the Southern Christien Leadership Conference with funds for the

program to be administered by the Board of Home Missions of the Congregational

Church. Under this new sponsorship, the program was to be directed ly Rev.

Andrew Young along with an educational staff consisting of Mrs. Septima Clark,

on leave from the Highlander Folk School as Director of Workshops, and Mrsc

Dorothy Cotton of the SCL6 as Educational Consultant.

The first Citizenship School Teacher Training Workshop under the SOLO staff

was held in July, 1961, at the Dorchester Center, McIntosh, Georgia.2

1
At an SOLO meeting in Shreveport, Louisiana in October, 1960, it was

decided that the invitation to co-operate in the program be accepted in view of
the need for "the training of new leadership in the South to implement the pro-
gram of the SOLO" (Memo to SOLO Affiliates from Southern Christian Leadership
Conference National Office, ned.).

2
The participants in this first SOLO workshop cane from Louisiana, Georgia

and South Carolina. They included retired and unemployed persons, housewives,
farmers, a union member, an undertaker's helper, a dress raker, a building
contractor and a minister. According to a workshop report, the volunteers stated
that the training did for them what they hoped the Citizenship School would do
for their students: "It defined the individual's responsibility for first-class
citizenship" and gave then "the courage to assume this responsibility and to work
actively in community development,."
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From 1961 to 1965.__ some 1600 volunteer teachers-were trained in- residentialworkshops. These teachers, in turn, taught more than 25,000 adult students and
out of their efforts and those of their students, "They were responsible for the
enrollment of more than 50,000 registered voters."

1

A Curriculum. for Volunteer Teachers of Citizenship Schools

Purpose: To Develop Beauticians, Tradesmen, Farmers and Seamstresses into Teachers

The purpose of the Citizenship School Teacher
Training Wor,kshop of the SCICi

as its name clearly indicates, is to train volunteer teachers who will return totheir communities to organize and teach Citizenship School classes, to help their
neighbors read, write, vote and become fully participating citizens.

This purpose has special
significance because the workshop specifically

Undertakes to develop as teachers groups of people not generally thought of in
this role. Civic organizations are asked to send "persons with practical skillswho could be taught to teach" including "beauticians, tradesmen, farmers,
seamstresses" and also retired persons and young people. The only qualifi-
cations laid dawn within these broad categories are that they be willing to teach
a class and that they be "persons who read well aloud and who write legibly onthe blackboard."

2

In electing to train these kinds of non-professionals as Citizenship School
Teachers: the curriculum planners based their decision both on" he positive

1

Mrs. Septima Clark, Report to the Highlander Center Board of Directors
Meeting, Knoxville, Tenn., May 14, 1965.

2
"Application for Teacher Training," Citizenship Education Program, Southern

Christian Leadership Conference.
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results achieved by the pilot Sea Island program with the same kinds of grass

roots teachers and on. the negative results of p-,':'.t aly-sunported institutions

with professional teachers which had fndled to reach these same groups of people

in the islai Is.

Underlying the thinking and planning was the assumption that he civil

rights movement which was changing the social patte:::n and ,expectations of a

:whole generation of Negroes (and whites) in communities across the South would

motivate many who had never taught or led to become teachers and leaders just as

it would motivate many more who had never conceived of themselves as citizens to

read and write and qualify as voters. This belief that in a period of social

crisis adults are not only challenged to learn faster, but can be taught to assuma

new leadership roles and'devalop other leaders had been a central one in the

curriculum thinking and planning of the Highlander Folk School in its more than

twenty-five year history of relating educational programs to Southern social

crises and movements.

The "round-the-clock" Curriculum.

The six day residential training curriculum as developed by the Highlander

Folk School was an intensive,
round-the-clock experience. Beginning on Sunday

evening and lasting until Friday evening, it was planned to encourage maximam

participation on the part of the 20-25 volunteer teachers and supervisors in

attendance.

Following an orientation evening where each participant introduced himself

and told something about his community, there was a day of demonstration classes

in the teaching of reading and writing where participants were asked to observe
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criticize and act as teachers using as texts such materials as sample voter

registration tests. Daily sessions thereafter took participants, step by step,
through the Process of preparing for their own schools: arranging a meeting place
and scheduling the classes in relation to employment, transportation and other
local factors;. planning the week-by-week program beginning with the first meeting
and culminating with closing exercises, always taking into Consideration the

instructional level of the particular
students; recruiting students utilizing

a variety of approaches; and relating the Citizenship School pro

community education .and action activities.
1

; tS to on-going

At each step, the students were asked to participate in the process, through
demonstration classes, role-playing and smal group sessions where they formulated
their own plans and educational programs. To climax this experience, each student
was asked, on the final day, to present his plans to the total group. A note
regarding the curriculum-thinking underlying this learning activity indicates
that it "gives the student the experience of 'talking out' some of his ideas,"

affords him "the benefit of the group's reaction" and "produces in the student
the feeling of having made a commitment."2

Along with these structured learning activities, there were evening programs
including speakers, group singing and films, offered both for themselves and to
demonstrate activities which, it was hoped, would be included in the local Citizen-
ship Schools. The singing, with a professional

song leader, included Negro folk
and religious songs which it was suggested their students would enjoy singing and,
at the same timer increase their reading vocabularies.

41111100111
INIMISIMIIMMINIMIN111IMINMIrMIN.MININIMIIIIMWMOW ,m11.11.1101

See Appendix for the curriculum outline, Traini Leaders for Citizenship.Schools, Highlander 2olk School, Monteagle, Tenn., n.d. Mimeographed.

2Ibid., p. 10
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There-were also oppottunities) daily, during a so-called "voluntary skill

period" for individuals and groups to learn to use tape recorders, record players,

film and slide projectors.1

The "roundithe-clock," residential aspects of the workshop were always

emphasized by those who conceptbalized it The info discussions, the recre-

ation, the "living together in the community" were all viewed as integral parts

of the total educational experience. Out of the informal social interaction, the

"over-the-dishpan talks with people from other communities who are facing the

same problems," it was pointed out, participants can "not only become leaders

themselves, but, they are in a position to develop other leaders."
2

SCIC Curriculum Cha es: More Content less Participation

In interviewing the Citizenship Educat_cm Pro Z U staff, there were con-

siderable differences in opinion as to the significance of changes in the

curriculum which have occured under the new organizational sponsorship and

direction.

111. 11.
1
The original methods and materials for the training of Citizenship Schoolteachers were developed, in large part, out of an analysis by supervistag staffand others of the Highlander Folk School staff of what was being taught and how

by volunteer teachers in the first Johns Island classes. Through observation andanalysis of these classes, it was possible to identify the recurrent needs ofNegro adult students seeking to vote and achieve "first-class citizenship." Itwas also posaible to identify, among the teaching methods and materials asevolved and adapted by the unorthodox teachers, those methods and materials which"worked," which proved effective in preparing students to register and vote andassume the other responsibilities required of them as adult family and community

2Myles Bor,,on, Reply to Questions posed by Lean Charles Gomillion, TuskegeeInstitute, regarding the Highlander Folk School's contribution to civic democracyin the South, 1959.
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One staff member, who felt that the content and process have remained

essentially the same, indicated, "We have added with the times." She explaincC

that information on new Federal programs, such as the Poverty Program, and on

new legislation such as the Voting Rights Act, have been included. She indicated,
too, that some new subject matter has been included as new student needs have
been suggested, for example, the need for consumer education and the_need to know
how to read and evaluate a newspaper.

1

Another staff member, citing the same kinds of curriculua changes togati,:er

with methodologiu, changes in the teaching of reading, felt that the curriculum
was "altogether different."

2

Actually, in examining the two curricula, there have been some twelve
hours of subject-matter added, but the basic design remains essentially the same.
The SCLC curriculum, like the original Highlander Folk School curriculum, con-
tinues to prepare participants, step-by-step, to organize and teach Citizenship
School classes in their local communities.

It is in the area of small group and individual teaching - learning activities
that the curriculum has been greatly altered. In the August, 1965 workshop, there
were no opportunities for individual and small group planning in relation to their

back-home situations or for instruction in the use of audio-visual aides. This
change in the curriculum came about, apparently, as an accomodation to the fact
of the doubling of workshop participants, from 20-25 to 40-50, and the shortening
of the training period which now begins on Monday evening and ends on Friday
evening.

lInterview
with

2lnterview with

Bernice Robinson, November 8, 1965.

Mrs. Septima Clark, November 9, 1965.
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Notably, when asked to comment on curriculum changes, staff members made

no mention of what would seem a basic change in the day-by-day workshop process.

In terms of the residential aspects of the workshop curriculuessentially

the same amount of time is set aside for informal recreation and social interaction.

In addition to the daily meal-time and the Isetween and after-session hours, one

afternoon during the four afternoon workshop is devoted to a staff-student trip

and outing.

In interviewing the staff, they emphasized the need for a residential setting

which is comfortable and informal and takes Participants away from the distractions

of the city as well as from their family and community responsibilities. They

17-7- clearly aware that, for many, .1-:ne total experience is a vastly new one--both

the workshop itself, participating in the training and preparing to become

Citizenship School teachers and being away frcm hone, meeting people from other

communities and parts of the South and exchanging ideas and experiences with them.

In arranging for the housing of students, it was indicated, a conscious effort is

made to facilitate this exchange by placing people from different communities and

parts of the South together.

Descri ion and Anal sis of the A = st 1.6 Teacher Traini Worksho

Some Factors Affecting the Workshop

In describing and analyzing the Citizenship School Teacher Training Work-

shop which took place August 23-27, 1965, it is necessary to be aware of certain

factors outside of the curriculum which inevitably affected it.
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The Votinailk,hts Act: Registration Without Education,

To begin with, the passage into law, just before the workshop, of the
1965 Voting Rights Act/ eliminated not only the literacy requirement for
voting in the several Southern states, but also eliminated the major reason for
the rapid growth of the Citizenship School Program, in contrast to traditional
literacy programs. Over m eight year period, tensand

hundredgand fiaally
thousands of illiterate Negro adults were drawn into Citizenship School classes.
They were willing to face up to their inadequacies, to go through the belated

process of learning to form letters and read and write words, to core with complex
sentences, ideas and processes ---not for a diploma or a certificate, but to become
registered voters! Now, they could register without being able to read or write.

At the opening of the August workshop, Yrs. Clark spoke with enthusiasm
about the great changes ociaring in the South and the challenges and opportunities
presented for "concerned people." Turning to the recent legislative enactment,
she indicated, We want to read and write for many reason . . . (but) we don;t
need to write to register and vote." What she did not indicate to the volunteer
teachers was that the training staff was deeply concerned about the implications
of the new Voting Act for the very future of the Citizenship

School Program.
2

/0.1
/The Voting Rights Act was signed by the ..resident of the United States on

August 6, 1965.

2
Notes as participant-observer of the first session, August 23, 1965.
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11
Participants in the Workshop: Illi'orate to College Graduate; Retired Person to
High School Student

The thirty-five Negro and white participants in the workshop repressnted

a fax wider range of ages and educational backgrounds than any proverbial one-room

school, and a far greater range than originally intended by curriculum designers

and the SOLO Citizenship Education Pro__ staff. The staff explained that as

the program and their responsibilities had grown, the job of recruiting trainees

had been turned over, increasingly, to the far-flung field staff of the SCLC u2d,

in 1965, to the college student SCOPE workers, the Summer Community Organization

and Political Education volunteers. Many of these had little understanding of

the program for which they were recruiting.1

Thus, in interviewing and attempting to gather written data from twenty-six
2

of the forty participants in the August workshop, two persons were found to be

functionally illiterate; one, a young man from a small Alabama town who had been

an elementary school drop-out; the other, an older woman, also from a small

Alabama town, who indicated that she had been to school for one year. The latter

said wishfully, pointing to a newspaper that she would "like to pick up that

paper and read." At the upper end of the educational range were white and Negro

college graduates, who themselves represented a range from white graduates of

Northern Universities to Negro graduates of unaccredited colleges.

In age, the group ranged from persons :In their late sixties to

youth in their teens (some still in high school, some recent graduates, some

drop-outs). In beimeen, there were men and women, primarily the latter, ages

1
Interview with staff member Bernice Robinson, November 8, 1965.

2
Meta on educational backgrounds, community and civil rights activities0 and participants objectives in coming to the workshop gathered primarily ininterviews, except for some high school and college-trained Negro and whiteparticipants who were given questionnaires.
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twenty-five to fifty-five. Their educational backgrounds ranged from high school,lit
trade school or beauty culture school to Six or seven years of elementary school,

again varying considerably in quality, depending upon when and where the education
occurred.

C

The
SettlEBLEEagegE2E2tiEEIELE2E2e

The setting itself, Doyae:z.ter Center, a half-century old Negro commualty

center and one time church-related Negro boarding school located in rural (71?or3ia,

appeared, on first impression, to be a serene, comfortable white pille:zea-edSfice

surrounded by green lawns. Within, however, the building was poorly laid ou*:: anC

more poorly managed so that the staff of the Citizenship Education Program, Cao=bly
after the August workshop, decided to look for other quarters for their program,
The only large common room was in constant use for meals, for evening sessions
and for recreation. And because the center of recreational activity was a loud

juke box with rock and roll records, those who wanted to relax, to talk in small

groups, or to read had to retire to the upstairs dormitory roams which were small,

hot and crowded with beds and people's belongings,

In the evening after sessions when it was too noisey and too warm to retire,

the adults and some of the younger people stood or sat around the edges of the

common room watching the group which was dancing. AA few of the staff and others

who had access to cars left to find a quieter place. Inevitably, the effect was,

during the informal evening hours, to segregate people by age and by privileged

status.

One of the older women who complained about no young people, their music,

their noise, their talk insisted that there was only one solution, "Mere should
be two workshops, one for the old and one for the young!"
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Positive Factors: Student Motivation to Help "Mv People,"32.22Lthe Movement and ;YR,-:r4;11

Yet, if the students were widely diverse in age, in education and exper±f.!=a,

they had in common a commitment to the civil rights movement, to the ideal of

"freedom!" and "first-class citizenship" and a desire to help otht,rs as well es

themselves to achieve that status. Over and over again, in workshop interviews,

both youth and adults, when asked what they hoped to get out of the workshon

plained, as did a sixty year old cafeteria worker, "I came to this workshop beoau.se

I wanted to help my people . . ."
1

Some saw the job as encompassing large segments of their community. An

Alabama. farmer lamented that there were many young people as well as adults w:la

"have never started." Be was, however, undeterred by the size of the problem,

"I came for the educational experience--their methods for getting it over to he

people,"
2
he emphasized.

Some had suffered economic and other reprisals for their participation in

the movement, but this had not lessened their determiration to learn and to help.

One middle-aged woman, mother of four children, prominent in the Selma movement,

suddenly lost her job as cook when her employer complained that she had "slowed

down with all that morainic" Unemployed and worried about her children, she

had, nonetheless come to the teacher training. workshop. "The main reason I came,"

she explained, "is in order to hsdp the people and also help myself."3

lInterview
with

2
Interview with

3
Interview with

419
Mrs. Bertha M. Durant, August 26, 1965.

Collins Barris, August 24, 1965,

Mrs. Ella Mae Ebton, August 24, 1965.
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A nineteen year old Alabama youth who had been helping the SCOPE workers

to organize a Negro Voters League and to push for higher wages in a Deep South

area where "some janitors and maids make about twenty cents," had not only been

threatened by the white community, but beaten by his father. He expressed the

hope that he would be able to teach a Citizenship School although, he admitted,

"In a way, I don't want to go back,"
1

A mother of eight from a small Alabama town indicated that her husband was

afraid that he would lose his job because she was attending the workshop. She

commented quietly, "I had to do some tall talkin' to come."2

Some of the workshop trainees were painfully aware of their inadequacies

and feared that they might not qualify as teachers. One woman who had already

been trying to help individuals in her community read and write asked the inter-

viewer whether she would be prevented from teaching a Citizenship School class

because she had studied only six years in a rural school.

A tall young grade school drop-out who couldn't spell the name of the town

where he grew up and who be can -roiling at ago of nine "selling coal and

putting gas in cars" spoke with enthusiam of the Citizenship School Program. In

spite of the fact he was unable to teach, he indicated that he would try to help

someone else teach, He observed, hopefully, "It helped -",;he people . if every-

body do that, the world, young folks, old folks. Then everybody will have more
.41

learning. It could be a great world!")

1
Interview

2
Interview

3Interview

with John

with Mrs.

with John

Reynolds, August 24, 1965.

Starkest August 25, 1965.

Henry Fitts, August 25, 1965.
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Many among the younger participants were concerned about the apparent apathy

and lack of understanding of the movement which they observed on the part of adults.

A June high school graduate from Few Orleans stated firmly, "I am determined to

become akey instrument in my community." Of the adult community, he observed,

"The people are satisfied much too easily."
1

A young woman who had completed four years in a Southern Negro college told

of going door-to-door in her community and speaking to civic and church groups to

try to get people to register. Describing the fear, the feeling of inferiority

on the part of many, she stated, "I hope to get ideas in general to help me m2ko

the approach . . . to help some want to become first-class citizens
112

0

A recent high school graduate from a small South Carolina town wrote, "In

my community we need more person (sic) to register . . o I plan to 1?arn a lot

wherein when I go home, I can teach people how pct ortant citizenship is.°

Some of the students as well as adults saw the workshop as an opportuni+7

to help the movement and also to learn something about teaching and working with

groups. A slight, thoughtful student who had been a Negro "test case" when he

entered Louisiana State University, stressed that he was seeking to "acquire skills

for teaching others." He expressed the hope that perhaps he could "find out

suggestions on how to bring out the best in people myself, how to share infor-

mation, discuss the problems we have at home, share ways of problem-- solving. "4

1

Interview with John Wright, August 25, 1965.
2
Interview with Mattie MbCants, August 26, 1965,

41. 'PE

3
Interview with Robert Jackson, August 27, 1965,

4Response to Questionnaire, Clarice Collins, August 24, 1965,
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A recent high school graduate from a small half Negro half white town in
Alabama told about talking with other students who were trying to teach people
to read and write. "I would like to go back and learn (sic) the people more than
the people there are teaching, then try to get thaa to understand what's happening
in the movement." She continued, "I would like to know all about the School---tiLat
kind of materials, films, all that I can tell them." When asked if she was em-
ployed, she replied, "No work but civil rights."1

Another young woman, bright, articulate, mother of two, who had left school
at fourteen to get married and whose marriage :dad "broken-up" because her husband
opposed her activities in the movement, stated that she had come to tne workshop
"to get more knowledge, experience, know -how" so that she could organize and
teach a class. "you'd be surprised at how many people don't know anything about
the Constitution, the beginning of the Negro in America," she exclaimed.

2

All of the five white participants in the Citizenship School workshop were
college graduates from the North and West who had come South to volunteer their

services and learn more about the movement. Four had recently joined the American
Friends Service Committee--VISA program< One, a young California clergyman, wanted
to find a useful role, to give expression to his religious convictions through
working in the South and in tile moverient. All expressed an interest in learning

about the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and the Citizenship School
Program but, above all, they wanted to get to know and.understand the Negroes who
had come to the workshop, their ideas, their hopes, their problems.

1lnterview with

2
Interview with

Carolyn McMurray, August 24, 1965.

Mrs. Imogene Thomas, August 23, 1965.
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The Workshop Staff: Volunteer Teachers and Members of the Movement

The several members of the workshop staff, out of their own experiences and

commitment, were closely related to the movement and to the other wdrkshop par-

ticipants. Along with being adult educators, they were involved in the movemcnt

as staff members of Dr. Martin Luther King's Southern Christian Leadership Con-

ference and, long before, as Negroes living in Southern commnities. Two staff

members, Mrs. Bernice Robinson and Ben Hack had themselves been Citizenship School
teachers; Mrs. Robinson as has been indicated, in the first School established

in the Sea Islands in 1956. All of the staff had taken the risks and paid the

price for their activities in the movement. Mrs. Septima Clark had been fired

from her public school teaching job of more than thirty years in Charleston,

South Carolina for her involvement in civil rights and had thereafter joined the

Highlander Folk School staff and helped develop the Citizenship School Program.

Another staff member, an Atlanta
University-trained social worker; Annell Ponder,

was a veteran of the Albany, Georgia movement where he and others had become

"legendary" for their prolonged and courageous non - violent struggle in the face

of jailings and beatings from the white community and fear on the part of many
in the Negro community.

Staff and students, in many ways, already "knew one another." They could
move on, therefore; rapidly to the business of the workshop.

Orientation Session: Gettin Ac uainted with One Another and with Their New
Roles as Teachers

Significantly, the workshop was opened with the sii^,-ing of freedom songs,
led at first by a staff member, but very rapidly waken over by group members who

0 improvised verses growing out of their local movement experience. The powerful
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unifying effect of the group singing could be felt
immediately--even by the111 t

°native white
participant-observers. One of these recalled the first night's

B.J. started it off with "Paul and Silas Bound in Jail" in hisstrong, slow and swinging voice, clapping heavily and movingaroulld the circle . . . the fire spread so quickly my fingerstingled and I suddenly hld more air to sing with. The roombecame the world and the singing was not just from the lipsara lun3s; it was a full expression of bein41

What followed the singing were relatively formal introductory statements by
staff about the hours and house rules of the residential center and about the
workShop purpose and daily schedule, but the effect of the sin3f..:,g was to rsaat:?
everyone, unite everyone in the

impelling, pervasive music of the move:lent.
Durng this very first session,

participants were asked to begin thin3:ing
of themselves in their new and unaccustomed

roles as teachers. Early in the
session, as some forty-five staff and participants sat together in a. circle,
each was asked to "introduce your neighbor on the ri/slrb," This, for many, was
an uncomfortable process. It required not only rapidly acouiring (and re-
membering) the name and background in about a new person, but being
able to repeat this information before a whole group of new people, The processwas made more f-exmidable for some because of the person whom they had to in-
troduce, A shy, young Negro high school drop out from a small town in Alabama,
for example, had to interview and introduce a poised and assured young white
woman with a Northern urban university background. Almost immediately, however,the staff reminded students in the workshop that one reason for -11altin3 time
for these introductions was so that they, as teachers, would be thinking about

1

Personal notes on the Workshop,
Lucy Nassie, n.d.
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some method to introduce their students to one another on the first meeting-of
their Citizenship.School class. On frequent subsequent occasions, workshop
members were moved beyond their own limited stage of development by being put
in the role of teachers gaining new skills or knowledge in order to help others.

Motivating the Group: "Do You Know Some People Who Can't Read or 'Write?"1

(Second day)

At the beginning of the second session, the morning after participants had
arrived from their communities in various parts of the South, staff member
Dorothy Cotton involved the group very personally in the subject of the workshop
by asking, "Do you know some people who can't read or write?" Their own stories
brought forth by this question spelled out more compellingly than any motivating
speech or sermon why they were needed as volunteer teachers.

Someone told of an older woman in her community who was "afraid to carry
her grandbaby to the doctor

. . because he would ask her to write her name."
Another told of teaching an old man of seventy-eight who "didn't know what

his check said" to "write his name and scribble a little."

Others told of efforts made by both young and older people to hide their
ignorance. "They even carry fountain pens and pencils," one man observed of
some of his illiterate neighbors in a rural county.

As they brought out examples, one of the workshop
participants admitted,

"I would like to know more about zeading and writing myself." Another woman
commented, "I don't have much education, but I do have a will to help . . ."

1965.

1

Description of session based on notes as
participant-observer, August 24,
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One of the high school age students indicated that hf: nwn father was

unable to read or write but addc,d, "Ee's a very hcrd pcTson to Tr..; ovac to ."

A. woian who described her town as "a hard place" 223:9^2:410=9 ba going;

door-to-door she had found "twenty-four people who want to lcarn,"

that most members of the movement in her community had r)cently bsEn Eht,

assured the group, "I'm gonna do the best I can in rry spare timci"

A SCOPE field worker estimated that in the Alabama count:. in whicll

working, "about fifty per cent can't read or write," ald c4a33 -That he h-ld

unable to find a single "settled" person to come to the wor-a-shoP.

There was a heated discus ion of the reasons why so mlny ogres

illiterate. One of the high school participants suggested that "moi:: of thr.a

are old" and were unable, many years aso, "to get the proner tInininr,"

middle-aged woman differed strongly, She pointc:. cut tha:t as late as 1949,

0 people working on large plantations hod little oppori-unity to go to school.

"When they started planting, gathel-ing cotton, they had to stay in the fields!"

A man of fifty who had managed to obtain both high school and vocational

education over a period of years insisted, "We got this way because we were

downright stupid, lazy and afraid!" find he cited with pride his own hard-won

accomplishments, "I couldn't go more than two or three months out of the year,

but I went!"

A college-educated young man differed strongly, "I think one of t311 T.sa.lcno

it's this way is because we're black!" He pointed to the unqualified tesao-T.r,zo

in many Negro schools. "Sometimes when we finish high school, we're doing what

we call reading. . We don't read now. We call words!"

Another young man, a student, added, "The person who brought no, Eog-.:..)

over had a purpose. Once he could read and write, they wouldn't have T-..:on

to work him for nothing."
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The session ended to be followed by a demonstration class on teaching

people how to write their names. For.aImost one-half sour, some of the woull-be

teachers discussed the meaning of the word "signature" and whether a name -fain.

was printed could be considered a signature.

A laborious exercise followed with two rrrtici.pants demonstrating hoar to

write their naves on the blackboard by picking out ne proper capital and =11
letters from an alphabet chart as they would ask their students to do. Alza.in,

the two struggled while others waited and watched. In general, the group sinor,r:d

to vier the lengthy process with understanding, perhaps, growing out of tht,ir

analysis of the underlying reasons for the inadequacies of their neighbors,

families and, in some cases, themselves.

Reading Demonstration: From Sounds to Words to "lacy Vote?"1

(Third day)

In demonstrating the teaching of reading, the staff member leading the

discussion was Mrs, Bernice Robinson, the high school-educated former beautician
and seamstress from Charleston who served as the first volunteer teacher with
the Citizenship School Program.

Beginning with the sound chart and asking the class to repeat the sounds,

Mrs. Robinson apoligized for the elementary level, ".Remember, you are going to

have more trouble with your classes. I am working with graduate students' ht:,re! '

As the class practiced repeating the several sounds, however, it was clear that

a number of them, as in the case of the teaching of reading, needed. help in

pronunciation while others seemed good-naturedly amused by the process.

1

Description of session based on tape recording an'', notes as particir:t-0 observer, August 25, 1965.
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After some minutes
ofjleMonstrating sounds and relating the process to her

own experience as a Citizenship
School teacher, Nks.'Robinson moved the group toa more advanced

level in the teaching of reading. She pointed out that in their
Citizenship School classes, they would find such materials as government pamphletson Medicare and Social Security useful "texts" because they contained materialneeded by their adult students. To demonstrate how a Medicare

pamphlet might beused, she asked the group to "Find a word beginning with the letter 'p'." Again,the exercise was both a learning experience for some and a demonstration of the
teaching process to others.

Someone picked out the word
"popularly" but thoughtthe word was "popularity."

Someone else clarified the meaning of the two words.The word "program" was identified. Here, a lengthy
discussion followed when

Mrs. Robinson asked, "What do we mean by the word program?"
One person stated, "A program is to build on, a foundation."
Another suggested, "A program is something for everyone to follow."
A third person, a college

graduate, suggested that to be meaningful the
word should be used in some context, in relation to something specific. Mrs.
Robinson responded by returning to the Medicare pamphlet and asking,, "What doesthe word 'program ''mean here?"

Further discussion followed with some of the younger and
better-educated

students attempting to short-cut the discussion by interrupting the lengthy
explanations of other group members. "Give the person who thinks a little
slower a chance to answer," she reminded them.

In closing the first half of the session, Mrs. Robinson. reviewed the processwhich the group had just experienced of moving from the teaching of sounds, to
words, to considering words in a context.
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Moving on to what she described as an "intermediate reading lesson," and

emphasizing that'they should find materials of interest to their students, rehe

&lc/a/let-rated with an illustrated pamphlet which ha 2 innr issued to the trainees

entitled, "Why Vote?" As various class members volunteered to read the pampUet,

paragraph by paragraph, they frequently had difficulty yin. pronunciation as well

as with the meanings of words. When someone confused the word "ally" vii th "alley"

she commented, 'Tvery workshop we get these words confused!"

In coming upon the word "political machine," there 'ias a oonside-mIle

discussion of how political machines are created and operate,. After asking the

group to tell about political machines which they had seen in action cr heard

about, Mrs. Robinson drew a diagram of State government on the blackboard and

pointed out the kinds of patronage and consequent control exercised by a governor..

"Two hundred thousand votes might be controlled indirectly through these State

jobs," she observed. Turning from the general problem of controlled votes to

Negro voting power and the potential voting power of students in C4-:;izenship

School classes, she exclaimed, "This is why it is so important that we get over
to our people that they should vote! We don't owe anything to that governor!

We can break any machine if we get people registered to vote!"

The reading of the pamphlet continued. Other pronunciations, word meanings,

and political concepts were discussed. At one level, time was devoted to dis-

cussing the political concept of a pressure group. At another, some readers had

considerable difficulty in pronouncing the words "register" and "registration"

which they pronounced "redister" and "regis-ter-ation." One middle-aged woman
who had difficulty with the word "registration" said anxiously, 'Thy tongue is
tied. Will that be all right for teaching?" She was reassured that she had

been able to say it correctly "when you took your time."
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Discussion of the content of the pamphlet moved on to the subject of

studying issues before voting. This raised a troubling question in the nind of

one workshop member, "What should be done if the papers don't give fair coverage
to civil rights issues?" Here, a number of suggestions were nade by both staff

and participants. The idea of a boycott of the newspaper was suggested. A civil

rights paper, The Southern Courier was cited as an example of a paper available

by subscription, with good coverage of civil rights issues in the South. One of

the staff members suggested that Negroes might put out a local mimeographed paper
of their own.

As the group completed reading the pamphlet aloud, some readers, including

a recent high school graduate, had difficulty with the material. Mrs. Robinson

closed the session, with a strong statement on the importance of reading for

"first-class citizenship" (addressed apparently both to voluntear teachers and

their students).

Film and Discussion Session: Briefs Poor Film; Long, Animated Discussion

(Fourth evening)

One one of the last ev'9nings of the workshop, a brief educational film,

"Good Government is Your Business," was shown. Following the film, the group,

divided by the staff into four small groups to facilitate discussion, evaluated
it at length in terms of its merits and uses for Citizenship School classes.

The film was an old, cheaply-made one with a didactic plot: a "good" young

man decides to run for office against a "bad," perennial_ machine candidate. His

family and friends urge him not to try. The machine threatens him. Be persists

1
Description of session based on notes as

participant-observer, August 26,0 1965
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and, with a single campaign message, "Get out and vote," arouses a previowly

apathetic public and wins the election.

In spite of the simplicity of the film, and the fact that all the characters

were white and middle-class, the response to it was almost entirely enthusiastic.

There was rapt attention on the part of most viewers. The discussion which

followed involved both students and adults of various backgrounds and educational

levels. The only dissenters and question-raisers were to be found among several

of the Northern white participants who questioned the feasibility of one man

defeating a political machine or rallying public support without any apparent

issues.

The reports back from the small groups included inspired statements by

various spokesmen.such as "One man can change a community if you are enthusi-

astic!," and "You have to vote at the local leveleverything you do is regulated

by politics!" And, "In order to do anything, you must have faith!" The reports

were not only well received, but at least one of them. was greeted with applause.

The film, whatever its quality, had not only come at a point in the work-

shop where it was relevant, but at a point'in the lives of Negroes in the South

,There' it was highly relevant!

Final Day of the Workshop: The Unanswered Questions
1

(Fifth day)

On the last morning of the workshop, there was a detailed explanation and

demonstration of record-keeping by Mrs. Septima Clark with each workshop partici-

pant asked to fill out his own sample record sheet.

1

Description of session based on tape recording and notes as participant-
observer, August 27, 1965.
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As she explained carefully how to make out a roll, how to figure average
monthly attendance, etc., various classbeMbers began to raise unrelated questions
which were obviously of concern to them as they looked toward the end of the
workshop and returning to their communities.

One of the eager volunteer teachers asked about the feasibility of teaching
more than one class. The answer was brief. He could teach two classes, four
nights per week, if there was sufficient demand.

An older woman asked the group and Mrs. Clark for help on several problems
including how to get people to attend church, how to get people to attend Citizen-
ship School classes and what to do about people who use profanity. Mrs. Clark,
desiring to get back to the subject of record-keeping assured her, "We'll get
you some help."

liyoung woman was worried about the way in which the discussion of civil
0 rights had been surpressed in her small Georgia community. She indicated that

both the Negro and white ministers "had agreed not to mention civil rights in
church."

This comment initiated others about how to deal with "Uncle Toms." One
man passed along a slogan he had heard, "Don't fight him and don't feed him!"

Another student, looking ahead to starting his Citizenship School class
asked, "Is harvesting a bad time for a class?"

After some attempt to deal as briefly as possible with the several questions,
Mrs. Clark returned to the subject as defined, asking the group to take out their
sample expense vouchers. She demonstrated how the voucher would look, putting
the sample items in the several columns,

"blackboard §.65.00, fourteen pencils at
two for five cents . . ."
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As lass. Clark demonstrated how to total the voucher,
someone broke in

urgently, "In my town, people are registering. I want to know abaut.voting,"Sn3, along with several others, had talked throughout the week about the problemof how to help people eligible to register under the new Voting Act, but urn:tie10 read, to cope with the ballot. Mrs. Clark gave a brief
explanation and

promised to discuss the matternanother time." That other questions ani expmssionsof concern and anxiety followed, "People want us to prove ourselves . ,," oneyoung woman began.

Record-keeping had been demonstrated it. spite of the interruptions, butmany questions clearly remained unanswered in these final hours of the workshop.

Final Session: The Volunteer Teachers as Transformers of Society:1

The final session of Friday evening was a banquet
honoring the new groupof volunteer teacher: who had come, five days earlier, as a retired

beautician,dmestic workers, an ur,dertaker's helper, high school students, an unemployed
cook, an independent small farmer, an owner of a boarding house for elderlypeople, a minister's wife, college students, mothers and grandmothers.

Every aspect of the occasion was planned to mark the
transformation.Cotton dresses were replaced by Sunday attire. The farmer who had lounged com-fortably in his overalls throughout the week was wearing a dark suit and

addressing the group as "Speaker for the Nen." The mother of four, who had been
troubled for several months by events of the Selma march which had taken her joband put her son in the courts, stood before the

festively-decorated tables as
"Speaker for the Women." "This seems to be a place that we don't want to leave,"she observed, "God be with us as we continue our fight to make this a free world."

of session based on notes as
participant-observer, August 27,
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Ben Mack, on behalf of the staff, spoke with humility of their efforts,

"Perhaps you have not gotten all that you he hoped. . We hope some of the

things will be of great service to you when you go back to your communities. We

hope that you will do as we have tried to do."

Through a so-called "skit," in several acts and covering one hundred years,

a group of younger members of the workshop, Negro and white, dramatized the

transformation of "Uncle Tom" in the cotton fields to "Mr. Tom" as a freedom

fig7eer.

To climax the transformation, the chairman of the Student Nonviolent Co-

ordinating Committee, John Lewis, spoke to the new teacher-leaders. "The Citizen-

ship School teachers," he stated, "represent the new people of the South, not

the 'new Negro,' -. . . people who have been on the outside for a long time." He

traced the early struggles of "poor people," the recent civil rights struggles

beginning with the sit-ins and, "Now," he emphasized, "the right to vote!"

Stressing again the larger nature of the struggle, he predicted, "We're going to

transform the South . . . the whole South." In achieving this transformation,

"the Beloved Community," he turned to the assembled group, "If-any real changes

are to take place in our society . . . we must do something ourselves! The people!

You must bring them about!"

The banquet session closed with "the people"--staff, speaker, volunteer

teachers--joining hands to sing "We Shall Overcome."

The Residential Bcperience EXamined

In spite of the inadequate physical setting, the residential experience

provided a number of opportunities, planned and spontaneous, for informal

0 educational and social activities which were significant in themselves as well
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as affecting the kinds and quality of communication which occurred within the

formal workshop sessions.

One of these activities was group singing of the songs of the civil rights

movement. .EVery morning, afternoon and evening before new session began,

someone would start a song, sometimes a staff member, sometimes a group member,

young or old. Someone would sing, "Everybody Loves Freedom . . ." Someone else

would add the verse, "Alabama Loves Freedom . ." Other verses would be added,

Tennessee, Georgia, Mississippi, Louisiana, South Carolina, until all of the

states represented were included. The effect, as on the first meeting, was .6

include and relate everyone across boundries of age, education, experience and

race. Along with the effect on group morale and ;;he enjoyment, simply, of singing

together was its value as a learning activity. Everyone was learning new songs

which they could take back to their several communities and Citizenship School

(:) classes.

Probably the most important among the informal learning activities were the

frequent opportunities for discussion at meal times, while washing. up afterwards,

in the dormitory rooms or sitting under a tree after a session. In intimate groups

of two or three or four or five (sometimes including a staff member), participants

were free to raise questions about things they didn't understand, to talk about

back-home problems or to share their personal hopes and plans.

Out of such discussions, some got specific help fram their fellow partici-

pants--a woman who was seeking suggestions, for example, about how to gather

community support for a youth center said enthusiastically, "Donald gave me some

very sharp points to get this center built!"1

./sam./10m.mamb

1

Interview with Mrs. Rebecca Ware, August 27, 1965.
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Others were strengthened in their determination to continue the stzuggle.

%never really know how bad if is until you hear other6.talk about it," a small

town Alabana woman observed.
1

Many expressed their pleasure at coming to know one another. "Ile:ze you have

a chance to eat, live and work with :?eople. Other places you just work:and march

together," explained one seasoned young civil rights worker. 2

Some youth and adults mentioned getting to know one another. A high school.

aged youth said simply, "I got closer to older people than before."3

Others spoke in more general terms about the experience of being together

at Dorchester. "It's as great to me as anywhere I have ever been or heard of,"

al older nan stated who had made it a point to talk with most of the youth and

adult members of the workshop as well as the staff.4

An afternoon bus trip and beach outing for students and staff on one of the

last afternoons of the workshop provided a leisurely opportunity for this kind of

interaction. At the same time, it provided an opportunity, the first for many

Negroes in the group, to visit a beach, to walk along the sand and feel the waves.

Most of the younger members of the group and some, even among the older women, not

only watched but waded into the water. One of the older women, when asked what

stood out for her in the workshop, replied readily, "All of my classes and the

afternoon we all went swimming.°

1
Interview with Mrs. Ella Mae Moton, August 27, 1965.

2
Interview with Donald Doss, August 27, 1965.

3
Interview with Robert Jackson, August 27, 1965.

4
Interview with Collins Harris, August 27, 1965.

5Written response to interview questions, Mrs. Lizzie Mae Willis, n.d.
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The beach trip was also the first and only opportunity when the group,

together, encountered "the outside world." Others on the customarily "Negro

beach" expressed curiosity about the integrated group. In reply, if they showed

any interest, questioners were told not only about the group but about the

Citizenship School program. A sense of pride in and identification, with the work-

shop group, the Southern Christian Leadership Conference and the program were

clearly in evidence.

Reactions to the Workshop: "I have been inspired enato_put it before ion people."

The immediate effect of the workshop was to give many a feeling of confideree,

of readiness to return to their communities and organize a Citizenship School class.

A widow and retired beautician who had more formal education than many of
the older participants, but who had lacked confidence in herself, stated, "I see

a better future for us . . . I have been inspired enough to put it before my
people . . my value of being here was more to put in action what I knew. "1

An Alabama farmer who had come to learn. "their methods for getting it over
to the people" talked, after the workshop, of how he planned to teach. "The

tactics are different," he explained. "By using some of these I have learned

here, I can get to them more softly." He added, "As our instructors did."2

One of the women who had sought advice on how to instruct illiterate voters,

registered under the Voting Rights Act, to use the ballot, indicated at the close

of the workshop that she was still not surf: how to proceed. However, of her

1

Interview with Mrs. Essie Bizzell, August

2Interviw with Collins Barris, August 27,

27, 1965.

1965.
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general reaction to the five-day training, she stated affirmatively, "It gave me

confidence to address myself to the students."1

Some of the workshop members had already begun thinking through the details

of getting their classes underway. "I'm going to try to get my class to meet

before the Civic Club," one of the women said when asked if she had any plans as

she returned home.
2

A South Carolina high school graduate replied with regard to his plans that

he was starting his Citizenship School class on September 9. Another recent high

school graduate indicated that he had already begun recruiting for his class

before he came to the workshop.3

Some were looking ahead to assuming additional community responsibilities

and to making other changes in the community. One woman, apparently inspired

by her own adult education experience, looked beyond the Citizenship School

classes to having "an adult school in our community."4 Another woman saw the

Citizenship School as the first step to "wake up a lot of people" in working

toward "a better gover'ment."5

A college student from New Orleans indicated that he planned "to go into an

area that rejects civil rights." He continued, "I will canvass the area, establish

local people to work with, and-pursue ny convictions to the fullest."
6

1

Interview with Mrs. Roberta Starkes, August 27, 1965.

2
Interview with Mrs. Rebecca Ware, August 27, 1965.

3Interview with Robert Jackson, August 27, 1965.

4
Interview with Mrs. Essie Bizzell, August 27, 1965.

5Interview with Mrs. Rebecca Ware, August 27, 1965.

6Written response to interview questions, August 27, 1965.
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There were others, of course, who did not rave clearly thought out plans
when the workshop ended. The woman who was wishing that she could "take up 41 1 at

paper and read" said of her plans, "I will be dolt' some kind of 1:02..c. in the move-
ment." And of her experience at Dorchester, "There was gxatitude in me just to
sit and learn."1

Follow-up Data: What Participants Did When They Returned Home

According to available records, nine of those attending the August, 1955
workshop were teaching Citizenship School classes as of September, 1965 There
may have been others but these persons had filed reports and requested materia:ls
from the Citizenship Education Program staff. This meant that at least one third
of those eligible to teach had recruited students and organized a class within
one month after participating in the volunteer teacher training workshop!

Along with their requests, some of these new teachers included erg' -sac --

astic accounts of their experience. One of the high school-age teachers wrote:
I have set-up my classes here in Macon and Gray, Georgia . . .We have something like a mass meeting to draw people to ourclasses and we have found this to be a very good way to getthe adult interest in knowing more about affairs going on inMacon. a . .2

Others came more directly to the point. "The class is great," one young
woman stated. "I want you to send me the blackboard,

chalk,writings (sic) pad
and the pencils because we are bcycott(ing) tile town here." She added that all
fourteen members of her class had registered, along with some four hundred others.'.

1
Interview with Mrs. Lizzieren Moore, August 27, 1965.

2
Letter from Elijah Jones to SOLO office, October 4, 1965.

3
Letter from Sadie Phifer to SOLO office, n.d.
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Another brief letter was from an older woman teaching a class of fourteen,

ages thirty-seven to seventy-six:

This is my first month teaching this Citizenship School class.
It have be (sic) a great experience for me. I hope I can be of
some help to those who have become Registered Voters hear (sic)
in Selma and Dallas County.1

Unfortunately, data regarding classes taught or other activities of the

August, 1965 Workshop members have not been available shale these Autumn, 1965

reports,

Field Trip to One Communitx

In December, 1965, this writer made a visit to Selma, Alabama to gather

follow-up data on workshop participants living in that area. Along with learning

that four persons from the Selma area had taught a Citizenship School class, the

interviewer learned of many other activities in which the several participants

had become involved.

One of the women who had intended to teach a class, had instead, been

taking adult evening classes herself.
2

She explained that in her efforts to

obtain employment she had failed a "job test." Although she was unsure whether

the failure was hers or a punative action on the part of an anti-civil rigbis

employer, she had found the classes rewarding. She emphasized that the work-

shop had helped her. "They asked some of the same questions!," she commented.

Along with continuing her own education, this participant indicated that she had

been active in the lgcal voter registration campaign. She estimated that she

had "influenced" some seventy-five to one hundred persons to vote since the
IMAY

1

Letter from Mrs. Lizzie Mae Willis to SOLO office, n.d.

2
Field interview with Mrs. Ella Mae Moton, Selma, Alabama, December 2, 1965
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Federal Registrar had come to Selma in August. During the interview, a neighbor

who was unable to read cf,me to ask her help in deciphering a letter she had

received regarding registration.

Unfortunately, systematic data is lacking on the community activities of

workshop participants who, for whatever reasons, did not teach a Citizenship

School class. It may be that a good many of them, like the unemployed head of

her family interviewed, are assuming community responsibility in other ways an'

continuing their education-

One of the workshop participants interviewed, a women in her sixties who

does housework by the day, had just finished teaching her first three month

Citizenship School.
1

It was clear that along with helping her students, at

various levels, to gain rudimentary reading and writing skills, to become

acquainted with the Bill of Rights, to discuss the pamphlet milhy Vote ?" and to

acquire other skills and information related to full citizenship, that she had

encouraged their fuller participation in community affairs, Each student, she

reported, had been responsible during the three-month class for encouraging

ten neighbors to become registered voters. At the same time, they ?End all,

teachers and students, participated in weekly political meetings in their ward

and in recent biweekly meetings to discuss plans and make recommendations

regarding the Poverty Program in that area. Judging by the Citizenship

Education Reports of the SCLC for previous years2 this community participation

by volunteer teachers and their Citizenship School students was quite typical.

.111,
1965.

1Field Interview with Mrs. Lizzie Mae Willis, Selma, Alabama, December 3,

2
See Appendix
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Follow-up Questionnaire Data
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Efforts to obtain additional follow-up data by means of a questionnaire

mailed in May, 1966 to August, 1965 workshop participants were not very successful.

Only seven persons responded. Three of these were among the group which had

already reported that they were teaching Citizenship School classes beginning in

September, 1965. Two others replied to only a few of the questions.

The sixth person, an older woman from a small town in Alabama, wrote,"Bugy

working and have not started class yet." She indicated, however, that she had

been working with "the Civic Clubs in overy possible way. "I

A seventh respondent, a farmer from a small, primarily tegro community in

Alabama, made no mention of Citizenship School classes but said of the workshop,

"Everything proved to be helpful to me in my fight in Civil Rights in the State

of Alabama" and he reported of that fight, "I have been successful in leading my

comm pity in a protest against the laws and the educational system."
2

The Workshop for Citizenship School Teachers as a Model: "The educational process

has begun lonKbefore"

In explaining why the workshop for the training of volunteer Citizenship

School teachers "works," how seamstresses and farmers from rural Georgia or

Alabama could become teacher- leaders in five days, one of those who developed

the program stated, "The educational process has started long before they come

and continues long after they leave. "3

1Reply to follow-up questionnaire from Mrs. Bulah Lowery, June 5, 1965.

2Rep4 to follow-up questionnaire from Collins Harris, June 5, 1965,

3"An Interview with Nyles Horton," Phi Delta Kappan, XLVLL (May, 1966),p.492.
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In viewing the workshop as a model for training
leaders, therefore, it

should be thought of in relation to a three step process:

(1) Participants come to the worksho with considerable first-hand know-

led e of civil ri hts and communit oblems and a deep desire to

solve them. Thus, as has been indicated, the participants in the

Citizenship Education Program Teacher Training Workshop held at

Dorchester Center, McIntosh, Georgics., in August, 1965, although

varying widely in age, experience,
occupational and educational

backgrounds, approached the workshop deeply committed to the

civil rights movement and to helping their neighbors achieve full

citizenship.

(2) They participate in a residential adult educEti2nllymmliaich
serves to reinforce their commitment and identification with the

Southwide movement, gives them some new skills and knowledge and,

most important, a new commusitx_role and a new belief in what they

can do. The knowledge and skills offered in the workshop described

were clearly only a small part of what most volunteer teachers would

need to fill in the inadequacies in their own educational backgrounds

as well as to help their neighbors. But they were helped, from the

first session, to view themselves in their new roles as Citizenship

School teacher- leaders. And, in their five days together of sharing

plans and problems and singing freedom songs, they were strengthened,

too, in their sense of being part of a larger movement for full

citizenship in the South.
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(3) They returned home in their new roles with a broader goal for them-

selves and their communities. They returned to their communities,

as one woman expressed it, "loaded with plans. "1 And many found,

as she did, that they had little trouble gathering a class because

her neighbors were "in favor of me coming to Dorchester to get some

information for them."
2

The teaching of classes, however, was only one of their activities,

as is indicated by the farmer who reported a successful protest in

his segregated Alabama community "against the laws and the educational

system," by the unemployed cook who indicated that she had "influenced"

at least seventy-five neighbors to vote or by the domestic worker who,

with her class, was actively involved in local politics and poverty

program planning,

1

Letter from Mrs. Lizzie Mae Willis, hay 6, 1966.
2
Ibid.
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CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the several kinds of data presented, two of the three

residential adult education programs, the Highlander Folk School Workshop on

School Desegregation and the Citizenship School Teacher Training Workshop of

the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, would seem to be useful models

for organizations and institutions seeking to develop effective, democratic

local leadership so greatly needed in community and civil rights groups of

the South.

In coming to this conclusion, three factors related to the design and

process of these workshops appear to be of fundamental significance and, it

might be added, of significance in the development of other leadership training

models:

(1) The residential settimin both instances, but especially in the case

of the Highlander Polk School Workshop on School Desegregation, was

a planned educative environment where there could be free and creative

interaction among Negro and white, college-educated and self-educated,

young adult and older adult, student, staff and resource person. The

group, in each case,. was small enough, the atmosphere informal enough,

the opportunities for discussion and social interaction varied enough

and the physical location far enough away from the distractions and

demands of every day living to make possible an intensive and rich

social-educational experience.

(2) The adult students, whatever their ages, came to the workshops as

responsible and active members of their several communities and

organizations, committed to assuming new or more effective social roles,
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(3) The educational program was problem--,riented with adult students

encouraged to make maximum use of the resources of the residential

setting and the social knowledge of their fellow adult students and

staff in preparing to cope with problems of achieving school de-

segregation or of helping their neighbors become ifirst-bloss

citizens."
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BACKGROUND

Recent Supreme Court decisions, beginning with the 1954 decision outlawing

the "separate but equal" doctrine in race :relations, the non-violent actions of

Negroes including student sit-ins and protest marches in Alabama and Mississippi,

and the strong affirmation of those actions by the Federal Government in the form

of major civil rights legislation and changes in public policy, have contributed

greatly toward setting aside the segregated system in the South and the "Uncle Tam"

leadership which served it. What remains to be accomplished, however, in every

Southern community, is to develop new kinds of independent, democratic Negro

leadership, able to mobilize local Negro support in changing the persisting segre-

gated patterns and discriminatory practices. At the same time, they must be able

to participate effectively with responsible white community leadership in the

solution of common problems of community living. What the basically changed social

situation in the South requires is educational programming to develop new kinds of

local leadership--both among Negroes and their white counterparts.

In accomplishing this far-reaching task, existing adult education programs

for the training of civil rights and community leaders should provide models which

can be adapted by institutions and organizations seeking to help meet the wide-

spread need. However, there ib little in the recent research literature of adult

education on the training of community leaders. And, in the case of the present

study which examines three different potential models of racially-integrated resi-

dential adult education programs for the training of local leadership, only one

relevant study has been identified. The present study, therefore, should contri-

bute to the literature of residential adult education and community leadership

training as well as to the immediate practical need for adaptable educational

models.
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OBJECTIVES

This study is concerned with examining three examples of racially inte-

grated residential adult education programs for the training of civil rights and

community leaders in the South. These programs differ in their sponsorship,

clientele and educational objectives and in the kinds of learning experiences,

including residential learning experiences, offered for achieving these objectives.

The purpose of the study is to examine each as a potential model, in whole or in

part, for other institutions and organizations in the South concerned with develop-

ing leadership training programs.

The study of each program will be confined to describing and analyzing:

1) objectives as defined by staff and participants; 2) examples of the learning

experiences utilized to obtain these objectives, including residential learning

experiences; 3) evaluation of the program by students and staff; and 4) apparent

effect and effectiveness of the Institute as viewed by participants.

The firm, of these programs to be examined is a 1955 Workshop on School

Desegregation, one of a series of workshops developed, beginning in 1953, by the

Highlander Folk School, an independent residential adult education center located

in rural Tennessee. The second program if, the 1965 Annual Institute of Race

Relations, founded in 1942 by the Race Relations Department of the American

Missionary Association and located on the campus of Fisk University in Nashville,

Tennessee. The third,example to be examined is a 1965 Citizenship School Teacher

Training Workshop sponsored by the Southern Christian Leadership Conference, a

religiously-oriented civil rights organization headed by Dr. Martin Luther King

and held at a church-supported center in rural Georgia.
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In the first program to be examined, participants were Southern Negro and

white leaders of a variety of socio-economic backgrounds, all actively working on

problems of desegregation in their several communities. In the second, partici-

pants were largely middle-class Negro and white teachers, ministers, churchwomen

and others from communities of the North and Muth. Participants in the third

of the three programs included a small number of concernea whites, but were largely

working-class Negroes, young adults and adults, from Deep South communiti,1 with

a desire to help their neighbors achieve "first-class citizenship."

The curriculum for the Desegregation Workshop was problem-centered, moving

from problem definition to a consideration of resources to the development of

specific plans for community action. The Institute curriculum was, in large part,

academic with emphasis on lectures by specialists to give participants a broad

orientation to race relations problems and programs for change. The Workshop for

Citizenship School Teachers took participants step-by-step through the process of

preparing them for their new community roles as teacher-leaders.

In each case, the experience in integrated residential living was con-

sidered by curriculum planners to be of some importance, but the several settings

and efforts to plan activities related to that experience varied considerably.
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PROCMITRE

The data on which the description and analysis of each of the three programs

is based have been gathered in somewhat different ways.

The data on the Highlander Folk School Workshops on School Desegregation,

1953-1957, have been gathered in the following ways: a) minutes and other staff

records of planning sessions; b) tape recordings and written records of workshop

sessions; c) reports and other materials resulting from workshops; d) correspon-

dence between staff and participants before and after the workshops; -) follow-up

questionnaires To workshop participants as administered both by the Highlander

Folk School staff and, recently, by the present writer.

Data on the Race Relations Institute and, specifically, on the 1965

Institute have been gathered from the following sources and by the following means:

a) reports of past Institutes; b) pre-and post-Institute interviews or question-

naires administered to twenty Southern participants; c) attendance at the two-week

residential Institute as a participant-observer of formal sessions and the informal

residential activities; d) interviews with Institute staff members; e) follow --up

questionnaires to all Southern participants in ':he Institute.

Finally, data on the Southern Christian Leadership Conference Citizenship

Education Program and, specifically, on the 1965 Teacher Training 1.1o: .shop have

been.gathered from: a) staff reports and tape recordings of planning and evalu-

ation sessions during the development of the Citizenship School Program; b) pre -

and post-interviews or questionnaires administered to twenty-five young adult and

adult participants in the workshop; c) attendance at the five-day residential

workshop as a participantobserver of formal sessions and informal residential
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activities; d) interviews with the 1965 workshop staff and with those responsible

411
for developing the Citizenship Education Program; e) follow-up interviews with

participants in the Selma, Alabama area three months after the workshop; f) follow-

up questionnaire to all forty participants in the workshop.

RESULTS

The results of this study cannot be readily summarized since they are in

the form of a description and analysis of each of the three potential models for

developing civil rights and community leadership and an evaluation of each by

Participants in terms of what they valued and what action they reported taking as

a result of the educational experience.

te The Highlander Folk School Dese re ation, 1955

The Highlander Folk School Workshops on School Desegregation, 1953-1957,

were developed specifically to prepare Negro and white local leaders to take

effective action in facilitating the process of school desegregation in their

several communities and thus carry out the 1954 Supreme Court decision, pending

at the time of the first workshop.

In examining the records of this series of one week and month-long Work-

shops, there is a functional relationship between the outcomes of one workshop and

the planning and agenda of the next. Thus, selected participants in the 1953 and

1954 workshops assi-ted in planning the 1955 workshop as well as recruiting

participants. Guidelines for desegregation and other materials produced and tested

by participants in previous workshops were resources for the 1955 workshop.
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Members of earlier workshops who returned home to assume significant leadership
roles in their communities became resource persons for that workshop.

In the course of the workshop, each local leader-participant described his
community and its problems and patterns of segregation as he perceived them. The
group, in turn, attempted to identify and analyze the common or underlying problems
of the several communities. Finally, divided into working groups and assisted by
staff and resource persons, they developed practical plans for action when they
returned home.

The forty some Negro and white local leaders attending the workshop repre-
sented a variety of Southern community backgrounds from urban communities of the

upper South to the rural Sea Islands of Souti Carolina. They had many opportunities
to come to know and learn from one another within the informal, rural setting of
the Highlander Folk SChool where the staff made maximum effort, through planned

$44-\ recreational, educational and work activities, to facilitate significant interaction.
In evaluating the workshop experience, Southern Negro and white participants,

whatever their social, educational and community backgrounds, emphasized the im-
portance to them of various aspects of living and learning together in a "desegre-

gated" residential community. They spoke of the democratic, tension-free atmos-
phere where they could live in friendship and work co-operatively on the solving
of their several problems of desegregation.

Participants developed specific but flexible plans for action when they

returned home, including A Guide to Community Action for Public School Integration
which was widely distributed and used. A number of them, correspondence and re-
ports of field visits as well as questionnaires indicate, managed Lo assist the

school desegregation process in their several communities as well as to take pert
in voter education programs and other activities. A few, notably Mrs. Rosa Parks,0
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assumed dramatic leadership rolas--Mra. Parks as-the leader of the Montgomery Bus

Boycott,--often described-as. the *first major act in the Southwide civil rights move-
ment.

C

The Institut e on Race Relations Fisk University, 6

The 1965 .Race- Relations- Institute, like the First Annual Race Relations

Institute in 1942, was_concerned.,...awits founder, Dr. Charles S. Johnson had stated,

with making available the-naccumulated wisdom and experience" and with developing

"leadership for dealing intelligently-with problems of group relations." Southern

Negro .and --vhite--pe.rticirantia-Lmere .interviewed at the beginning of the Institute,

however, whether teachers,--ministere-or-chnrchwomen,. were often vague or general in
.their reasons-for -attending.

The central-element-in- the .curricul.un-of the two-week Institute , "Human

Rights in the'Great-Society;" was, -as -previous Institutes, a series of morning

and evening lectureae-some-thirtrin..all. These-dealt with economic and other

problems -confronting-Negroes.;--the-prohl Prns---of -other-rainorit-i es-and- -the- political
and legal

processea_and-govermental-and._private-programs.for change. The lectures

were-presented-by..secial_scientists.-government_specialists-and. -spokesmen for

civil S set :44 11 ' 1111

knowledge-rexpesience-o-r--both.

C

The-

t 04 i,. gt-11 :44 se

problemsof-special_aomern..- 0.

-agencies.,--all_autharatative in their

_groups,- -Clinics on

-Community .Action.,-where members-could discuss

were too large

--to._allaw-for-txlividuaa_presentata.on -problems_ and. in -nine--of -the_groupa_was.
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As in previous years, the Institute continued to provide an experience in

integrated residential living on the Fisk:University campus. Ho-evert for various

reasons related to a changed and more open social situation in the surrounding

community and to staff convictions regarding the Institute program, little respon-

sibility was assumed by the staff for planning social and other activities to bring

Institute members together in informal interaction. No special arrangements were

made, in fact, even to house the one hundred fifty Negro and white participants

from the North and South on a planned, integrated basis within the men's and women's

dormitories. Thus, most Negroes roomed with Negroes and whites with whites.

In interviews with a representative group of Southern participants at the

end of the Institute, respondents were asked, "What part or parts of the Institute,

if any, were of special interest or value to you ?" Some one third found partie.-

pation in their clinic group of special value; two thirds indicated that the

4:: lectures were of notable interest and all but one person emphasized the significance

of various aspects of the residential experience. Those who cited especially their

clinic participation tended to be persons who gained specific ideas to take back

to their communities. In contrast, those who commented about the lectures tended

to endorse them generally. Even those who were extremely critical about the in-

adequacies of the resid. :1 setting and arrangements emphasized the importance

of "eating together, walking together, sharing ideas."'

There is evidence in the responses to follow-up questionnaires ten months

after the Institute that participants had obtained some new knowledge and insights

which they shared with school, church and community groups. There is evidence that

a smaller number gained useful, sharable information in the clinics on Employment,

Church and Race and Community Action. However, there is little evid*nce in the

responses on follow- -up questionnaires that Institute participants were assuming any
(:)

new and active roles in dealing-with lwal community problems.
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The Citizenship School Teacher Training Workshop of the Southern

Christian Leadership Conference,1265

The purpose of the 1965 Citizenship School Teacher Training Workshop was,

specifically, to train and inspire volunteer teachers to return to their com-

munities and organize Citizenship School classes to acsist their neighbors in

learning to read, write, vote and become participating citizens. The volunteers,

seamstresses, beauticians, domestic workers, as well as students and retired

teachers, were widely varied in their ages and eduational backgrounds', buy all

eager to assume a new and useful role in the civil rig. ' movement by helping

others achieve "first-class citizenship."

Initial sessions in the five-day workshop included discussion of the

urgent need of many Southern Negroes (including some of the workshop participants)

to gain basic skills and civic knowledge. This was followed by a number of

demonstration and practice sessions in reading, writing and simple arithmetic,

us Mg as "texts" money orders, checks, pamphlets on new government programs and

information on politics and voting as well as simple articles on Negro history.

The residential experience was an integral part of the total experience

with many having their first opportunity to meet people and learn about problems

in other parts of the South, as well as singing Freedom Songs together, planning

together and making a trip to an ocean beach as an integrated group.

Interviews and observation of sessions indicated that the desire to be a

teacher-leader, to help "the movement" and "my people," transcended the inadequa-

cies both of the program and of participants' backgrounds. (Many had less tlIm a

high school background and some less than an elementary school education) This

motivation also caused people to be almost totally enthusiastic and uncriidcr.1 of
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the workshop as an educational opportunity.- A Negro farmer from Alabama stated,

for example, "It's as great to me as .anywhere I ever heard of." A retir,4 beauti-

cian said after the workshop, "I see a better future tor, us . . I have been

inspired enough to put it before my people . . ."

One month after the workshop, one third of those eligible to teach Citizen-

ship School classes (excluding white participants who came to learn about the

program and those Negro participants who were functionally illiterate) had recruited

and organized schools and had their evening classes underway. Some of the others,

whose job or other problems prevented them from teaching a class, reported being

active in voter registration, local politics and other community activities.

CONCLUSIONS

On the basis of the several kinds of data presented, two of the three

residential adult education programs, the Highlander Folk School Workshop on

School Desegregation and the Citizenship School Teacher Training. Wozkshop of the

Southern Christian Leadership Conference, would seem to be useful models for or-

ganizations wzd institutions seeking to develop effective, democratic local leader-

ship so greatly needed in community and civil rights groups of the South.

In coming to this conclusion, thrr..e factors related to the design and

process of these workshops appear to be of fundamental significance and, it might

be added, of significance in the development of other leadership training models:

(1) The residential setting in both instances, but especially in the case

of the Highlander Folk School Workshop on School Desegregation, was

a planned educative environment where there could be free and creative

interaction among Negro and white, college-educated and self-educated,
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young adult and older adult, student, staff and resource person,

The group, in each case, was small enough, the atmosphere informal

enough, the opportunities for discussion and social interaction varied

enough and the physical location far enough away from the distractions

and demands of every day living to make possible an intensive and

rich social- educational experience.

(2) The adult students, whatever their ages, came to the workshops as

responsible and active members of their several communities and

organizations, committed to assuming new or more effective social roles.
(3) The educational program was problem-oriented with adult students

encouraged to make maximum use of the resources of the residential

setting and the social knowledge and experience of their fellow adult

students and staff in preparing to cope with problems of achieving

school desegregation or of helping their neighbors become "first-class

citizens."
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